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Flight Lines
Co l  Ja m e s  W. S pe n c e r , Ed it o r

Flagship Status . . .  So What?

O UR MORE perspicacious readers have 
noticed the listing of members of the 

recently reconstituted Editorial Board on the 
inside back cover. We brought the board 
members together last summer for meetings 
here at Maxwell and briefed them on the state 
of the professional dialogue. We explained 
the good and the bad news we've encoun-
tered and described the continuing chal-
lenges we face with our open forum for 
professional debate. We introduced them to 
our editorial-development strategy and oper-
ating limitations—from our budget to policy 
reviews. We discussed our ability to get the 
word out to professional airmen (although 
not viewed as such by their sister services) 
and our efforts to reach beyond the perceptual 
walls of Maxwell's academic circle. Then, we 
sat back and listened to their advice and ideas. 
We had hoped to turn them into advocates 
on our behalf but thought that might take a 
little cultivation and time. We couldn't have 
been more wrong.

The PowerPoint slides were still up when 
they spontaneously dictated a letter to the 
chief of staff (VFR-direct) regarding what 
would soon become several high-profile issues 
on his professional-developm ent plate. 
Among them was the mission of the profes-
sional journal of the Air Force and something 
called "flagship periodical" status. A little 
known instruction defines a flagship peri-
odical as the "premier periodical of the 
United States Air Force," and Airman magazine 
has always carried the chief's flag. Airman is 
the official conduit for Air Force public affairs 
information from the primary sources at the 
Pentagon and is a quality product produced 
by quality people. In no way seeking to sup-

plant Airman magazine, the board essentially 
put to the chief the notion of how important 
our service's journal and professional dia-
logue should be, relative to other Air Force 
publishing missions.

In any profession, dialogue in journals 
and periodicals has always played a pivotal 
role in stimulating ideas of relevance. More 
than pursuit of professional development, 
we use our professional journals to communi-
cate professional standards or evaluate those 
standards in open forum. Though the "com-
pany line" is stated correctly, it is often tar-
geted in professional journals, and Airpower 
Journal has been working to sight-in the big-
ger guns. Still, we're not convinced that our 
story's on the streets yet. We're still stung 
by the words of a famous, retired Air Force 
major general, who, in another forum, sim-
ply stated, "The Air Force still lacks a journal 
of the quality of the Marine Corps Gazette, 
where tough-minded criticism is encouraged 
and published on a regular basis." He knows 
about us. We send him a copy each quarter.

What about you? Have you challenged a 
compatriot with an idea you've learned in 
your professional journal? Our surveys sug-
gest that he or she has a one-in-six chance of 
never having heard about us. The distribution 
system we live with continues to squash our 
story. That's why word-of-mouth testimony 
means more than marginal gains for us. The 
chief has stepped up and put his flag where 
his heart is—with his professional journal. 
Our new Editorial Board came through.

Our new advocates were most helpful in 
getting our story told in ways we never 
could. Perhaps we'll hear from that major 
general. Better yet, perhaps we'll hear from
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RICOCHETS 3

you. That's what we've been up to for a 
while. Together we speak for our profession. 
Perhaps professional airmen are capable of 
strategic thought after all. That's great tim -
ing considering that the quadrennial defense 
review looms on the horizon and that each 
of us will need to articulate our profession 
and mission areas as never before. Our sis-
ter-service publications have been learning 
from us on-line (two years, three awards,

and counting at www.cdsar.af.mil/air-chron- 
icles.htm l). It's time we led the way in print 
as well. It would be great to have the extra 
people, budget, and quasi-official status that 
other professional journals enjoy. But it 
doesn't matter now.

We carry the flag for the Air Force—and we 
wouldn't want it any other way. □

Ricochets and Replies

We encourage your comments via letters to the editor 
or comment cards. All correspondence should be 
addressed to the Editor, Airpower Journal, 401 
Chermault Circle, Maxwell AFB AL 36112-6428. 
You can also send your com m ents by E-mail to 
ed itor@ m ax l.au .a f.m il. We reserve the right to 
edit the material for overall length.

ON SHULMAN

I was raised in the shadow of World War II. I 
always felt that combat veterans lucky 
enough to make it back were larger-than-life 
heroes who had made the penultimate sacri-
fice for freedom, democracy, and the Ameri-
can Way.

In his review of Craig Cameron's book 
American Samurai, Dr. Mark Shulman ("A Re-
view Essay: Why Men Fight," Fall 19%) has 
disabused me of this misapprehension. Now I 
have learned that the marines who dismem-
bered the Greater Asian Coprosperity Sphere 
and set the sun of Imperial Nippon were mur-
dering, racist, homophobic misogynists. No 
doubt, the official US Marine Corps histories 
will soon indicate that amphibious warfare 
doctrine should have reflected inviting the 
Japanese defenders to sit on the beaches with 
us, holding hands and singing "Kumbaya."

I applaud these resolute authors for hero-
ically using the dialectic to show us errors in 
our line, and APf for allowing me to self- 
confess.

Lt Col George Humphries, USA
Leavenworth, Kansas

COUNTERLINKAGE

I get tired of seeing articles in which Carl 
von Clausewitz, the Prussian military com -
mentator of the first half o f the nineteenth 
century, is automatically assumed to be an 
unquestioned font o f infallibility on all as-
pects of war, although he mostly expressed 
personal, subjective opinions not derived 
from any developed analytical process that 
can be tested and verified for logical consis-
tency or factual accuracy. Merely seeming to 
make some statement by Clausewitz fit some 
contemporary military event or seem to sub-
stantiate some pet idea of a military writer 
hardly proves that Clausewitz had developed 
a coherent theoretical process that has wide 
applicability and validity.

I'm  particularly irritated by the regularly 
seen practice of military writers misusing 
Clausewitzian statements out o f context to

Continued on page 116



Baghdad
The Urban 

Sanctuary in 
Desert Storm?

W il l ia m M .  A r k in

WITH THE EARLY morn-
ing attack on the AI Firdos 
(Amiriyah) shelter on 13 
February, Gen Colin Powell 
thought that Baghdad bomb-
ing had run its course. 

W hat's the value of "m aking the rubble 
bounce," he told his staff. "We have got to 
review things to make sure we're not bombing 
just for the sake of indiscriminate bombing."1

What an odd and inaccurate image for the 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to hold. 
If ever there was a bombing campaign that 
was not indiscriminate, it was Baghdad in 
Operation Desert Storm. Yet for all the visi-
bility of the Iraqi capital, and for all the 
briefings—public and classified—General Powell 
could not see what was happening. Years later, 
in his autobiography, he would still ask if 
airpower needed to "pound downtown 
Baghdad over a month into the war."2
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Airmen might lament Powell's infantry 
bias, but such an institutional explanation 
glosses over far more important matters. If 
Desert Storm was the first information war, 
as some claim, the Air Force stumbled badly. 
Even the highest military and civilian deci-
sion makers evidently did not understand 
the bombing campaign. Moreover, dispro-
portionate attention focused on Baghdad—an 
otherwise statistically minor part of the air 
war-bred misguided assumptions about tar-
geting and strategy, ones that persist to this 
day.

Consider these facts:

• In 43 days of war, a mere 330 weapons 
(244 laser-guided bombs and 86 Tomahawk 
cruise missiles) were delivered on Baghdad 
targets (a mere three percent of the total of all 
sm art weapons expended) (see tables 1 and 
2).

I don't think the 

danger in Berlin or 

Tokyo, either one, was 

particularly imminent as 

it is for Baghdad today.

—Walter Cronkite 
CNN, 16 January 1991
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F-117 Baghdad 
Strikes, Hits, and Misses

Table 2

NO-
STRIKES HITS MISSES DROPS

January

17 13 7 3 4

18 7 5 0 3

19 10 0 1 9

20 6 4 1 4

21 2 4 0 0

22 11 14 0 2
23 2 2 0 1
28 5 1 3 0
29 11 12 1 1
30 11 3 6 6

February

4 10 2 1 7
5 10 9 1 0
6 16 12 1 3
7 8 8 1 1
8 6 6 0 1

10 8 5 1 3
12 13 11 2 0
13 37 29 4 4
14 10 7 1 2
19 28 25 2 1
22 2 4 0 0
24 9 12 2 0
25 8 6 0 2
26 35 0 0 35
27 2 0 0 2
28 21 25 0 5

Total 301 213 31 96

Strikes are individual bombing missions with one or two bombs 
designated to be dropped on targets. Hits are bombs delivered 
and scored by the 37th Wing as on or near aimpoints based 
upon onboard gun camera video. Misses are bombs obviously 
not delivered on designated aimpoints. No-drops are occasions 
when pilots did not deliver ordnance during their mission.

• Ordnance impacting in Baghdad to-
taled 287 tons (not even one-tenth of one 
percent of the total in the air war).4 Con-
trast this with Linebacker II, during which

aircraft dropped 15,000 tons on Hanoi in 11 
days, 50 times the bom b tonnage on Bagh-
dad.

• There were 18 days and nights when 
there were no Baghdad strikes at all. In eight 
additional days and nights, five or fewer 
weapons fell. There were only 14 nights 
when more than two individual targets were 
attacked within the city.

• Three of Baghdad's 42 targets—Iraqi air 
force headquarters, M uthenna airfield, and 
Ba'ath party headquarters—absorbed 20 per-
cent of the effort.5

• The most intense “leadership" attack in 
Baghdad occurred on the last day of the war, 
when 21 bom bs were delivered against the 
empty Ba'ath party headquarters.

• Only once, on 7 February, was a sus-
pected presidential target hit with more than 
two bom bs during an attack.

Some argue that such statistics prove the 
decisiveness o f a few bom bs.6 Yet, based 
upon an on-the-ground survey, interviews 
with Iraqi and American officials, and de-
tailed new data about the F-117 campaign in 
the capital, a different perspective emerges. 
Assessing the effects of strategic bom bing 
has never been easy and Baghdad is no ex-
ception. But a close exam ination of city at-
tacks leaves the undeniable conclusion that 
despite hyperbole to the contrary, Baghdad 
bom bing in itself produced little identifiable 
military effect.

Indeed, the core focus mostly had civilian 
impact. The United Nations Children's Fund 
(UNICEF) stated immediately after the cease-
fire that Baghdad "is a city essentially un-
marked, a body with its skin basically intact, 
with every main bone broken and with its 
joints and tendons cut. . . ."7 There was little 
rubble, and civilians were spared, but their 
life support systems—electricity, water, trans-
portation, com m unications—were disabled.

To some, this is the very definition o f  stra-
tegic. In the words o f Lt Col Daniel Kuehl, 
USAF, Retired, it was "the progressive en- 
tropic dislocation of the innards and con-
n e c t iv e  tissu e  o f  th e Iraq i s o c ie ty  and
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infrastructure."8 But did such conventional 
infrastructure ruin have the postulated effect 
on the Hussein regime? The answer can 
only come from a more candid appraisal of 
what really happened in the Iraqi capital.

Before proceeding further, one must ex-
plicitly define the geographic limits and the 
reason why Baghdad was a distinct part of 
the air campaign. Because Iraqi air defenses 
ringing the capital were highly regarded, 
"downtown" Baghdad was exclusively the 
domain of F-117 stealth fighters and cruise 
missiles.9 Thirty-one targets were located 
within a three-mile radius extending from 
the Rasheed Hotel (see figure 1). In total, 
some 45 prospective Baghdad targets made it 
onto the bombing schedule (42 ended up be-
ing attacked, 39 by stealth).

With unsparing news media focus riveted 
on Baghdad, a hyperdiscriminate approach 
was chosen. Precision in weaponry and tar-
get identification facilitated pinpoint bomb-
ing to achieve "functional" as opposed to 
"physical" destruction. Yet the impression 
was always of far more intense bombing, and 
even these sparse attacks ended up being 
truncated, largely by Powell and Washington 
decision makers who felt civilian damage 
outweighed any military benefits. The end 
result was that there were only a few mo-
ments in 24 nights when the invisible jets 
were actually present above the Iraqi capital. 
And there were merely six days when Toma-
hawks made their presence felt.

"Iraqis are real trigger pullers," one Air 
Force officer quipped, citing the mayhem of 
flak and surface-to-air missiles seen on tele-
vision that gave the impression of intense 
bombing by coalition forces. The fireworks 
display, however, was a powerful image. Air 
Force leaders even melded the larger strate-
gic campaign and the bombing of Baghdad 
together as if they were one and the same.10 
The erroneous message is that the proven 
strategy for any future war is to focus on a 
nation's capital—indeed a highly discrimi-
nate focus on its leadership. Yet, the air at-
tacks against Baghdad do not offer the 
operational experience to form the basis for

such postwar conventional wisdom. Nor is 
it proven that a combination of early attacks 
by stealth and precision guided weapons can 
defeat adversaries quickly and with a mini-
mum of casualties.

A Stealth Mirage
A postwar New York Times dispatch from 

the Iraqi capital described "a people emerg-
ing from defeat after suffering one o f  the 
heaviest aerial bombardments in history" (em-
phasis added).11 Echoed Middle East hand 
Milton Viorst in The New Yorker, "There was 
no Second World War-style urban destruc-
tion, despite the tons o f  explosives that had 
fallen" (emphasis added).12 A dovish eyewit-
ness wrote in The Nation that there were no 
more than three thousand civilian deaths. 
"This would be the lowest number of civil-
ian deaths from the bombing of a major city 
in the history of modern war: Consider the 
London Blitz, Dresden, Tokyo, Hiroshima, 
Nagasaki."13 How had the impression become 
so skewed that Baghdad could be compared 
with the Second World War, when tens of 
thousands of tons were dropped and tens of 
thousands were killed in individual raids?

Partly the answer lies with the news me-
dia, which spoke of massive attacks and an 
"avalanche" of bombs, highlighting Baghdad 
from the first night. US military spokesmen, 
who chose the quick and glitzy sound bite 
and video clip when more balanced and de-
tailed explanation was required, contributed 
to the distortion.

Finger pointing nonetheless fails to take 
into consideration the very strategy of air war 
planners and targeteers, and the employment 
of the stealth fighter. Forty-two F-117s flew 
1,296 sorties (and 2,358 separate strikes), 
dropping 2,077 bombs in Desert Storm, 
roughly 30 percent of Air Force guided ton-
nage.14 Given stealth's highly valued accu-
racy and survivability, most think it was 
sequestered for high-threat areas where other 
planes might be more vulnerable or where 
collateral damage concerns precluded less ac-
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K ey
1 Doura electrical power plant
2 Doura refinery
3 Rasheed electrical power plant
4 Jadnya/Hurriya Square communications relay
5 14 July Bridge
6 Presidential palace/bunker
7 New Residential Palace/bunker
8 Baghdad air defense headquarters
9 Alwiya telephone exchange

10 Iraqi Intelligence Service regional headquarters
11 Ba'ath party headquarters
12 Presidential security force

13 Republican Guard headquarters
14 Ma'moon (Karkh) telephone exchange
15 Secret Police complex
16 Iraqi Intelligence Service headquarters
17 Ministry of Industry
18 Saddam Conference Center
19 Government control center south/bunker
20 Internal security headquarters
21 Nidal communications relay
22 Jumhuriyah Bridge
23 Rasheed Street telephone exchange (AT&T BuMng)
24 AhrarBndge

25 “Ministry of Propaganda”
26 State radio and television headquarters
27 Iraqi air force headquarters
28 Muthenna airfield
29 Al Firdos C3 facility
30 Shuhada Bridge
31 Ministry of Defense headquarters
32 Maiden Squara/BabAIMuadem telephone exchange
33 Waziriyah electrical transformer station
34 Ministry of Defense computer center
35 Aadhimiya telephone exchange
36 Military intelligence headquarters

Off map: Baghdad SRBM assembly, international AM transmitter, Rasheed airfield

Unlocated: Army storage depot, Baghdad radio relay terminal air defense headquarters (near or collocated with no. 8, Saddam City communica-
tions relay).

Note: Baghdad radio relay terminal air defense headquarters and army storage depot are also located within the three-mile ring.

Figure 1. Baghdad Targets
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(Above) A city burns. Ninety 
percent of the Japanese city of 
Toyama is in flames after an at-
tack by B-29s on 2 August 1945. 
(Left) Schweinfurt erupts. Military, 
industrial, and residential areas 
are the subject of a dense pattern 
of bombs. Yet, the bombing of 
Baghdad was described as “one 
of the heaviest aerial bombard-
ments in history in a post-Gulf 
War New York Times dispatch.
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A success? After the first three days, F-117s could report back that they had successfully delivered a total of six 
bombs on capital leadership targets, 16 bombs overall in Baghdad.

curate platforms. Stealth's focus "mostly 
against targets in the heavily defended areas 
of downtown Baghdad" is even cited in the 
Defense Department's Conduct o f  the Persian 
G u lf War as its decisive contribution.15

However, only 295 stealth strikes (12 per-
cent of its effort) were against capital tar-
gets.16 According to 37th  Fighter W ing 
records, 493 o f 2 ,358 strikes (21 percent) 
were against airfields located far from urban 
areas. And another 193 F-117 strikes (8 per-
cent) were flown against targets in Kuwait 
and the Basra area.17 Indeed, nine of the top 
10 targets hit by stealth—accounting for 662 
strikes (27 percent of all F-117 activity)—were 
targets repeatedly attacked by other air assets, 
even early in the war, far away from Baghdad. 
Only one—Ba'ath party headquarters—was lo-
cated inside the ring.18

In terms of historic achievement, there is 
no question that stealth demonstrated that 
individual targets in defended airspace could 
be found amidst dense urban sprawl and that 
traditional collateral damage could be mini-
mized in their attack. Yet the illusion of 
their habitual presence over Baghdad had a 
definite drawback: The public—even official—

A Tomahawk leaves the sea on its way to a target. 
Thirty-nine Tomahawks attacked targets in Baghdad in 
the first 24 hours.
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impression of far greater numbers, particu-
larly as the propaganda battle over civilian 
casualties heated up.19 This led to sub-
sequent restrictions on bombing the capital.

I f  Desert Storm was the first 
information war; as some claim, 

the Air Force stumbled badly.

The stealth-delivered bomb that had the 
single biggest impact was in the second wave 
on the night of 17 January. It was the object 
of the first publicly unveiled videotape when 
Lt Gen Charles Horner showed it hitting the 
13-story Iraqi air force headquarters building 
on the southeast edge of Muthenna air-
field.20 Soon it became lore that F-117s "hit" 
more than 50 targets on opening night and 
"destroyed" 40 percent of all strategic targets.21

For all of the vivid reporting from Bagh-
dad, nothing of the sort transpired. Only ten 
2,000-pound bombs and 39 Tomahawk sea- 
launched cruise missiles attacked city targets 
in the first 24 hours, and only an additional 
five bombs and 18 missiles landed the next 
day and night. Though Air Force planners let 
out a cheer on the first night when the lights 
went out (all the work of Tomahawks; stealth 
never attacked an electrical power plant), the 
achievement obscured the fact that the feat 
was against one of the most fragile target 
groups and was achieved with attacks out-
side the capital.

After the first three days, F-117s could re-
port back that they had successfully delivered 
a total of six bombs on capital leadership 
targets, 16 bombs overall in Baghdad. 
Though the countrywide score against leader-
ship was better,22 the capital assumed some 
degree of immunity. There was only a total 
of 14 stealth leadership strikes in the entire 
first week in Baghdad—less than 15 percent 
of the aircraft's overall effort. Air defenses 
and bad weather, as well as human factors

and the "friction" of war, significantly dis-
rupted the planned effort.

Iraq's first foray into counterbom bing 
propaganda—the "baby m ilk" fa c to r y -  
occurred on 23 January, and soon public de-
bate over civilian casualties escalated far out 
of proportion to physical reality. Tens of 
thousands of sorties had been flown, and 
television had aired less than a half dozen 
examples of civilian damage. Yet, each Iraqi- 
originating news morsel impacted with great 
force, and the two adversaries traded increas-
ingly pointed parries.

A few days after the baby milk spat, the 
first news reports emerged of attacks on the 
Amman highway during Scud hunting. Even 
UN Secretary General Javier Perez de Cuellar 
spoke up for the first time, labeling strikes 
on oil tankers and refugee traffic "inadmissi-
ble."23 The Soviet Union—ostensible partner in 
the international coalition—intensely com-
plained to the Bush administration about the 
"savagery" of the air war.24 The president as-
sured in his State of the Union address that 
"Iraq's capacity to sustain war is being de-
stroyed. . . .  We do not seek the destruction 
of Iraq, its culture or its people."25

With Scuds and crises du jour intruding, 
Baghdad faded. During the entire second 
week of the war, a total of 32 bombs fell on 
capital targets; by the end of January, about 
60 Baghdad strikes had been carried out, less 
than one-third the number originally 
planned.26

When news from Basra in early February 
suggested carpet bombing, Pentagon spokes-
men seemed increasingly exasperated.27 "We 
never said there would be no collateral dam-
age," Lt Gen Thomas Kelly complained at 
one of his afternoon briefings:

What we did say is that our pilots scrupulously 
adhered to good targeting . . . and in fact flew 
that target profile to the best of their ability. 
We go to great lengths . . .  to avoid collateral 
damage. But war is a dirty business, and 
unfortunately, there will be collateral damage. 
There's no way one can prohibit it.28
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Iraq wasn't claiming even five hundred civil-
ian casualties,29 yet military spokesmen were 
practically admitting hidden damage. One 
might have thought Dresden or Tokyo had oc-
curred.

By the time the A1 Firdos shelter was at-
tacked on 13 February, there was widespread 
confusion regarding the capital campaign. 
Amiriyah was the worst single incident o f 
civilian carnage—more or less equaling all 
Iraqi deaths in the past month—yet, that very 
fact did not seem to demonstrate how suc-
cessful airpower had been in limiting collat-
eral damage.

Did Iraq win the propaganda war, or did 
the United States lose it? After Ramsey Clark, 
former US attorney general, released a video-
tape of war-ravaged Basra, Rear Adm Mike 
M cConnell, JCS intelligence chief, stated:

There have been some instances of collateral 
damage, but in the grander scale of th ings. . . 
it's very, very small. What we've been able to 
monitor is that precision weapons have done 
exactly as they were intended to do.

McConnell defended accuracy by pointing 
out an unpopular fact no one wanted to 
hear: Iraqi propaganda was essentially truth-
ful; there was little  "h id d en" damage. 
"Every time that I'm aware of civilian casual-
ties, it's been [aired] on television," the ad-
miral said. "If I think back, it was maybe two 
or three tim es."30

An Empty Center
From the first August 1990 Instant Thun-

der briefing, Baghdad was the air war's sym-
bolic heart in a campaign to "incapacitate, 
discredit and isolate [the] Hussein regime, 
eliminate Iraqi offensive/defensive capabil-
ity . .  . [and] create conditions leading to 
Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait."31

W hether Saddam Hussein was the true 
focus is not the subject of this article. Official 
Washington disassociated itself from any 
personal decapitation effort, while the Black 
Hole planners in the air com ponent of Cen-

tral Command (CENTCOM) came to agree 
that core attacks had the purpose of isolating 
Saddam and the Ba'ath regime. This would 
"disrupt" the "leadership's ability to com -
municate with [the] populace,"32 create a 
"com m unications vacuum" to incapacitate 
leadership, and result in civil unrest or even 
overthrow.33 Precision bom bing in Baghdad 
would "com m unicate" to the Iraqi people 
the vulnerability of the regime, while attacks 
against leadership and communications would 
sever physical links.

Targeteers and planners interviewed US 
and foreign contractors and diplomats, Iraqi 
defectors, and emigres, all with the hope of 
locating important aimpoints in the capital. 
Standing in front of a satellite photo, Col 
John Warden, chief of the Checkmate group 
in Headquarters USAF, said:

They would say, for example, "There was a 
military command center on the second floor 
of that building. I drove by it on the way to 
work." We'd check the information against 
other sources, and if it checked out, we'd put 
it on our list of targets.34

Countrywide, a total o f 33 leadership tar-
gets were found, a category second in num-
ber only to air defenses and general military 
support on the eve of the war.35 Twenty-five 
p oten tial com m and cen ters ,36 m any with 
"state-of-the-art bunker construction,"37 were 
identified . In Baghdad, five presidential- 
associated targets (including two bunkers) 
were pinpointed, with another half dozen in 
nearby Abu G hraib and Taji (outside the 
three-mile ring). By far, however, the largest 
num ber o f Baghdad targets were 18 in the 
command, control, and communications (C3) 
category, including telephone exchanges, tele-
vision and radio stations, and suspected fiber-
optic cable-carrying bridges.

Brig G en B uster G lo sso n , c h ie f  o f  the 
Black Hole group, feared , and G eneral 
Schwarzkopf tended to agree, that the air war 
might not be allowed for more than a few 
days. "All of a sudden the war was going to 
stop and . . .  we [would] have a hell of a lot 
more stuff to do," Glosson said.38 Hence,
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the plan was to spread out the attacks as 
widely as possible over the entire target base. 
"Standard" bombing practice of concentrat-
ing on one target group after another in se-
quence was rejected, and the number of 
bombs to be used at each individual target 
was reduced.39 Stealth became the main in-
strument of this "veneer" strategy, and the 
Black Hole planners changed the assumption 
of eight F-117s dropping eight bombs on a 
typical target in a single attack to just one or 
two bombs per target.40

Indeed, nine o f the top 10 targets 
hit by stealth . . .  were targets 

repeatedly attacked by other 
air assets, even early in the war, 

far away from Baghdad.

Believing that only a small window of op-
portunity existed for surprise, strikes on 
leadership were also "front ended" with the 
hope of achieving an early blow.41 Eighteen 
capital targets were earmarked to be bombed 
in the first three days,42 ten in the leadership 
and national C3 categories.43 However, each 
target, no matter how large or important, re-
ceived the same degree of attention. Military, 
party, intelligence targets, even Saddam's 
residences, were attacked with a single 
2,000-pound bomb or three to six 1,000- 
pound Tomahawk cruise missiles.

There was considerable prewar attention 
to potential collateral damage. The adminis-
tration was fully briefed on the plan for the 
first 48 hours, and Secretary of Defense Dick 
Cheney and Secretary of State James Baker 
reviewed the target list in some detail.44 An 
urban map was prepared along with annota-
tions describing the area around each target— 
"isolated," "sparsely populated," "residential," 
or "industrial"—and special flags designated 
whether targets contained chemical weapons, 
or were near hospitals or mosques.45 Stealth

pilots carried maps annotated with "sensi-
tive" installations such as foreign embassies.46

When the Black Hole group started to tar-
get four downtown bridges at the end of 
January, suspecting that they provided fiber-
optic conduits used for Scud missile launch 
commands,47 micromanagement intruded. A 
deadly bridge attack in the southern town of 
Nasiriyah on 4 February had proven yet an-
other Iraqi propaganda success,48 and though 
no adverse stories had yet emerged from 
similar Baghdad bridge strikes (including the 
mistaken bombing of the Central Bank on 
30 January),49 General Powell equated bridges 
with added danger. He told Schwarzkopf 
that Baghdad bridge attacks were not worth 
the risks, and more than a week before 
Amiriyah, Schwarzkopf told Glosson to hold 
off bombing them.50

At about the time of Powell's initial order 
to rein in capital attacks, the Central Intelli-
gence Agency (CIA) concluded that Baghdad's 
ability to communicate with the Kuwaiti 
theater of operations (KTO) by secure means 
was only "moderately degraded" and that 
alternate routing was still available.51 Net-
works proved more redundant and more 
able to be reconstituted than targeteers an-
ticipated. Underground coaxial cables, fiber 
optics and computerized switching systems 
in particular "proved particularly tough to 
put out of action."52

With bridges and a suspected communi-
cations node under the Rasheed Hotel off 
the target list, the Black Hole planners re-
focused on other C3 links, flying 37 stealth 
strikes over Baghdad on 13 February, the 
highest total of the war (see table 2). One of 
those targets was the A1 Firdos C3 bunker.

After the attack, Washington insisted on 
approving all city targets.53 A variety of 
"senior Pentagon" and "administration" of-
ficials went off the record, claiming that 
Amiriyah was an important back-up "leader-
ship" hideout activated because of the suc-
cess of the air campaign.54 But by the time 
of Amiriyah, the Iraqi leadership had assimi-
lated a far simpler message: Stay away from 
visible facilities, sit tight for the Americans
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will soon be finished and then they will be 
gone. General Kelly himself inadvertently 
communicated this immunity: "I would say 
to the people of Iraq the safest place for 
them at night is home in their beds, because 
we're not bombing neighborhoods."55

Home in Their Beds
When Peter Arnett interviewed Saddam 

Hussein on 27 January, it was in a modest 
residential house in northwest Baghdad, far 
from the downtown presidential compound.56 
As Soviet envoy Yevgeny M. Primakov began 
his shuttle diplomacy, he also met the Iraqi 
leader in normal private homes, not in gov-
ernment facilities.57

Before the war, the Iraqi leadership de-
bated where Saddam and the inner circle 
should operate from. The office of the presi-
dent and Saddam's personal guard, well 
known for their impenetrable security screen, 
had m ultiple buildings and residences to 
choose from. Though the presidential grounds, 
a five-square-mile enclave in the elbow of a 
twist in the Tigris River, contained numer-
ous obvious targets—including underground 
command centers58—it also contained doz-
ens of VIP residences and innocuous "safe 
houses." And there were scores of additional 
government and Ba'ath party offices and 
homes dotted elsewhere throughout the city.

Just before the UN deadline, the Iraqi gov-
ernment informed the foreign diplomatic 
corps that it would move all functions out 
of the capital,59 and civil defense exercises 
were held to practice civilian evacuation. 
When the bombing started, many people 
flooded from the capital to stay with rela-
tives and friends in the countryside and 
avoid what they perceived to be the impend-
ing cataclysm in the center.

But the inner circle soon realized that 
much of its formal contingency planning 
didn't need to be implemented. Both the So-
viet and French governments, officials claim, 
assured them that the coalition would not

destroy the capital, not pursue its capture, 
nor attempt the occupation of Iraq. Bomb-
ing did not contradict this assurance.

Iraqi officials state without exception that 
after the first few days, they recognized what 
types o f targets were going to be hit and 
how circumscribed the damage would be. 
Though Iraqi public bluster is that Saddam 
was in Kuwait with the troops when the 
bom bing started, sources close to the presi-
dent state that he was actually in Baghdad, 
in a residence specifically chosen for its in-
nocence. After the first few days, however, 
he moved back to his compound. A na-
tional-level "tactical" command center set 
up in Babylon near Hillah, less than 45 min-
utes south o f the capital by car, was only 
occasionally used.

Though Warden opines that through C3 
attacks, Saddam was "reduced" to running 
the war with a command system "not much 
more sophisticated than that used by Wel-
lington and Bliicher at Waterloo in 1815,',6° 
this is mirror imaging of American elec-
tronic dependence. US intelligence was well 
aware that Saddam made use o f face-to-face 
meetings and special couriers to deliver "of-
ficial" messages to subordinates. During the 
Iran-Iraq war, he would visit the front unan-
nounced, or summon leaders to Baghdad (this 
was only a few hours' drive or a 30-m inute 
helicopter ride) in order to assert his per-
sonal control and intim idation.61 Numerous 
military actions (e.g., authorization of Scud 
missile firings, escape of aircraft to Iran, the 
Khafji incursion) required Baghdad's ap-
proval, but bom bing o f leadership targets 
and disruption o f com m unications did not 
seem to have much effect. Instructions nor-
mally would have been written and trans-
mitted via courier, Iraqi officials say. And 
most targets hit were not occupied anyhow.

When asked to describe the impact of 
Baghdad bom bing on either government de-
cision-making or military capability, knowl-
edgeable officials state that given their 
assumption of a short war (at least a short air 
war), they could think o f only m inor effect, 
particu larly  given em ergency generators
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used to handle the most important needs. 
In terms of work habits or daily lives, offi-
cials could not give any examples of adverse 
impact other than the expected "inconven-
iences" of war.

Though the psychological impact of stra-
tegic bombing is one of its cardinal quali-
ties, and attacks of specific targets were 
meant to convey discreet messages,62 Iraqi 
officials gloat that the precision was sooth-
ing rather than disconcerting. In a city the 
size of metropolitan New York with a popu-
lation of over four million, scattered and oc-
casional strikes seemed to validate their 
decision not to give in to the coalition. In 
early February, people evidently agreed, for 
they started returning to the capital, and 
normal basic commerce resumed.

Pinpoint bombing of leadership might 
have been meant to "send a message" to the 
Iraqi people, but most Baghdadis knew little 
of what went on within Saddam's complex. 
Ironically, then, there were few visible signs 
that Saddam or the Ba'ath were in fact seri-
ously threatened.63 The limited bombing ef-
fort was its own messenger. "If you are 
asking about the effect in Baghdad, clearly 
more intense bombing would have made a 
greater impression on the people," a Foreign 
Ministry official said in 1993.

Quick and accurate destruction of many 
targets across Iraq's strategic depth is the 
main evidence airpower advocates use to 
prove the air war's success. Postwar surveys 
confirm precise destruction of C3 facilities,64 
but from this, it is difficult to conclude that 
physical damage cut the leadership off. 
"W hen command communications suffer 
extreme damage, as they did in Iraq," War-
den asserts, "the leadership has great diffi-
culty in directing war efforts." He goes on 
to state that "the lack of communications 
not only inhibits the bolstering of national 
morale but also facilitates rebellion on the 
part of dissident elements."65 Granted the 
war made communications with the south 
difficult if not impossible, but there is little 
evidence as to the effect on directing war ef-
forts. American postulations are merely of

what effect precision bombing should signal 
and achieve.66

Similarly, the RAND Corporation's study 
A League o f  Airmen states that Baghdad bridge 
attacks "downed fiber-optics communica-
tions cables.. .  ."67 There is no evidence that 
the mission was successful; RAND merely re-
peats the presumed result. Indeed, at the 
end of the war, the Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA) concluded that the coalition's

inability to permanently degrade SRBM 
command and control is . . . significant, 
despite determined efforts to incapacitate Iraqi 
military and civilian national networks. Even 
in the last days of the war, Baghdad retained a 
sufficient capability to initiate firings from new 
launch areas and to retarget SRBMs from 
urban to military and high-value targets, such 
as the Dimona nuclear reactor.68

Long before the 28 February cease-fire, 
Iraqi cleverness and resource were apparent, 
both in the use of decoys and deceptions 
and in preparations for pinpoint bombing. 
Throughout the country, a massive effort 
was undertaken to strip manufacturing and 
control facilities of valuable production 
equipment, computers, records, and materi-
als. At telephone exchanges, electrical power 
plants, oil refineries, and other installations, 
even at Baghdad museums, valuables, sensi-
tive equipment, and spare and repair parts 
were removed and taken to places thought 
less likely to be bombed.69

After spending more than six weeks in 
postwar Baghdad in two trips in 1991 and 
1993 inspecting virtually every target at-
tacked, what seemed clear to me was that the 
jihad  against Saddam was never more than a 
clash with Saddam's buildings.70 Visits to 
ministries, headquarters, and communica-
tions sites exposed one of the ironic weak-
nesses of precision bombing. Attacks indeed 
did little damage to surrounding areas. 
And buildings were indeed rendered unusable. 
But Iraqi officials prepared themselves by 
evacuating their normal places of business. 
And alternate communications were able to 
be established, facilitated by a pinpoint strat-
egy that never threatened the entire commu-
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nications fabric during any single focused 
period.

"Veneer" bombing and precision secured 
the safety of military and civilian leadership. 
The Defense Ministry, for instance, moved 
into a Ministry of Youth building. The of-
fice of the president operated from the Cen-
tral Planning Ministry building inside the 
Tigris complex, a mere two hundred feet 
from the bombed Jumhuriyah bridge.

There is no concrete evidence that any 
Baghdad leadership target was actually in use 
at the time of attack. Ministers and key staff 
evacuated buildings before 17 January, re-
moving with them equipment and files. In 
the case of some targets—telephone ex-
changes and radio relays, bridges, and elec-
trical plants—a well-placed bom b or two was 
indeed enough to achieve the sought-after 
functional kill. But there is a lack of proof 
from these examples that small numbers of 
bombs can defeat "leadership" or the core of 
any society in a short war.

Further, while there is no evidence of ad-
verse psychological impact on the civilian 
population as a result of Baghdad bombing, 
the very modesty of the campaign had a di-
sastrous countereffect. In areas where bom b-
ing was more "traditional" and far more 
intense—such as in Basra and the south and 
in northern cities—civil unrest was far greater 
and the grip of the central government was 
indeed undermined. Granted these are 
Kurdish and Shi'ite areas prone to hostility 
towards Baghdad anyhow. But the civil war 
at the periphery was neither planned nor an-
ticipated.

In Baghdad, where bombing was circum-
scribed, Saddam Hussein retained firm con-

trol. Immediately after the cease-fire, people 
cautiously awaited coalition pressure or 
military action to facilitate the regime's 
downfall. When nothing occurred, most 
quickly resumed their prewar existences. 
The regime used the "massacre" at Amiriyah 
and the bom bing of the baby milk factory to 
demonstrate Iraq's unjust victimization. The 
sparseness of Baghdad attacks made such 
propaganda claims seem more credible, for 
what else could the explanations be other 
than intentional pain when so many other 
government targets went unbom bed?

Air war bravado over bombs dropped 
down elevator shafts and through doorways 
of Saddam's palaces and ministries notwith-
standing,71 the true fabric of governmental 
control—internal security and Ba'ath party 
elements at the local level, government of-
fices, urban military camps—emerged un-
scathed. Target selection and the veneer 
strategy is to blame; the silly debate about 
bom bing statues and the futile attack on the 
empty Ba'ath party headquarters building 
on the last day of the war demonstrates the 
depletion of Air Force "strategic" thinking as 
Desert Storm continued. Saddam could not 
control the air over his own capital, and the 
US could bom b pretty much anything it 
wanted. What a great achievement for air- 
power. Baghdad, however, ended up as a 
symbol, an effigy for adherents of the leader-
ship cult. The primary contributor to Sad-
dam's decision to withdraw—attacks on 
leadership, traditional strategic bombing, 
tactical strikes, the ground war—remains ut-
terly mysterious. □
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Stalingrad

AFTER FEBRUARY 1943, the 
shadow of Stalingrad ever 
lengthened ahead of Adolf 
Hitler. The battle for that city 
had ended in disastrous de-
feat, shattering the myth of 

his military "Midas touch," ending his chances 
o f defeating the Red Army, perm anently 
damaging relations with Italy, Rumania, Hun-
gary, and other allied nations,1 and, of course, 
inflicting heavy losses on his eastern armies. 
More than 150,000 Axis soldiers, most of 
them German, had been killed or wounded 
in the city's approaches or ruins; 108,000 
others stumbled into Soviet captivity, 91,000

in the battle's last three days alone. (Although 
Hitler never learned of their fate, only six 
thousand ever returned to Germany.)

The battle has attracted considerable schol-
arly and journalistic attention. Literally scores 
of books and articles on Stalingrad have ap-
peared during the 50 years since Stalin's ar-
mies bulldozed into Berlin, bringing the war 
in Europe to a close. Most have been pub-
lished in Germany and, to a lesser degree, 
Russia, where the name "Stalingrad" still 
conjures up powerful and em otional im-
agery.2 Comparatively few have been pub-
lished in the English-speaking world, and 
this is understandable. Because no British,
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Generalleutnant Martin Fiebig, in charge of the air corps 
given the task of keeping Sixth Army alive, repeatedly 
insisted it was an impossible mission. His views were 
ignored.

Commonwealth, or American forces took 
part in the battle, they can number none of 
their own among its many heroes, martyTS, 
prisoners, and victims. Moreover, although 
the German defeat at Stalingrad was immedi-
ately seen in the West as a turning point, its 
effects were not directly felt by the Anglo- 
American nations.

The main focus of Stalingrad historiogra-
phy, including the dozen books published 
in 1992 and 1993 to commemorate the bat-
tle's 50th anniversary, has been the fighting, 
encirclement, suffering, and destruction of 
Generalfeldmarschall Friedrich Paulus's Sixth 
Army. Few books and articles have devoted 
adequate attention to the activities of the 
Luftwaffe, although it made substantial con-
tributions to all battles throughout the 1942 
summer campaign—of which Stalingrad was 
the climax—and it alone was responsible for

the maintenance of Sixth Army after Marshal 
G. K. Zhukov's forces severed it from all but 
radio contact with other German army for-
mations. Even fewer works—and none in 
English—have analyzed in depth Hitler's de-
cision to supply the forces trapped at Stalingrad 
from the air, even though this decision led to 
the destruction of those forces after the Luft-
waffe failed to keep them adequately supplied.

Of course, most writers on the Battle of 
Stalingrad do briefly touch on the decision 
to airlift before launching into their descrip-
tions of Sixth Army's suffering or the Luft-
waffe's poor performance. Their treatment 
of the decision-making process, however, is 
invariably weak and unpersuasive. Almost 
all blame Hermann Goring, the Luftwaffe's 
ineffectual commander in chief. When 
Hitler asked him what the air force could do, 
they claim, Goring made rash promises of an 
airlift, hoping its success would restore his 
flagging prestige. Lacking dissenting voices 
and trusting Goring, Hitler went ahead and 
ordered the airlift. Typifying this line of 
argument, Generalfeldmarschall Erich von 
M anstein wrote: "I am unsure whether 
Goring's frivolous assurances to Hitler were 
due to a false appreciation of existing capa-
bilities, or of a desperate need for admiration. 
Whatever the cause, Goring was responsible."3

Many early writers on Stalingrad (includ-
ing von Manstein), it should be noted, were 
participants in the events. Their biases and 
preconceptions are evident in their self-serv-
ing, blame-shifting accounts. However, their 
works were influential in shaping scholarly 
opinion in the first decades after the war, 
and their descriptions and explanations have 
been, with a few exceptions,4 accepted un-
critically to the present day. In a recent 
work on Stalingrad, for example, Franz 
Kurowski repeats many errors and concludes: 
"What had moved Hitler to give this death 
order to Sixth Army? During a telephone 
conversation on 23 November 1942, he 
asked Goring directly whether the supply of 
Stalingrad by air was possible. Goring re-
plied, 'The thing appears feasible.'"5 Like-
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wise, Samuel Mitcham writes in his own 
book on the Luftwaffe:

The only way the Reichsmarschall could 
redeem himself in the Fuhrer's eyes was to 
score a spectacular military victory. Stalingrad 
seemed to be his ticket. He promised Hitler 
that the Luftwaffe would resupply Stalingrad 
by air . . .  . It was the major turning point of 
the war.6

Goring was certainly among those respon-
sible for one of the war's most ill-considered 
decisions, but he does not deserve sole 
blame, as this study tries to demonstrate. It 
attempts to recreate the decision-making 
process from surviving sources—including 
the diaries of Luftwaffe commanders in the 
Stalingrad sector, who found their opposition 
to the airlift ignored by their army counter-
parts and by the High Command^and tries 
to determine culpability in a more even- 
handed, dispassionate manner than previously 
attempted.

When the Soviet Fifth Tank and Twenty- 
first Armies launched their massive counter-
offensive northwest of Stalingrad (code-named 
Uranus) on 19 November, an exhausted Hitler 
was enjoying a brief holiday at the Berghof, 
his mountain retreat in Berchtesgaden, south-
ern Bavaria. His relaxation came to an abrupt 
end that afternoon when he took a telephone 
call from his headquarters in East Prussia. 
Clearly agitated, Kurt Zeitzler, chief of the 
Army General Staff, shouted down the line 
that hundreds of Soviet tanks had shattered 
the Rumanian front exactly where Hitler had 
earlier predicted and that the Rumanian for-
mations were in full flight.7 Repeated updates 
throughout the afternoon convinced Hitler 
that the situation was serious, although he 
still felt that Generalmajor Ferdinand Heim's 
LXVIII Panzer Corps could, if properly de-
ployed, contain the enemy breakthrough. He 
promptly ordered Generaloberst Maximilian 
von Weichs, commander of Army Group B, 
to abandon all further offensive operations 
within Stalingrad and transfer forces from 
the city to the broken flank.

W hen the Soviet Southw estern Front 
breached the Axis flank south of Stalingrad 
the next day, Hitler realized that his Fourth 
Panzer and Sixth Armies were in grave dan-
ger of encirclement by the two great pincers. 
He immediately contacted Generalfeldmar- 
schall von Manstein, whom he considered 
his best army operational commander. He or-
dered him to abandon the planned attack at 
Velikiye Luki in the far north of Russia and 
to take charge of a newly created com -
mand, Army Group Don, in the Stalingrad 
sector.8 Von Manstein was ideal for the job 
because of his fine strategic mind and unpar-
alleled experience with Rumanian units. Al-
though delighted by Hitler's trust, the field 
marshal was initially discouraged to learn 
the com position o f his new army group: 
Rumanian Third Army, which had crumbled 
wherever struck; Fourth Panzer Army, a large 
portion of which (including most of its 
tanks) lay trapped between the quickly clos-
ing Soviet pincers; and Sixth Army, com -
pletely bottled up. The latter was also worn 
down after months of constant action, with 
all battalions far below strength. Hitler did 
tell the field marshal to expect reinforce-
ments totaling six infantry and four panzer 
divisions, a Luftwaffe field division, and 
some flak units. Of these formations, how-
ever, only tw o infantry divisions were at 
hand. The others would not arrive until 
early in December.

Goring was certainly among those 
responsible for one o f  the war's 
most ill-considered decisions, but he 
does not deserve sole blame.

Generaloberst Hans Jeschonnek, ch ief of 
the Luftwaffe General Staff, arrived at the 
Berghof that same day (20  November). 
Hitler had summoned him from his head-
quarters in East Prussia to discuss the air 
force's role in any attempted breakout or re-
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lief operations.9 Goring was "too busy" to 
attend; he was presiding over an oil confer-
ence at Karinhall, his country estate in Berlin. 
No verbatim records of Hitler's conversation 
with Jeschonnek have surfaced, but the basic 
facts are known: Hitler explained that Sixth 
Army would probably be totally cut off 
within days, that he had organized a new 
army group under von Manstein, and that it 
would launch a relief effort as soon as 
possible. He hoped not only to free Sixth 
Army within a short time, but also to regain 
lost territory and rebuild a strong defensive 
line. Apparently understanding Sixth Army's 
encirclement to be temporary, Jeschonnek 
assured Hitler that if both transport planes 
and bombers were used, and if adequate air-
fields inside and outside the pocket could be 
maintained, the Luftwaffe could airlift suffi-
cient supplies to the army. After all, he 
pointed out, the air force had successfully 
sustained one hundred thousand men in the 
Demyansk pocket for several months during 
the previous winter.

The [Luftwaffe] had sucessfully sus-
tained one hundred thousand men 
in the Demyansk pocket for several 
months during the previous winter.

The comparison with Demyansk was spe-
cious, as Jeschonnek himself probably realized 
as soon as he had time to think through the 
issues (seldom possible when dealing with 
Hitler, who always wanted immediate answers 
to his questions). The one hundred thousand 
men of II Army Corps trapped at Demyansk 
had required no less than three hundred tons 
of supplies per day.10 Because of low opera-
tional rates caused by winter conditions, the 
Luftwaffe had been forced to commit almost 
five hundred Junkers Ju-52s to the airlift in or-
der to ensure that sufficient planes—around 
150—could carry that tonnage each day.11 
Further, the presence of the W S  (Voyenno-

vozdushnyye sily, the Soviet Air Force) at De-
myansk had been negligible, allowing almost 
uninterrupted German air operations with 
low losses.12 The situation at Stalingrad was 
very different. First, almost three times as 
many men were encircled there than had been 
at Demyansk. If one hundred thousand men 
had needed three hundred tons of supplies 
per day, then, logically, 250,000 men would 
need around 750 tons, an almost impossi-
ble tonnage to deliver (as calculations made 
at Hitler's headquarters a few days later 
confirm ed).13 Second, the Luftwaffe did 
not possess anywhere near enough transport 
aircraft and available bom bers to deliver 
such tonnages. Third, W S  forces at Stalin-
grad were now far stronger than they had 
been at Demyansk. They would greatly ham-
per airlift operations and inflict high losses.

Jeschonnek's spontaneous and ill-consid-
ered assurance that the air force could sustain 
Sixth Army at Stalingrad pleased Hitler. He 
could hardly allow the army to abandon that 
city after he had proclaimed to the entire 
German nation in September that "you can 
be certain no one will get us away from 
there!"14 and, only two weeks earlier, had 
trumpeted in the Munich Lowenbraukeller that 
his forces had taken that "vitally-important 
city . . . with Stalin's name," where the "real" 
war was being fought.15 Unable to eat his 
words, Hitler now found himself committed 
to holding Stalingrad. On the afternoon of 
the 21st, therefore, he sent a message directly 
to Paulus, ordering him to stand firm "despite 
the danger of temporary encirclement." He 
was to hold open the rail link as long as pos-
sible. "As to airlift," he added, "orders will 
follow."16

Neither Hitler nor Jeschonnek envisaged 
an airlift of the Demyansk scale or duration. 
They still thought that von Manstein would 
soon break the encirclement and restore the 
southern front. Sixth Army would only need 
to be supplied by air in the meantime. Yet 
that is clearly not the way army commanders 
in the field, faced with the grim realities of 
their predicament, interpreted Hitler's refer-
ences to an airlift. Sixth Army's senior officers
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A cautious commander with little tactical imagination, Friedrich Paulus (center) lacked the strength of character and 
decisiveness needed to state dissenting views to Hitler. His failure to do so was taken by Hitler as support for his de-
cisions.

felt that unless they broke out immediately 
(which they unsuccessfully advocated), their 
army would have to be supplied by air for 
weeks, if not m onths. They stated that it 
would need 750 tons of supplies per day (re- 
ducing this figure to five hundred tons within 
a few days). Their statements to this effect 
horrified local Luftwaffe commanders, whose 
depleted units would have to carry out the 
airlift.

Later that day (21 November), General- 
leutnant Martin Fiebig, commander of Flieger- 
korps VIII, the Luftwaffe corps responsible 
for all air operations in the Stalingrad sector, 
telephoned G eneralm ajor Schm idt, Sixth  
Army's chief of staff, to discuss the army's in-
tentions. Paulus listened on another phone. 
Fiebig's report on this conversation reveals 
the tension that quickly developed between 
army and air force commanders when the

former readily embraced Hitler's suggestion 
that the air force would keep alive the 
trapped army:

In response to my questions about Sixth 
Army's intentions, General Schmidt replied 
that the army commander proposed to deploy 
his army in a hedgehog [that is, all-around] 
defense of Stalingrad . . . .  Regarding the 
possibilities of this hedgehog defense, I asked 
how they planned to keep Sixth Army 
supplied, especially when the supply line from 
the rear looked certain to be cut very soon. 
General Schmidt replied that supplies would 
have to be carried in by air. I replied that 
supplying an entire army by air was impossible, 
particularly when our transport aircraft were 
already heavily committed in North Africa. I 
warned him against exaggerated expectations. 
Generaloberst Paulus entered the conversation 
occasionally on his other telephone line. Next 
morning, at 0700, I telephoned General Schmidt
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Hitler shaking hands with Generaloberst Wolfram Freiherr von Richthofen in Russia, mid-1942. The two got on fa-
mously, although Hitler never learned until much later that von Richthofen strenuously opposed the decision to airlift.

again, telling him that he was counting too 
strongly on air supply. 1 stressed to him again 
that, after long deliberations, based on my 
experience and knowledge of the [limited] means 
available, supplying Sixth Army by air was 
simply not feasible. Further, the weather and 
enemy situations were completely unpredictable 
factors.17 •

Another prominent air leader shared Fie- 
big's view: the highly decorated Generaloberst 
Wolfram Freiherr von Richthofen, commander 
of Luftflotte 4, the air fleet in charge of all 
Luftwaffe operations in southern Russia (in-
cluding the Ukraine, the Crimea, the Black Sea, 
the Caucasus and, of course, the Stalingrad 
sector). Von Richthofen's views carried far 
more weight than those of Fiebig, his subor-
dinate. Not only was he considered to be 
Germany's leading operational air commander,

but he was also liked and respected by the 
person who mattered most: Hitler himself. 
In fact, Hitler admired von Richthofen, a 
committed National Socialist, aggressive com-
mander, inspiring leader, forthright adviser, 
and loyal follower.

Von Richthofen considered it sheer mad-
ness for Paulus and his staff to plan an all- 
around defense at Stalingrad and pin their 
hopes on the Luftwaffe to sustain their army. 
The air force simply lacked the ability to 
keep it supplied, he frantically warned every-
one who would listen. "Sixth Army believes 
that it will be supplied by the air fleet in its 
hedgehog positions," he complained in his 
diary on the 21st.18 "I make every effort to 
convince it that this cannot be accomplished, 
because the necessary transport resources 
are not available." During "dreadfully many
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Von Richthofen repeatedly insisted to senior army com-
manders and the High Command that his air fleet could 
not possibly sustain Sixth Army by airlift. His warnings 
fell on deaf ears.

telephone calls . . . until late in the night," 
he emphatically insisted to almost every 
relevant air force and army leader—including 
Goring in Berlin, Zeitzler in East Prussia, 
Jeschonnek at Berchtesgaden, and von Weichs 
at Army Group B headquarters—that he lacked 
the means to supply Paulus's army. It should 
im m ediately attem pt to break o u t.19 His 
protests fell on deaf ears and, despite several 
requests, no one would put his call through 
to Hitler.

The following day, Generalmajor Wolfgang 
Pickert, commander of the 9th Flak Division 
and the senior Luftwaffe officer trapped in 
the pocket, echoed these sentiments to Paulus 
and Schmidt during a conference in Nizhne- 
Chirskaya, attended by these generals and 
Generaloberst Hermann Hoth, Fourth Panzer

Army's commander. According to Pickert's 
subsequent version of what transpired (the 
only surviving account), Schmidt asked him 
at one point what he thought should be 
done. "I would gather together all the forces 
I could and break out to the southwest," the 
flak general bluntly replied. Schmidt ex-
plained that Hitler had expressly ordered 
Sixth Army to stand fast at Stalingrad, that 
the army lacked sufficient fuel for a proper 
breakout attempt, and that the terrain itself 
co m p lica ted  m atters. The Soviets held 
higher ground to the west, meaning that 
Sixth Army would be exposed to their guns 
if it attempted to break out. Such an at-
tempt would have to be made without heavy 
weapons, in any event, because o f the fuel 
shortages. Moreover, it would be necessary 
to leave 15,000 sick and wounded soldiers to 
their fate. For these reasons, Schmidt added, 
a breakout would probably turn into a "Na-
poleonic catastrophe."20

Pickert rejected this as "nonsense," insist-
ing that a breakout was the only solution. 
His flak forces could help considerably, he 
added. He had numerous heavy batteries for 
covering fire, and his m en could carry his 
20 mm flak guns (160 of them) and their am-
munition across the steppes. "No," Schmidt 
concluded, "the army has been ordered to 
stand fast at Stalingrad. As a result, we shall 
form hedgehog defenses and expect supplies 
from the air." The flak commander, who ap-
parently had no knowledge of Fiebig's previous 
debate with the army on the matter, was flab-
bergasted. "Supply an entire army from the 
air?—absolutely impossible! It simply cannot 
be done, especially in this weather." Despite 
repeatedly pleading with the Sixth Army to 
break out and explaining at length the reasons 
why the Luftwaffe could not keep it supplied, 
Pickert was unable to persuade the army. 
Paulus had remained silent throughout the dis-
cussion, but finally told the airman the two 
most im portant th in gs in his m ind: that 
Hitler had ordered him to stand fast, and that 
a breakout attempt with the means available 
would probably only end in disaster. Schmidt 
remained adamant about the airlift. "It simply
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has to be done," he stated, adding that his 
men would do their bit to cut down the supply 
level by eating the thousands of horses within 
the pocket.21

Thus, Luftwaffe commanders in the field 
were unanimous both in their belief that the 
air force could not supply the entire Sixth 
Army and in their condemnation of the idea 
to local army commanders and to the High 
Command itself. They eventually made sev-
eral converts, most notably Zeitzler (as will 
soon be shown) and Generaloberst von Weichs, 
commander of Army Group B. The latter 
had listened carefully to von Richthofen's 
arguments. Persuaded, he sent a teletyped 
message to the High Command on 22 No-
vember.22 The prompt withdrawal of Sixth 
Army was essential, he said, especially be-
cause "the supply by air of the twenty divisions 
that constitute this army is not possible. 
With the air transport available, and in fa-
vorable weather conditions, it is possible to 
carry in only one-tenth of their essential 
daily requirements." Von Weichs added that 
although a breakout would "entail heavy 
losses, especially in materiel," it was the only 
viable option and would, if successful, "result 
in favorable developments in the situation 
as a whole."

Von Richthofen considered it sheer 
madness for Paulus and his staff to 

plan an all-around defense at 
Stalingrad and pin their hopes on 

the Luftwaffe to sustain their 
army. The air force simply lacked 
the ability to keep it supplied, he 

frantically warned everyone who
would listen.

Several of the army corps commanders 
bottled up in Stalingrad also agreed that the 
war was over for them if the High Command 
refused a breakout and ordered an airlift.

On 22 November, while Pickert was battling 
Paulus and Schmidt in Nizhne-Chirskaya, a 
meeting between corps commanders took 
place at Gumrak, within the pocket.23 Acting 
on his own initiative, Walther von Seydlitz, 
commander of LI Army Corps, summoned 
the other corps commanders-Generals Erwin 
Jaenicke of IV Army Corps, Walter Heitz of 
IV Army Corps, Karl Strecker of XI Army 
Corps, and Hans Hube of XIV Panzer Corps— 
to discuss the situation. They all agreed that 
they must gather all their strength for an at-
tempt to break through the encirclement. 
They scheduled their attack for the 25th and, 
in agreement with von Weichs (but not with 
Paulus, who had no knowledge of their plans 
at that stage), began regrouping for the op-
eration.

However, Paulus—like his chief of staff— 
was apparently not persuaded by the airmen's 
warnings. He vacillated throughout the 22d 
and 23d, afraid to contradict Hitler's order to 
stand fast even though he knew his opportu-
nities for a successful breakout were disap-
pearing with every passing hour. On the 
22d, he did request "freedom of decision in 
the event of failure to construct southern de-
fensive positions." Yet, totally ignoring von 
Richthofen's, Fiebig's, and Pickert's logical 
arguments against an airlift, he stated that as 
long as he could close his exposed southern 
front "and receive ample airborne supplies," 
he intended to hold the area still in his 
possession.24 Next evening, in response to 
Hitler's fresh order to construct all-around 
defensive positions and await relief from 
outside, the general replied with another tele-
type message. This time he did allude to 
mounting opposition to the proposed airlift, 
but said only that "timely and adequate sup-
ply has been ruled out."25 His army must 
break through the encirclement to the south-
west, he stated, because it was now suffering 
acute fuel and ammunition shortages and in-
creasing enemy attacks against certain sectors. 
As the army could not hold out for long, he 
again requested "freedom of decision." His 
five corps commanders, he added, shared 
his views on the situation.
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Hitler's ears were now deaf to such pleas. 
His mind was firmly made up. After arriving 
back at his East Prussian headquarters on the 
23d, he replied to Paulus by radio in the 
early hours of the 24th. Sixth Army (which 
he now designated "Fortress Stalingrad") 
would stay and defend itself vigorously. "Air 
supply by a hundred more Junkers is getting 
under way," he said, trying to reassure the 
frantic army commander.26 By now, Hitler's 
notion of an airlift operation had changed 
considerably since Jeschonnek had first as-
sured him  that Sixth Army could be sup-
plied by air. He had then described the 
arm y's en c irc lem e n t as tem p orary, and 
Jeschonnek had made his rash assurance 
with that in mind. Now he clearly envisaged 
a Demyansk-style airlift, only even larger and 
longer lasting. "Sixth Army will stay where 
it is," he yelled at Zeitzler in the evening of 
the 23d, according to the latter's postwar ac-
count. "It is the garrison of a fortress, and 
the duty of fortress troops is to withstand 
sieges. If necessary they will hold out all 
winter, and I shall relieve them by a spring 
offensive."27

The firmness of Hitler's conviction that 
the "fortress" should stand fast and that the 
Luftwaffe could keep it adequately supplied 
had grown considerably in the two days since 
Jeschonnek had first mentioned it. One of 
the main reasons for his increased conviction 
was the alm ost unanim ous support for the 
decision expressed by those around him. At 
Berchtesgaden, and during his long train 
journey to East Prussia on the 23d, Hitler 
had no contact—personal or telegraphic—with 
the army and air force commanders at the 
front. During that critical decision-making 
period, he did not speak to von Richthofen, 
Fiebig, or Pickert, whose air forces would 
have to carry out the massive supply opera-
tion and who were now frantically warning 
almost everyone else that they lacked the 
means to sustain Sixth Army. Nor did he 
communicate with von Weichs, who shared 
their view and advocated an immediate 
breakout. Hitler learned of their views from 
Zeitzler, who had finally "com e around" and

now defended their assessment. Yet, because 
their warnings were not delivered personally, 
but only passed on by the army's "overanx-
ious" chief of staff, they carried little weight. 
Hitler merely accused Zeitzler o f being too 
pessimistic and advised him to stop paying 
heed to "defeatist" commanders who couldn't 
see the forest for the trees.

The m ilita ry  advisers accom p anying 
Hitler—his faithful paladins, W ilhelm Keitel 
and Alfred Jodi, and their skeleton staffs— 
were in no position to make detailed assess-
m e n ts  o r o f f e r  in fo rm e d  a d v ic e . T he 
sycophantic Keitel, who seldom  expressed 
views contrary to Hitler's, acted true to form 
throughout this crucial period. "The Volga 
must be held! . . . Sixth Army must hold 
o u t!"  he repeatedly told Hitler. Although 
Jodi was no lackey, despite the efforts of 
many postwar writers to paint him as one, 
he was still smarting from the rough treatment 
Hitler had dished out when he sided with 
Generalfeldmarschall W ilhelm  List against 
him in September. He was not yet ready to 
receive more. He therefore gave Hitler far 
more cautious but still agreeable advice: al-
though Sixth Army was certainly in a pre-
dicam ent, he argued, and its destruction 
looked certain if relief was not forthcoming, 
the vast territorial gains made during the 
summer campaign should not be abandoned 
before von M anstein's relief operation was 
attempted. In the meantime, the Luftwaffe 
should keep the army supplied.

Aside from Zeitzler's, the only dissenting 
voice Hitler heard during his last two days in 
Berchtesgaden and his long journey north to 
East Prussia belonged to Jeschonnek, who 
had abandoned his earlier position and now 
meekly suggested that Sixth  Army should 
break ou t.28 He regretted his earlier assur-
ances to Hitler. Almost as soon as the words 
were out o f his mouth, he wished he could 
swallow them  again. After having his staff 
check his figures and after talking with von 
Richthofen several tim es by telephone, he 
quickly realized that nothing close to ade-
quate logistical support o f Sixth Army by air 
would be possible, even with consistently fa-
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vorable weather and taking no account of W S 
action. He and von Richthofen were close 
friends, but the latter clearly dominated their j 
relationship and, when they disagreed on 
matters, usually managed to win Jeschonnek 
over. This was clearly one such case. How-
ever, although Jeschonnek notified Hitler 
that he might have been too hasty when he 
made his earlier assessment, his retraction 
carried no weight. Not only did Keitel and 
Jodi believe Sixth Army should stay, Hitler 
retorted, but Jeschonnek's own superior, 
Reichsmarschall Goring, had now given his 
personal assurance that the air force could 
fully meet the army's supply needs.

Responsibility for the decision to 
supply Sixth Army..  . rests with 

three individuals: Jeschonnek, 
Hitler, and Goring.

Determining when Goring first specifi-
cally assured Hitler that the Luftwaffe could 
supply the army is difficult because of the 
paucity of reliable and detailed sources. 
However, David Irving, who has recon-
structed Goring's movements in this period, 
believes that Hitler had first phoned him on 
21 November, a full day after Jeschonnek 
had made his rash promise and shortly after 
Hitler had first mentioned the airlift to Pau- 
lus.29 This view gains support from von 
Richthofen's diary description of a discus-
sion he had with Hitler at the "Wolf's Lair" 
on 11 February 1943, almost two weeks after 
Paulus surrendered and his surviving troops 
staggered into Soviet captivity. Hitler admit-
ted to von Richthofen that Goring was not 
entirely to blame for the failed airlift; he had 
himself promised Sixth Army that it would 
be supplied by air, "without the Reichsmar- 
schall's knowledge."30

When Goring first discussed an airlift 
with Hitler on 21 November, he lacked up- 
to-the-minute information on Sixth Army's

encirclement and statistical data with which 
to make air supply calculations. He there-
fore gave no specific assurances about his 
force's airlift tonnage capabilities, insisting 
instead that Sixth Army should stand fast 
and that, as Jeschonnek had said the previous 
day, the Luftwaffe would do all in its power 
to meet the army's needs. As soon as he got 
off the phone, he summoned his quarter-
master staff and ordered every available 
transport plane—including his own courier 
flight—to be mobilized for the operation. 
Goring's actions are remarkable, considering 
that he had not yet studied detailed data or 
consulted air supply experts. He later told 
von Richthofen that at the very beginning of 
the Stalingrad episode, he had played the op-
timist and supported Hitler in his decision 
to stand fast there.31 At that point, von 
Richthofen added, Goring had still believed 
Sixth Army's encirclement to be temporary.

Goring's assurances became much stronger 
on the following day (22 November), when 
he arrived in Berchtesgaden. Hitler asked his 
bulky deputy whether he still supported the 
air-supply proposal. Goring replied confi-
dently, "Ja, it can be done." He could give 
no other answer, he later told Generaloberst 
Bruno Lorzer, his close friend, because the 
Nazi leader used the worst kind of emotional 
blackmail:

Hitler said to me: "Listen here, Goring. If the 
Luftwaffe cannot carry this through, then 
Sixth Army is lost!" He had me firmly by the 
sword-knot. I could do nothing but agree, 
otherwise the air force and I would be left 
with the blame for the loss of the army. So I 
had to reply: "Mein Fiihrer, we’ll do the job!"32

He could hardly have rejected the airlift pro-
posal anyway, he lamely explained afterwards 
to Paul Korner (undersecretary of state for 
the Four Year Plan), because his own chief of 
staff had already convinced Hitler that the air 
force could supply the encircled forces. 
"Hitler already had Jeschonnek's papers be-
fore I set eyes on them," he told Korner, 
doubtless trying to shift some blame to his 
chief of staff. "I could only say, ‘Mein Fiihrer,
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you have all the figures. If they are correct, 
then I place myself at your disposal.'"33

Jeschonnek's original figures were not ac-
curate, however, as Goring learned just hours 
later. Oberst Eschenauer, Jeschonnek's supply 
officer, informed his boss that the standard 
"250 kg" and "1 ,000  kg" air-supply contain-
ers on which he based his calculations actu-
ally carried only around two-thirds of those 
loads.34 Their names derived solely from the 
size of the bombs they replaced on bomb 
racks. Jeschonnek, an honest man who ad-
mitted his mistakes, immediately told 
Goring, and asked him to warn Hitler that 
their calculations were based on incorrect 
data. Goring winced when his young chief of 
staff confessed to this error, but, believing it 
was "too late now," expressly forbade him to 
tell Hitler. Instead, he phoned Hitler, re-
peated his unconditional assurances that the 
Luftwaffe could do the job and invited him to 
phone Generalfeldm arschall Erhard M ilch, 
his deputy and Air Inspector-General, if he 
still felt unsure. When M ilch finally learned 
of this in 1946, he angrily scrawled in his diary: 
"Deceit plus incompetence equals one 
Reichsmarschall! I guessed it already, but 
now I get proof of it, it makes me want to 
throw up all over again."35

According to Zeitzler's postwar claims, after 
Hitler arrived back in East Prussia late next 
evening—23 November—he vigorously tried 
to persuade Hitler that Goring's promises 
were impossible to keep. After explaining at 
length the tonnages required and the lack of 
aircraft to carry them, Zeitzler told Hitler 
that "having examined the facts in detail, the 
conclusion is inescapable: it is not possible 
to keep the Sixth Army supplied by air."36 
Hitler remained outwardly calm , but, with 
annoyance evident in his voice, stated, "The 
Reichsmarschall has assured me that it is 
possible." When Zeitzler stood his ground, 
Hitler sent for the air force chief. "Goring," 
he asked, "can you keep the Sixth Army sup-
plied by air?" The airman raised his right 
arm and said, "Mein Fiihrer, I assure you that 
the Luftwaffe can keep the Sixth Army sup-
plied." Hitler cast Zeitzler a trium phant

glance, but the general refused to back down. 
"The Luftwaffe certainly cannot," he insisted, 
to which Goring angrily retorted, "You are 
not in a position to give an opinion on that." 
Hitler was surprised by the undisguised hos-
tility  between his commanders, but granted 
Zeitzler perm ission to challenge G oring's 
promises. "Herr Reichsmarschall," he said. 
"Do you know what tonnage has to be flown 
in every day?" Caught off-guard, the embar-
rassed air leader spat back, "I don't, but my 
staff officers do." Zeitzler had come armed. 
His own staff had made detailed calculations, 
which he immediately summarized:

Allowing for all the stocks at present with 
Sixth Army, allowing for absolute minimum 
needs and the taking of all possible emergency 
measures, the Sixth Army will require delivery 
of three hundred tons per day. But since not 
every day is suitable for flying, as I myself 
learned at the front last winter, this means that 
about five hundred tons will have to be carried 
to Sixth Army on each and every flying day if 
the irreducible minimum average is to be 
maintained.

"I can do that," Goring shot back. Losing his 
temper, Zeitzler shouted: "M ein Fiihrer! 
That is a lie!" Hitler thought for a minute be-
fore replying: "The Reichsmarschall has made 
his report to me, which I have no choice but 
to believe. I therefore abide by my original 
decision [to supply the army by air]."

Zeitzler's frequently cited description of 
this argument with Goring should not be 
treated as a verbatim  record because it is 
based on his subjective recollection  of the 
exchange and was apparently not written 
down until the following day. However, the 
account is almost certainly an honest attempt 
at reconstructing the event. Zeitzler's open 
opposition to the airlift is mentioned in several 
reliable sources, including von Richthofen's 
diary, as is his courage to express opinions 
contrary to Hitler's. But placing this account 
chronologically within this crucial decision-
making period poses problems. Zeitzler him-
self could not remember the date, noting
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Generalleutnant Erich von Manstein initially thought 
Sixth Army should remain at Stalingrad, supported by 
the Luftwaffe, until he could mount a relief operation. 
His report to this effect hardened Hitler's resolve that 
the Luftwaffe would have to keep Sixth Army alive and 
operational.

only that it took place "between 22 and 26 
November."37

Most writers place the argument in the 
early hours of 24 November—that is, shortly 
after Hitler arrived from Berchtesgaden and 
shortly before he issued his fateful order to 
Paulus that his army must stand fast, that a 
relief operation was being launched, and that 
the Luftwaffe, bolstered by "a hundred more 
Junkers," would keep the army supplied.38 If 
the argument did occur at that point, then it 
represents the last major appeal to Hitler to 
change his mind and the most weighty chal-
lenge to Goring's unconditional assurances 
that his air force would meet the trapped 
army's supply needs. It shows not only that 
Hitler had already firmly made up his mind

before he arrived back in East Prussia, but 
that his deputy's embarrassing unfamiliarity 
with the tonnages he had promised to supply 
should have raised grave doubts in his mind 
about the reliability of those promises. Before 
it was too late, Hitler should have reexamined 
the tables and graphs drawn up by Jeschonnek, 
Zeitzler, and the army quartermaster-general; 
and he should have spoken to von Richthofen, 
whose air fleet was to carry out the air sup-
ply operation.

However, the argument with Zeitzler did 
not take place on the 24th, before the air-
lift began. It could not have. After Goring 
visited Hitler at the Berghof on the 22d, he 
departed for Paris in "Asia," his luxurious 
command train. He spent the next four 
days—when he should have been organizing 
the airlift—visiting Parisian art dealers and 
galleries.39 Von Richthofen was appalled. "I 
urge Jeschonnek and Zeitzler to report my 
views to the Fiihrer," he wrote in his diary 
on the 25th, "and to harness the Reichsmar- 
schall, but he's in Paris!"40 Goring arrived 
back at Hitler's headquarters in Rastenburg 
on the 27th, and his heated exchange with 
Zeitzler probably took place at that point; 
that is, three days after Hitler had given the 
final go-ahead for the airlift. Despite the 
claims of numerous writers, therefore, the 
argument played no part in the decision-
making process. The die had already been 
cast.

Hitler's decision to keep Sixth Army at 
Stalingrad and support it from the air until a 
relief operation could break its encirclement 
was poorly received by the commanders in 
the field. Von Richthofen again tried desper-
ately to convince everyone who would listen 
that Hitler must be given an honest ap-
praisal of the facts. He phoned Jeschonnek 
(three times), von Weichs, and Zeitzler, once 
more pleading with them to have his views 
made known to Hitler (which they did, to no 
avail).41 He was disappointed by what he 
correctly perceived to be Jeschonnek's lack 
of courage in Hitler's presence, noting that 
"Weichs and Zeitzler share my view. 
Jeschonnek has no view at all." He was most
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upset the next day to learn that the airlift 
would proceed, despite their warnings:

The Fuhrer heard everything we had to say, 
but decides against it because he believes the 
army can hold on and he does not think we 
could reach Stalingrad again. I stand by my 
own opinion. Still, orders are orders and 
everything will be done pursuant to the orders 
received. It is tragic that none of the locally- 
responsible commanders, although purportedly 
possessing [the Fuhrer's] confidence, has any 
influence at all now.. . .  As things are at present, 
operationally speaking, we are nothing more 
than highly-paid non-commissioned officers.42

Von Richthofen was stunned that the 
High Command expected him to fly in at 
least three hundred tons per day. "We sup-
ply [the pocket today] with all our Ju-52s, 
but we only have 30 available for that." He 
added in his diary on the 25th:

Of yesterday's 47 Ju 52s, 22 made sorties [into 
the pocket]; of today's 30, 9 made sorties. We 
flew in 75 tons today, instead of the 300 tons 
ordered by the High Command, which is not 
possible with the few Ju 52s available. I report[ed] 
this to the Reichsmarschall.

Von Seydlitz, commander of LI Army Corps, 
also com p lain ed  th at H itler's  order was 
impossible to fulfill. He sent Paulus a 
lengthy report, which warned that there 
could be no question of standing firm: "The 
army has a clear choice: it must break 
through to the southwest in the general di-
rection of Kotelnikovo or face destruction 
within days."43 The army's supply situation, 
he insisted, would decide the matter. To be-
lieve the Luftwaffe could keep the army sup-
plied was grasping at straws, especially since 
only 30 Ju-52s were at hand and, even if the 
other hundred aircraft Hitler promised actu-
ally materialized, they could still not meet 
the army's needs in full. Unfortunately, von 
Seydlitz's report contained several careless 
inaccuracies which robbed it of its persua-
siveness. He stated, for example, that even 
one thousand tons of supplies per day would 
not be sufficient, whereas Sixth Army's own 
quartermaster had just reported that the

army could survive if the Luftwaffe carried 
in five hundred tons each day (three hun-
dred cubic meters of fuel and two hundred 
tons of am m unition).44 Schmidt and Paulus 
still sent the report to von Manstein, adding 
that, although they disagreed with many of 
von Seydlitz's reasons, they shared his view 
that the army should break out immediately.

U nfortunately  for all those opposed to 
Hitler's "stand fast" and airlift decisions, von 
Manstein made his own thorough assessment 
of the situation and sent the High Command 
a far more optim istic appraisal.45 His posi-
tion was similar to Jodi's: while he agreed 
that a breakout was the safest course, and 
that the army remained in danger if it stayed 
in its present positions, he was not convinced 
by Army Group B's insistence on an immedi-
ate breakout. If a relief operation could start 
in early December, he argued, and if the 
promised reinforcements arrived in time, it 
was still possible to save the army. Of course, 
he cautioned, if it proved impossible to launch 
the relief operation or meet the army's sup-
ply needs by air, then it should break out. 
Hitler felt vindicated. He highly valued von 
Manstein's opinions (as did most of his senior 
officers), and proudly informed Zeitzler and 
his other advisers that the field marshal's as-
sessment was far more in keeping with his 
own views than those of his "defeatist" gen-
erals. The debate was over; he had won—for 
now.

Thus, responsibility for the decision to 
supply Sixth Army—one of the most fateful 
decisions o f the war—rests w ith three in -
dividuals: Jeschonnek , Hitler, and Goring. 
Jeschonnek rashly made the first assurances 
that the Luftwaffe was capable o f m eeting 
the army's logistical needs before he had 
consulted air transport experts, made detailed 
calculations of his own, or sought the views 
of von Richthofen and the other air force 
and army com m anders at the front. Their 
evaluations of the situation and the capabili-
ties of their respective forces would have been 
far more detailed and reliable than the situ-
ation  assessm ents made by H itler and his 
entourage (thousands of kilometers away in
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Hitler's alpine retreat in southern Bavaria), 
whose main source of information was Zeitzler's 
telephone "updates." Jeschonnek should have 
requested a little time to do homework be-
fore presenting an opinion on the matter.

When Jeschonnek gave his initial assur-
ances to Hitler, however, he believed that the 
army's encirclement would be temporary 
and, therefore, that its long-term survival did 
not depend on the air force's ability to keep 
it supplied. Had he known then that Sixth 
Army would need supplying for several 
weeks, if not several months, he certainly 
would not have promised Hitler anything 
without extensive research. To his credit, 
when he did learn that Sixth Army's encircle-
ment would last longer than originally claimed, 
that von Richthofen and Fiebig forcefully 
opposed the airlift, and that his own hasty 
calculations were inaccurate, he immediately 
admitted his mistakes and tried to dissuade 
Hitler and Goring. He lacked both a forceful 
personality and the respect of his bosses, so, 
as a result, they simply ignored his warnings. 
Jeschonnek's culpability, then, stems from 
rashness, a faulty original assessment of the 
situation, and an inability to stand up to 
stronger personalities. It does not stem from 
dishonesty or incompetence.

When considering Hitler's responsibility 
for the decision to supply Sixth Army by air, 
one should note that he was unable to focus 
solely on that matter. He had to divide his 
attention between events at Stalingrad and what 
he mistakenly perceived to be the equally 
critical situation in North Africa. Only a 
fortnight after Gen Bernard Montgomery 
launched his offensive against Erwin Rommel's 
positions at El Alamein and four days after 
his army captured them (which threw Hitler 
into a fit of rage), major Anglo-American 
landings took place in Morocco and Algeria 
on 8 November. French resistance quickly 
collapsed, and subsequent events forced Hitler 
to launch Operation Anton, the occupation 
of Vichy France, on the 11th. To make matters 
worse, he felt he needed to pour scores of 
thousands of troops into Tunisia to counter 
the advance of Anglo-American forces push-

ing eastward towards Rommel's Afrika Korps, 
still falling back westward before Montgomery's 
Eighth Army. Anton quickly reached its 
successful conclusion. Yet, when Stalin 
launched Operation Uranus on 19 November, 
events were still going very poorly for Ger-
man troops in North Africa and Hitler's 
mind was focused on their survival and, he 
hoped, on operations to restore the situation. 
Thus, distracted by events in the Mediter-
ranean, Hitler was unable to focus his atten-
tion solely on the grave situation in the east. 
Had he chosen to concentrate on Stalingrad 
and the security of the Don/Donets region, 
strategically more important than Tunisia, he 
may have made different choices than the 
ones that eventually led to the loss of an en-
tire army.

Deciding to supply Sixth Army by air was 
not Hitler's only mistake. His decision to 
pour men and equipment into Tunisia dur-
ing this critical period rates as one of the 
worst he ever made. As historian Vincent 
Orange noted, "The campaign, however pro-
longed, could have only one result: an Axis 
defeat."46 The Allies, he explained, "enjoyed 
command of the sea, the air and an enormous 
advantage on land in numbers of troops, 
tanks, guns and supplies of all kind (especially 
fuel)." Thus, the 81,000 German troops 
landed in Tunisia between November 1942 
and January 1943,47 plus the 250 Ju-52s used 
to transport them, were wasted in a campaign 
with little strategic value and no chance of 
success. Those men and aircraft could have 
made a crucial difference to German for-
tunes in the far more important Don/Donets 
region had they been sent to von Manstein 
and von Richthofen instead.

Hitler's responsibility for the airlift out-
weighs Jeschonnek's. First, his own initial 
perceptions about the developing encircle-
ment and the fate of Sixth Army were not 
based on rationality, but egotism. His "iron 
will" alone had saved his eastern armies dur-
ing the previous winter, he believed. It 
would do so again. This explains his com-
ment to Zeitzler on the first night after he re-
turned to East Prussia. "We must show
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firmness of character in misfortune," he lec-
tured. "We must remember Frederick the 
Great."48 Second, he also considered it es-
sential to stand fast at Stalingrad because he 
could not withdraw, without losing face, 
from the "strategically-important" city that 
he had publicly vowed several times to keep. 
Third, because Jeschonnek's assurances sup-
ported his own preconceptions, he uncritically 
accepted them, although the airman had 
clearly not reflected or conducted research 
before making them. Fourth, from the mo-
ment he received those assurances, which 
suited his own views so well, Hitler closed 
his mind to alternative strategies. Fifth, he 
totally ignored the repeated appeals and 
warnings of his frontline army and air force 
commanders, unfairly calling them "defeat-
ists" because they challenged the inflexible, 
"stand fast" formula that he had elevated to 
the status of doctrine. Sixth, he accepted 
Goring's promises and reassurances as un-
critically as he had accepted Jeschonnek's, 
despite the fact that R eich sm arsch all 
Goring had a poor track record, had exer-
cised only nom inal com m and of the Luft-
waffe during the last year, instead delegating 
the force's day-to-day running to his subor-
dinates, and, despite the crucial nature of the 
present situation at Stalingrad, had evidently 
made no real effort to familiarize himself 
with the issues involved. Lastly, he did not 
sack Goring and replace him with someone 
competent, or even demand that he act re-
sponsibly in this critical period. He should 
at least have forbidden him (in von Rich-
thofen's words) "to  swan o ff to Paris to plun-
der art galleries" and ordered him to stay in 
Rastenburg to organize and oversee the Stal-
ingrad airlift, the largest in military history, 
upon which hung the lives o f a quarter of a 
million men.

Goring's responsibility for the airlift deci-
sion equals Hitler's. When the Nazi leader 
first asked him whether the Luftwaffe could, 
as Jeschonnek had promised, fully meet 
Sixth Army's logistical needs, he should not 
have given an immediate answer. He should 
first have consulted his air transport experts,

studied all available inform ation on the situ-
ation at Stalingrad (enemy strengths and ac-
tivities, the size and state of trapped forces, 
the condition and capabilities of Luftflotte 4, 
weather patterns and projections, and so on) 
and sought the opinions o f von Richthofen 
and the Fliegerkorps commanders involved. 
Remarkably, Goring failed to do this, not 
only before making his first assurances, but 
also before making his final promises prior 
to leaving for Paris.

Goring aggressively dom inated his own 
staff, driving two of his senior officers to 
suicide (Ernst Udet in November 1941 and 
Jeschonnek in August 1943). Yet, he proved 
incapable of standing up to Hitler. He rarely 
even expressed views contrary to Hitler's (at 
least in the latter's presence), especially after 
his obvious failure to defeat Britain from the 
air and to defend Germany's cities from ever- 
increasing Allied air attacks. These failures 
had steadily reduced his standing in Hitler's 
eyes throughout 1941 and 1942. Instead, he 
lapsed into subservience, hoping his slavish 
loyalty would repair their relationship. It is 
probable, then, that Goring's unconditional 
assurances that his air force could maintain 
Sixth Army stem from his inability to resist 
Hitler or challenge his views ("I gained the 
impression that he was afraid o f Hitler," 
M ilch once wrote49) and from his intense de-
sire to restore his tattered prestige.

Hermann Plocher argued that Goring "may 
also have sincerely believed that he could ac-
complish the airlift operation to satisfaction, 
just as he had done in some instances in the 
past, by com bin in g  the in flu en ces o f his 
several offices and adding his own brutal 
energy."50 Plocher was wrong. Goring did 
not "sincerely" believe that he could do the 
job, otherwise no sense can be made of his 
comments to Lorzer that Hitler had him  "by 
the sword-knot" and that he could "do notlv 
ing but agree" because he did not want to 
"be left with the blam e." Also, his refusal to 
inform Hitler that Jeschonnek's original cal-
culations were based on false premises and 
information removes any suggestion of "sin-
cerity." He deliberately withheld embarrass-
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ing but important information from Hitler. 
Additionally, at no point during the course 
of the airlift did he throw his "brutal energy" 
into making sure it succeeded. On the con-
trary, rather than stay and organize and 
oversee the crucial operation himself, he 
disappeared to Paris on a shopping trip and 
then, on his return, only rarely attempted to 
involve himself in its progress.

To sum up, then, this article shows that 
Hitler's decision to leave Sixth Army trapped 
in Stalingrad with the Luftwaffe supplying it 
until a rescue attempt could be launched is 
more complex than presented in books on 
these events. First, more people were in-
volved in the decision-making process than 
just Goring and Hitler, and the final decision 
itself was not spontaneously made during 
the first discussion between those two. It 
evolved during several discussions between 
Hitler and his closest military advisers, sev-
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THE CORE VALUES
FRAMING AND RESOLVING ETHICAL 
ISSUES FOR THE AIR FORCE

C o l  C h a r l e s  R. M y e r s , USAF

Th e  CORE VALUES of the United 
States Air Force—integrity first, ser-
vice before self, and excellence in all 
we do—are astonishingly simple and 

forceful. But are they too simple and too 
forceful? Are they so simple, so general, they 
can mean anything to anyone? If so, will

they turn out to be only this year's slogan? 
Are they so forceful, so demanding, they are 
unrealistic? If so, will they lead to hypocrisy 
or cynicism?

Questions like these are not unreason-
able—but they have good answers, and it is 
worth spelling them out. There are many
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good approaches to these questions, but I 
think distinctions and methods of moral 
philosophy offer an especially promising way 
to explain the tremendous appeal and power 
of the Air Force core values. That is what I 
attempt here—an explanation of the Air Force 
core values based on strategies o f m oral 
reasoning. I first describe possible m isun-
derstandings about the core values. Then I 
claim that airmen can use the core values to 
frame and resolve ethical issues because the 
core values can represent all dimensions of 
the structure and purpose of morality. Un-
derstood in terms of the structure of morality, 
the core values represent the core concepts 
airmen need to frame ethical issues. Under-
stood in terms of the purpose of morality, 
they represent the values airmen need to re-
solve those issues.1

Misunderstandings about 
the Core Values

There are several reasons to doubt the core 
values. None of them is sound, but it is im -
perative to con fron t them  head-on. One 
reason for skepticism is that the core values 
may not last. They could be a fad. Organiza-
tions of all kinds—businesses, service organiza-
tions, and federal, state, and local government 
agencies—have "bought into" the notion of 
core values.2 Management tools change, 
however, and core values may sooner or later 
go out of style.3 If core values become tired 
formulas, leaders will need new devices to 
promote ethical behavior. But even if the 
core values fashion lasts a while, will the Air 
Force's current core values last? Will an-
other secretary or chief of staff name new 
core values or restore the six the Air Force had 
before the current three were announced in 
1995?

Asking whether a new administration might 
name new core values raises a more general 
question: On what basis does any adminis-
tration pick the Air Force's core values? How

do we explain why integrity, service, and 
excellence—and only these three—are the Air 
Force's core values? There is no doubt these 
values are vitally important to any ethical 
organization. But for that very reason, airmen 
may ask themselves how these values distin-
guish the Air Force from other organizations. 
Why are military virtues like courage and 
obedience not among the airm an's core val-
ues? Then, too, how should the Air Force 
coordinate its core values with the other 
armed services and the rest o f the federal 
governm ent? Each o f the armed services 
has a different list of core values.4 The Joint 
Ethics Regulation, which describes itself as 
"the single source of standards of ethical con-
duct and ethics guidance" (emphasis added)5 
for all of the Department of Defense (DOD), 
has its own list of ethical values.6 This vari-
ety o f values just within DOD could lead 
some to conclude that any set o f values is as 
good as the next.

Understood in terms o f  the 
structure o f  morality, the core 
values represent the core concepts 
airmen need to fram e ethical issues.

A more troubling question about the core 
values is whether they are unrealistic—so un-
realistic that they are irrelevant in practice 
or, even worse, will result in hypocrisy. It is 
not just that the values could seem too ab-
stract to be meaningful or too difficult to at-
tain in the real world. Rather, taken literally, 
they seem impossible to attain. Integrity, at 
least if understood as simple honesty, may 
seem easy—just tell the truth. But if we un-
derstand anything about human fallibility, it 
is that no one can be completely guileless 
with self and others all the time. Similarly, 
no one can be completely selfless all the 
time. In fact, it usually happens that the less 
military members think of themselves, the 
more likely they are to succeed; and so ser-
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vice before self could even become a kind of 
selfishness. And no one can excel at every-
thing. Given human limitations, we achieve 
excellence in some areas by concentrating 
on them while accepting mediocrity in oth-
ers. Thus, it seems everyone will sooner or 
later fail to meet the "zero defects" standard 
that integrity, service, and excellence appear 
to require. If it seems inevitable that airmen, 
including Air Force leaders, will fall short of 
these impossibly high principles, is it not just 
as inevitable that cynicism and hypocrisy will 
result? Claiming that the Air Force holds in-
dividuals accountable for breaches of these 
apparently unrealistic values can only exac-
erbate the cynicism and hypocrisy.

The most serious question about the core 
values is whether they can permit or even 
promote immorality. A person can be forth-
rightly honest, forget about self, and achieve 
excellent results—all for the sake of an evil 
purpose. Nazi leaders expected their officers 
to report truthfully the details of their crimes 
against humanity. In obedience to orders to 
com m it these crimes, Nazis willingly put 
service before self. Indeed, they sacrificed 
their souls doing so. And Nazis constantly 
sought more efficient ways to excel in carrying 
out their atrocities.7 Integrity, service, and 
excellence by themselves do not appear to 
guarantee morality. On the contrary, if they 
reduce morality to truthful reporting, work-
ing selflessly, and obtaining excellent results, 
the core values will mask fundamental ethical 
problems. An airman single-mindedly em-
bracing honesty, selfless work, and excellent 
results might fail to ask what these values are 
for. They could as easily be for a lawless, im-
moral regime as for a law-abiding, moral de-
mocracy. Airmen whose values are simply to 
tell the truth, to follow orders at any cost, to 
perform well, and nothing more, could not 
draw an ethical distinction between the two. 
Taken this way, the core values could be-
come means to an evil end.8 But all these 
doubts are mistakes, and lining the core val-
ues up with the structure and purpose of 
morality shows why.

The Structure of Morality 
and the Core Values

The structure of morality, as I understand 
it, has three dimensions—agent, act, and out-
come. Strategies for framing ethical issues line 
up along these three dimensions. This section 
first sketches the structure of morality and 
then describes a strategy of moral reasoning 
based on each of its dimensions and shows 
how that strategy refers directly to one of the 
Air Force core values. The result is to show 
that the core values point out for airmen all 
the kinds of strategies there are for framing 
moral issues—and that this accounts for the 
core values' comprehensiveness.9 Finally, I 
use this analysis to answer the objections 
that the core values could be only a transitory 
slogan and that they are not particularly ap-
propriate for the Air Force.

Agent, Act, and Outcome in Morality

Moral experience is often dense and complex, 
but its structure is simple. All of morality 
concerns persons doing things that affect 
others. The structure of morality is simply 
someone doing something to someone. The 
three dimensions of any ethical issue are thus: 
(1) the someone who does something, (2) 
the something that person does, and (3) the 
outcome of that act for someone. In par-
ticular cases the lines dividing these dimen-
sions will be blurred because the three 
dimensions are inextricably linked together. 
A person performs acts, but those acts in 
turn help define who the person is. Acts 
produce outcomes, but acts are in part de-
fined by their outcomes. And outcomes af-
fect persons, but it is those persons who say 
what the outcomes mean for themselves and 
others. Still, one can discern these three di-
mensions—agent, act, and outcome—in every 
ethical issue. They are the logic or grammar 
of moral reasoning—the subject, verb, and 
object.

Because they can be lined up with these 
dimensions, the core values provide a force-
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ful framework for moral reasoning. As the 
analysis below shows, each of the core val-
ues matches one of these dimensions. Integ-
rity is about the person who acts—the agent. 
Service is about what the person does—the 
person's acts. And excellence is about what 
the acts produce—the outcome. In this way, 
the core values can completely describe any 
moral situation and so can provide a com -
plete plan for framing ethical issues.

Integrity: Agent. In morality's structure 
as "someone doing something to som eone," 
the first dimension is the someone who acts. 
Theories of morality refer to this someone as 
"the moral agent." The moral agent may be 
an individual—for example, an airman carry-
ing out orders. Or the moral agent may be a 
group—for example, the staff of an Air Force 
organization working together as a team. The 
moral agent may be directly responsible—the 
aircrew who puts the weapon on target. Or 
the m oral agent may act by supporting 
others—the ground crew who launches the 
mission.

The moral agent is the focus for one strat-
egy for framing ethical issues. Agent-focused 
theories map significant features of the moral 
terrain by requiring us to ask what the moral 
agent should be like. These theories emphasize 
that in ethics, as in law, much depends on 
the agent's motives and intentions. For this 
strategy of moral reasoning, it matters, for 
example, whether an airm an's motive for 
truthfully reporting the results of a mission 
is a sense of duty or a fear of punishment if 
caught lying. For these theories, in  fact, 
the agent's intentions would typically  
matter more than what the agent in fact ac-
com plishes.10 Moral value would depend, 
for example, more on the fact that a crew 
struggled to rescue a downed airman than 
on whether they actually succeeded in doing 
so. The agent's in tentions can also be 
called on to justify otherwise troubling re-
sults. For example, under "the principle of 
double effect" and subject to certain stringent 
conditions, airmen who kill or injure non- 
combatants in striking a target would be

morally justified provided they did not intend 
to harm the noncom batants—even if they 
could foresee the harm.

Agent-focused theories also ask about 
the agent's moral character. Indeed, these 
theories often take the position that motive 
and intent must be wrapped into more general 
questions about the kind o f person the agent 
should be. They ask what makes a person 
morally good or bad. For example, lying and 
slaveholding are wrong because they neces-
sarily corrupt the moral character of the liar 
and slaveholder. Agent-focused theories 
study character in general and particular 
character traits called "virtues" and "vices." 
Character and virtue theories ask what the 
virtues are and how we learn and teach 
them. Western philosophy has its origins in 
such questions. Socrates practiced his belief 
that "the unexamined life is not worth living" 
by asking probing questions about courage, 
justice, and other virtues.11 Aristotle's ethics 
also focused on virtues, claim ing that moral 
virtues are habits acquired through practice by 
finding the mean between extrem es.12 The 
Beatitudes too represent th is approach. 
And it is an approach that has an influen-
tial place in contemporary academic and 
popular moral philosophy—that is clear from 
the best-seller success o f The Book o f  Vir-
tues.13 The agent-focused approach to moral 
reasoning is indispensable to airmen in 
framing moral issues—and it is one with 
which they are very comfortable because of 
their strong sense of personal honor.

A person can be forthrightly 
honest, forget about setf, and 
achieve excellent results—all for 
the sake o f  an evil purpose.

The core value of "integrity first" points 
directly to the moral agent—to the airman's 
character. Integrity characterizes the moral 
agent. We talk about integrity as something
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an airman has, as a character trait the moral 
agent possesses to some degree or another. 
When we speak of the moral agent's integrity, 
we refer not merely to his or her proclivity 
for honesty, but more generally to the kind 
of person he or she is and the motives and 
intentions that matter to the agent. Indeed, 
integrity is not just one more character trait. 
Integrity defines the agent. As the etymology 
of the word shows, integrity is "integral" to the 
moral agent. It is integrity that "integrates" 
all of a person's moral traits. An airman's 
integrity is his or her character. Staking out 
integrity as a core value makes character crucial 
to moral reasoning in the Air Force. In fram
ing moral issues, it is not enough for airmen 
to ask about acts and outcomes. They must 
also consider their character, the kind of per
sons they ought to be. They must ask what 
their integrity requires and how their acts 
will affect their integrity.

Service: The Act. In morality's structure 
as "someone doing something to someone," 
the second dimension is the "doing some
thing." We can refer to this dimension as 
"the moral act." It may be active or passive, 
an act or an omission. It may cause some
thing to happen—for example, an airman 
strikes and destroys a target. Or the moral 
act may allow something to happen—for ex
ample, leaders allow an accident to occur by 
failing to restrain a pilot known for unsafe 
flying.

Understood in terms o f  morality's 
"someone doing something to 

someone" structure, the core values 
are a comprehensive framework 

for moral reasoning.

Like the moral agent, the moral act also 
provides focus for a strategy for framing 
ethical issues. And like agent-focused theories, 
act-focused moral theories outline significant

features of the moral terrain. They require 
us to ask what acts ought to be done or what 
acts ought not to be done. Act-focused 
theories ask, that is, whether the act itself is 
right or wrong. These theories hold that cer
tain acts are morally right or wrong regardless 
of the agent's intentions, the act's conse
quences, or any other circumstances. For such 
theories, lying and slaveholding are inherently 
wrong regardless of motives or consequences. 
On this approach, a morally required act is 
required even if no particular benefit will re
sult, and a morally prohibited act is prohibited 
even if little harm would result. According 
to this way of moral reasoning, it is simply 
wrong for an airman not to complete an 
item on a checklist-even if the airman knows 
the dereliction would not result in an acci
dent or any other bad consequence. Thus, 
act-focused moral theories are usually 
"deontological" because they evaluate acts, as 
well as persons and results, in terms of duty. 
The moral agent has a duty to perform 
morally required acts and a duty not to 
commit morally prohibited acts. This familiar 
and forceful way of thinking about morality is 
as old as the Ten Commandments. Immanuel 
Kant's "categorical imperative" is the best 
known and most powerful philosophy of 
duty.14 Because of their strong sense of duty 
for duty's sake, airmen understand that the 
act-focused approach to moral reasoning is 
just as indispensable in framing moral issues 
as the agent-focused approach.

The core value of "service before self" points 
directly to the moral act—to the airman's 
duty. Service describes what the moral agent 
does. Service is an act done at the direction 
of and for a superior. It is an act done out of 
a duty owed to a superior and without re
gard for the agent's personal interests. The 
superior for whom an airman performs a duty 
is someone in the chain of command to 
whom the airman owes obedience. In more 
general terms, however, the superior whom 
the airman serves is also the airman's organi
zation, the Air Force as a whole, and the na
tion. Still more generally, the superior is 
simply duty itself. Service is performing a



moral act for the sake of duty. In this way, 
service is not just a feature the moral act 
might have. It is the defining feature of the 
moral act understood as duty. Identifying ser
vice as a core value makes the moral act—the 
moral agent's duty—crucial to moral reason
ing in the Air Force. In framing moral issues, 
it is not enough for airmen to consider their 
own integrity or their acts' outcomes. They 
must also ask what their moral duties are un
der the circumstances, what acts are morally 
right or wrong. They must ask, that is, what 
service requires of them.

Excellence: The Outcome. In morality's 
structure as "someone doing something to 
someone," the third dimension is the some
one affected by the moral agent's act. This 
someone may be a person or a group of per
sons, and it may be or include the moral 
agent himself or herself.15 We can refer to 
the effects of the moral agent's act as "the 
moral outcome." The moral outcome includes 
the immediate and the long-term conse
quences of an act, the direct and indirect 
consequences, and the intended and the un
intended consequences. It is, for example, 
the neutralization of a target struck by an 
airman, the contribution of that sortie to the 
overall strategy, and the unintended collateral 
damage caused by the strike. The moral out
come is simply what happens to persons be
cause of the moral agent's act.

Like the moral agent and the moral act, 
the moral outcome also focuses a strategy 
for framing ethical issues. Outcome-focused 
moral theories chart significant features of 
the moral terrain by asking what results 
ought to be attained and what results ought 
to be avoided. These theories consider 
whether or not the consequences of an act are 
morally desirable, and so these theories 
gauge moral worth on the basis of what an 
act achieves in actual benefits and harms to 
persons. According to these theories, certain 
outcomes—overall human happiness, for ex
ample—are morally more desirable than 
others. Moral worth depends more on achiev
ing those outcomes than on the agent's in

tentions or the morality of the means taken 
to produce the outcome. On this approach, 
lying and slaveholding are wrong because 
the harm they cause outweighs any benefits 
they produce. Outcome-focused theories are 
typically "utilitarian" because they evaluate 
character and acts by reference to their utility 
for achieving morally desirable outcomes. 
Some variants of this approach hold that 
what really matters is not the outcome of a 
particular act, but rather the outcome of fol
lowing the rule prescribing that act. In either 
case, however, it is still the "bottom line" 
that counts. This is a persuasive way of think
ing about morality, and many find it hard to 
imagine how to evaluate character traits or 
acts except in terms of the real-world conse
quences of those traits and acts. John Stuart 
Mill's "greatest happiness principle"—that 
acts are right to the extent they maximize 
happiness—is the classic outcome-focused 
theory.16 Because of their strong sense of 
mission and getting the job done, the out
come-focused approach to moral reasoning is 
as attractive to airmen and as effective for 
them in framing moral issues as the act-fo
cused and agent-focused approaches. The 
core value of "excellence in all we do" 
points directly to the moral outcome—to the 
airman's mission. Just as integrity charac
terizes the moral agent and service charac
terizes the moral act, excellence characterizes 
the moral outcome. To the extent that a per
son's moral responsibility is to optimize 
morally desirable results, excellence is the 
morally required outcome. In this way, ex
cellence is not just one more feature of what 
a person does. It is the defining feature of 
the morally expected outcome. It describes 
the level of success expected of the moral 
agent in producing an outcome—and for the 
airman the outcome that matters is the mis
sion. Excellence is producing excellent re
sults in carrying out the mission. Identifying 
excellence as a core value makes the moral 
outcome—the results the airman achieves— 
crucial to moral reasoning in the Air Force. 
In framing moral issues, it is not enough for 
airmen to consider their integrity or their
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duties. They must also consider the results 
they are morally expected to achieve in getting 
the job done. They must ask, that is, how to 
accomplish their mission with excellence.

The Core Values as a Framework 
for Moral Reasoning

Understood in terms of morality's "someone 
doing something to someone" structure, the 
core values are a comprehensive framework 
for moral reasoning. All of the core values, 
and only these three, are needed to frame 
moral issues. They are a map to any situation 
in which airmen plan what to do, carry out 
an operation, or draw "lessons learned." In-
tegrity, service, and excellence name and link 
together all dimensions of the structure of 
morality-agent, act, and duty. And so they in 
effect activate all strategies for moral reasoning.

This explains why airmen must keep all 
three core values in sight. Agent, act, and 
outcome are inextricably tied together. Many 
mistakes in ethical theories and in practical 
moral reasoning result from reducing all of 
morality to a single dimension and claiming 
that dimension is the "foundation" of all 
morality.17 Some agent-focused theories at-
tempt to reduce act and outcome to aspects 
of character. A narcissistic focus on charac-
ter will, however, invite some to excuse 
themselves from moral rules. They might 
reason: "I am a person of integrity, and so, 
by definition, I am right and rules others 
need to distinguish right and wrong don't ap-
ply to me." Some act-focused theories devalue 
character and consequences by insisting that 
there is moral worth only in doing the right 
thing. But a sense of duty that is limited to 
unthinking obedience to Air Force instruc-
tions will too readily divert airmen from 
character development and from finding 
ways to improve Air Force practices. Simi-
larly, some outcome-focused theories see lit-
tle value in character or in moral acts except 
to the extent that they produce results. There 
is some reason to worry that the Air Force offi-
cer and enlisted evaluation systems may con-

tribute to this mistake. By focusing almost 
exclusively on "mission impact" and "per-
formance," performance reports may cause 
airmen to undervalue character and to think 
too little about the means they use to 
achieve mission impact. The core values can 
prevent all these mistakes. The framework of 
integrity, service, and excellence allows—in-
deed requires—the airman to keep in balance 
the entire structure of morality—agent, act, 
and outcome.

It is for this reason that the Air Force's core 
values, understood as a framework for moral 
reasoning, cannot be a short-lived manage-
ment program. Any plan for moral reason-
ing—in or out of the Air Force—will look 
something like the Air Force core values if it 
takes all of morality into account. Manage-
ment styles (and ethical theories, for that 
matter) come and go. But the structure of 
morality and the strategies for moral reason-
ing based on it will not. The Air Force could 
call the framework's parts something other 
than "core values." The Air Force could use 
different labels for its core values—"honor," 
"duty," and "country," for example, come 
close to the same thing.18 Whatever labels 
the Air Force uses, however, there will be this 
three-part framework of "values" that are 
"core" for thinking through ethical issues. 
Some airmen may question whether organi-
zational core values are a fashionable man-
agement gimmick, but because the Air Force 
core values express the entire structure of 
morality, they have every reason to commit 
themselves to them.

Taking the core values as a framework for 
moral reasoning also answers the doubt that 
the core values are not particularly appropriate 
to the Air Force or to military professionals. 
As a framework reflecting morality's struc-
ture, the core values are not unique to the 
Air Force—nor are they intended to be. Any-
one could profitably take them as a plan for 
moral reasoning. It is the Air Force's "core 
competencies" that describe its singular 
strengths. The core values show airmen 
how to develop and employ those competen-
cies ethically. Reflecting the entire domain
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of morality, the core values are altogether 
appropriate for airmen of a nation com m it-
ted to preparing for, waging, and winning its 
wars lawfully and ethically.

Another way of putting this is to say that 
it is airmen who make the core values appro-
priate to the Air Force. The Air Force's core 
values define airmen. Integrity defines who 
airmen should be, service defines what they 
should do, and excellence defines what they 
should achieve. But that is only half the 
story: airmen also define the core values. 
The core values do not themselves frame 
ethical issues. Airmen do that—using the core 
values. In many cases, airmen face multiple 
ethical demands. The toughest ethical choice 
airmen face is not telling right from wrong. 
Airmen know the difference between right and 
wrong. The toughest ethical challenges are 
balancing complementary and sometimes 
competing values.19 It is often a challenge 
to balance the demands of being a morally 
good person doing morally right acts to 
achieve morally desirable outcomes. This is 
so for anyone, but especially true for airmen 
in the "fog" and "friction" of preparing for 
and waging war. Airmen must use the core 
values to put these complementary demands 
into balance for themselves and the Air 
Force. In that sense, airmen executing the Air 
Force mission for the nation fill in the defi-
nitions of the core values and make them 
military values and Air Force values. They do 
so by discussing the core values, by using 
the core values to guide their decision mak-
ing, and by putting the core values into ac-
tion. In the end, it is airmen who show what 
integrity, service, and excellence actually 
mean in the Air Force.

But how exactly can airmen use the core 
values not only to frame ethical issues, but 
also to resolve them and put their decisions 
into action? Taking the core values as a 
framework for moral reasoning dispels 
doubts that the core values are only an 
ephemeral slogan not especially appropriate 
to the military. This analysis, however, does 
not yet address the doubt that the core val-
ues are unrealistic and will not work in the

real world. Nor does it show that the core 
values cannot in practice become good means 
for an evil end. To do that, it is necessary to 
show how the core values resolve ethical issues. 
And to do that, it is necessary to distinguish 
not only the dimensions o f m orality's struc-
ture, but also the dimensions of its purpose. 
While the structure of morality is the core of 
moral reasoning, the purpose of morality 
provides values for moral reasoning.

The Purpose of Morality 
and the Core Values

The purpose of morality, as 1 understand 
it, has two dimensions—regulation and in-
spiration. Values for resolving ethical ques-
tions line up along these two dimensions. 
This section outlines these two dimensions 
and then shows how each of the Air Force 
core values represents both regulation and 
inspiration. The result is to show that the 
core values point out for airmen standards 
and ideals—and that this accounts for their 
coherence.20 This answers objections that the 
core values are unrealistic and that they 
could becom e a good means to an evil end.

Morality as Regulation and Inspiration

The purpose of m orality is to show us how 
to attain the goals o f a moral life. Every hu-
man enterprise, including morality, has means 
and ends. Often the line between the two is 
blurred, and the end of one activity is usually 
the means for another. But the basic pattern 
is that every activity provides its means to 
reach its ends.21 The purpose of any human 
enterprise thus has two dimensions: (1) the 
tools or means it provides for reaching goals 
and (2) those goals or ends. The athlete reaches 
for the goals o f playing the game well and 
winning by using the sport's tools—by follow-
ing the rules o f the game and exploiting its 
techniques and tactics. The military strategist
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reaches for the goals of military victory and 
peace by using the instruments of war—by 
following rules governing the technology, 
principles, law, and morality of war. In every 
human activity, practitioners follow the ac-
tivity's rules—not just for the sake of follow-
ing the rules, but for reaching the activity's 
goals. The enterprise of leading a moral life 
has these same two dimensions. Morality 
has various and complex roles, but its pur-
pose is just to provide the means and ends 
for a moral life. If morality's structure is 
someone-doing-something-to-someone, its 
purpose is to provide the means and ends for 
doing so morally.

Service means duty; and duty 
means respect and dignity.

Morality's means are moral standards that 
regulate us, and its ends are moral ideals that 
inspire us. Morality is a system of obligations 
and also a source of aspirations, and the Air 
Force core values are best understood as rep-
resenting both. Just as the core values require 
airmen to take into account all three dimen-
sions of morality's structure, they should 
also be understood to point airmen toward 
both dimensions of morality's purpose.

The first dimension of morality's purpose is 
regulation. Morality does this through stan-
dards that impose moral obligations. Moral 
standards prescribe morally prohibited, per-
mitted, or required character traits, acts, and 
outcomes. Airmen find these standards ex-
pressed in their law, regulations, policies, and 
customs—and in their core values. Obligatory 
standards maintain the military efficiency and 
the good order and discipline required to 
carry out the military's role. Because of the 
military's crucial role in national security, 
standards for airmen are more demanding 
than those outside the military. For example, 
it may be improper for others to be late for 
work or rude, but it is both a breach of mo-

rality and a criminal offense for a military 
member to be late or disrespectful. Moral 
standards are typically expressed in rules, and 
many of the rules impose a penalty for their 
violation. But whether or not a moral 
standard is formalized in a punitive rule, its 
violation is immoral, and the airman is ac-
countable for the violation. When serving 
morality's regulatory function, the core values 
represent standards airmen must meet and 
answer for.

The second dimension of morality's pur-
pose is inspiration. Morality does this through 
ideals that give us moral aspirations. If 
moral standards are "rules of the game" we 
must follow, moral ideals are the goals of 
"playing the game well and winning." Moral 
ideals portray character traits, acts, and 
achievements we should aspire to. For airmen, 
these ideals are implicit in their law, regula-
tions, policies, and customs. They find them 
too in the examples set by their moral heroes 
and mentors. And they find them in their 
core values. These ideals show airmen how 
to use military efficiency and good order and 
discipline to triumph decisively and morally 
in carrying out the military function. Just as 
military standards are more demanding than 
civilian standards, military ideals also de-
mand extraordinary dedication and sacrifice. 
Persons outside the military who do not con-
stantly strive for moral ideals usually do not 
imperil others. But airmen who do not con-
stantly exert themselves to reach for the ide-
als of the military profession put national 
interests and even national survival at risk. 
While moral standards are usually expressed 
in rules, moral ideals are often expressed in 
stories of extraordinary virtue, acts, or ac-
complishments. Moral standards demand 
compliance, and we hold violators account-
able. Moral ideals, however, inspire striving, 
and we admire those who thrive on their 
ideals. Reflecting morality's inspirational di-
mension, the core values are ideals airmen 
must constantly strive for.

In any particular case, the line between 
standard and ideal may be blurred. Indeed, 
the ideal in some circumstances may be the
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standard in others. In ethics, as elsewhere, 
"the nice to have" at one time and place may 
be "the bare minimum" at another. Still, one 
can distinguish standard and ideal in every 
ethical situation, and it is important to do so 
because confusing them will confuse moral 
reasoning. When airmen use the core values 
for moral reasoning, it is important they see 
that each of the core values expresses both 
obligations and aspirations. Although it is by 
no means a complete account of all the 
standards and ideals the core values represent, 
the following analysis indicates how the core 
values can both regulate and inspire.

Integrity: Forthright Honesty and 
the Good Person

As a moral standard, integrity ordinarily 
means forthright honesty. It means being the 
kind of person others can rely on for accurate, 
complete, and tim ely disclosure o f facts. 
Leaders at every level in any organization re-
quire truthful reporting from subordinates to 
make effective decisions. This is especially 
so for military leaders preparing for and 
waging war. Decisions about the procurement 
and employment of weapon systems, for ex-
ample, must be based on full and exact reports 
about the systems' performance. Decisions 
taken "in the fog of war" are especially de-
pendent on honest reporting about capabili-
ties and operations. And if leaders at every 
level require truthful reporting from subor-
dinates, subordinates also require honesty 
from their leaders. Good order and discipline 
and a high state of morale require complete 
confidence in leaders' words.

As a moral ideal, however, integrity de-
mands more than being the kind of person 
who can be counted on to tell the truth. In-
tegrity also demands that airmen be persons 
of good character. This, in fact, is the original 
sense of the word "integrity" as "integrated-
ness," "wholeness," or "wholesomeness." It is 
a wholeness Plato described as a kind of har-
mony within a person among reason, spirit, 
and desire—a harmony possible only if rea-

son is in command.22 Airmen find this sense 
o f integrity in the Air Force's "whole person 
concept." This does not mean "checking 
blocks" by obtaining academic degrees and 
doing volunteer work in the community. It 
means a continuing ethical responsibility to 
improve oneself. Integrity is an ethical re-
sponsibility to develop not just the virtue of 
truthfulness, but all the virtues. Carrying 
out the military role well requires not only 
that military professionals do their duty and 
have an impact on the mission, but also that 
they strive to be persons of good character. 
Integrity as honesty is "a rule of the game" 
from which airmen cannot deviate. Integrity 
as the whole person, on the other hand, is 
the goal o f "playing well and winning" for 
which airmen must reach. They reach for 
this ideal not merely for the sake of playing 
well, but for the sake of being the air and 
space force needed to win the nation's wars. 
For the Air Force to perform its function well, 
it is not enough that airmen be truthful. 
They must also be good persons.

Service: Obedience and Respect 
for Human Dignity

As a moral standard, service before self ordi-
narily means always doing one's duties 
whatever the cost to self. Service is uncondi-
tional obedience to lawful orders. In this 
sense, military service is unlike any other 
calling. Persons in other professions, in or-
dinary jobs, can opt out. They can quit. 
Doing their jobs is conditioned on their con-
tinued interest in doing so. Military profes-
sionals, however, cannot quit. It is a criminal 
offense for them to disobey orders or absent 
themselves without authority. Beyond this 
legal obligation, however, they are under an 
ethical obligation always to place military 
duties before all other interests. They must 
avoid even the appearance o f a conflict be-
tween personal interests and military duties. 
National security requires this. Their promise 
to defend the nation imposes an ethical obli-
gation to put military duties first.
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As a moral ideal, however, service before 
self demands more than obedience. Service 
also demands that airmen always serve out 
of respect for human dignity. Service means 
duty, and duty means respect and dignity. 
The entire meaning of moral duty is respect 
for human dignity.23 The only basis for any 
moral duty—the only basis for claiming that 
some acts are right and others are wrong re-
gardless of their consequences—is protecting 
and promoting the moral worth of each in-
dividual. Or, as Kant put it, we must never 
use persons only as a means for achieving 
some end. Airmen must treat each other not 
only as instruments for getting the job done, 
but also as individuals unquestionably worthy 
of respect. And airmen may not limit their 
respect for human dignity to other airmen. 
Their respect for humanity must extend to all 
persons—to the people they defend, to their 
allies, and even to their adversaries. Two 
axioms of the law and ethics of war—that we 
must discriminate between combatants and 
noncombatants when we apply military 
force and that our application of military 
force must be proportional to the military 
objective—are based on respect for human 
dignity. It is because of our respect for their 
dignity that our use of military force against 
innocents and noncombatants, as well as 
against combatants, is subject to the severest 
constraints. Even in war—or especially in w ar- 
airmen cannot lose sight of the moral worth of 
humanity. Many Air Force standards—target-
ing rules and rules prohibiting sexual ha-
rassment, for example—reflect respect for 
human digpity. Service as a moral ideal, 
however, requires not only that airmen com-
ply with these specific standards, but also that 
they strive constantly to show respect for 
each individual's dignity. Service as obedience 
is "a rule of the game" from which airmen 
cannot deviate. Service as respect and dig-
nity, on the other hand, is the goal of "play-
ing well and winning" for which airmen 
must always strive. They strive for this ideal 
for the sake of serving as the air and space 
force needed to prepare for and to win the 
nation's wars lawfully and ethically. For the

Air Force to perform its function well, it is not 
enough that airmen be dutiful. They must 
also act out of respect for human dignity.

Excellence: Mission Accomplishment and 
Constant Improvement

As a moral standard, excellence ordinarily 
means accomplishing the mission well. It 
means a determined focus on results—on get-
ting the job done right the first time and on 
time. The military function is so important 
and so exacting that getting the job done de-
mands more in the military than it does else-
where. Mission failure in the military 
endangers national survival, and performing 
the military role requires capabilities and en-
tails risks not found in other callings. For 
this reason, a standard of excellence is 
needed merely to get the job done in the 
military. Getting by with a minimal level of 
effort often suffices outside the military, but 
excellence is the only standard for accom-
plishing the military mission. The airman's 
promise to defend the nation imposes an 
ethical obligation to use every effort to ac-
complish the mission.

As a moral ideal, however, excellence de-
mands more than mission accomplishment. 
Excellence also demands that airmen con-
stantly produce more and better results. This 
is the meaning of "excel"—to surpass, to go 
beyond what is expected. As an ideal, excel-
lence means exceeding the demands of duty 
to achieve results in excess of "getting the 
job done." To remain the world's most re-
spected air and space force, the Air Force must 
constantly improve, must constantly innovate. 
Merely maintaining today's standard, merely 
achieving today's mission requirements, puts 
the Air Force in danger of falling behind. Air-
men must be adventurous in "reinventing" 
the Air Force to protect and promote the na-
tion's interests. They must take risks, and 
must encourage others to take risks, to im-
prove everything about the Air Force—its 
organization, its processes, its doctrine. 
Excellence as mission accomplishment is "a 
rule of the game" airmen must observe. Ex-
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cellence as constant improvement, on the 
other hand, is the goal of "playing well and 
winning" for which airmen must continu-
ously strive. They strive for this ideal for the 
sake of producing the air and space force 
needed to fight and win the nation's wars. 
For the Air Force to defend the nation, it is not 
enough that airmen accomplish the mission. 
They must also constantly find ways to excel, 
to go beyond mission accomplishment.

The Core Values as Standards 
and Ideals

Looked at in terms of morality's purpose, 
the Air Force core values are moral standards 
and also moral ideals. They point out obliga-
tions and aspirations as airmen think through 
any situation in which they make a decision, 
execute the decision, or learn lessons from 
an operation. They point out both  forth -
right honesty and the whole person, both 
obedience and respect for human dignity, 
and both mission accomplishment and con-
stant innovation.

This explains why airmen must understand 
their core values as both standards and ideals. 
Of course, the labels honesty, w hole person, 
and so on do not capture all the obligations 
and aspirations the core values contain for 
airmen. They do, however, show that the 
distinction between obligations and aspira-
tions is a tool airmen can use to resolve ethical 
issues. It is a tool airmen can use together 
with the distinctions the core values draw 
among agent, act, and outcome to frame 
ethical issues. In meeting the challenge to 
be a morally good person doing the morally 
right act and achieving the morally desirable 
outcome, airmen must consider the varying 
weights that the core values have as stan-
dards and ideals in any particular situation.

Many mistakes in ethics and in practical 
moral reasoning result from confusing obli-
gation and aspiration. Both are necessary: 
without moral standards it is not possible to 
maintain order, and without moral ideals it

is not possible to direct that order toward 
moral victories. But we should not confuse 
them by making compliance with standards 
optional or by making achieving ideals com -
pulsory. We admire and praise persons who 
embody moral ideals. We do not, however, 
praise them for observing standards. Truth-
fulness, obedience, and mission accomplish-
ment are just what the Air Force expects. On 
the other hand, while we blame persons for 
their violations o f standards, we don't blame 
them for their shortfalls in reaching for ideals. 
This explains some o f the confusion about 
"th e one-m istake Air Force." Airm en must 
be held to account for violating the Air Force 
standards expressed in the core values. But 
"accountability" misses the point in talking 
about the ideals expressed in the core values. 
Violations o f Air Force standards are a kind 
of mistake, often a criminal mistake. Falling 
short of Air Force ideals may also be a kind 
of mistake, but a very different kind. For ex-
ample, mistakes made in seeking to improve 
the Air Force are often the results o f risks air-
men should take in striving for the ideal of 
excellence. A fear of "accountability" should 
not deter airm en from  searching for better 
ways to perform. But neither can the Air 
Force's willingness to accept such mistakes 
lead airm en to suppose that the Air Force 
condones violations of its standards.

I f  they [Air Force leaders] tolerate 
breaches o f  Air Force standards or i f  
they selectively enforce them under 
a "double standard," there will be 
cynicism about the core values.

It is for this reason that the Air Force's core 
values, understood as obligation and aspira-
tion, should not lead to hypocrisy or cyni-
cism. The core values require airmen to meet 
Air Force standards, but they do not require 
airmen to be perfect. Air Force leaders must
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hold themselves and others accountable for 
failing to meet the Air Force standards ex-
pressed in the core values. If they tolerate 
breaches of Air Force standards or if they 
selectively enforce them under a "double 
standard," there will be cynicism about the 
core values. There is no reason, however, for 
cynicism about tolerating, learning from, and 
even encouraging those who strive for but 
fall short of the ideals expressed in the core 
values. It confuses the means and ends of 
morality to claim that the core values set un-
realistically high standards that cannot be 
enforced. As standards of honesty, obedience, 
and mission accomplishment, the core values 
are not impossibly high. Air Force standards 
are indeed extraordinarily high because the 
military mission is crucial to society. But air-
men can and do meet these standards every-
day, and Air Force leaders can and do enforce 
the standards. As moral ideals, however, the 
core values are, in a sense, impossibly high. 
The whole person concept, unwavering respect 
for human dignity, and constant improve-
ment are high ideals—even impossibly high 
ideals in the sense that they always ask more 
of airmen. Ideals that did not always ask more 
would be worth little to the Air Force. Air 
Force ideals ask airmen to go "above and be-
yond" throughout their careers. Without the 
distinction between standards and ideals, air-
men could mislead themselves into cynicism 
about the core values. With the distinction, 
however, they will hold themselves to the Air 
Force's high standards and drive themselves 
toward the Air Force's high ideals.

The most serious mistake about the core 
values—that they could become a good means 
to an evil end—also gives way when we see 
that the core values are both standards and 
ideals. The core values cannot be a good 
means to an evil end simply because they are 
not mere means. As standards and ideals, they 
are both means and ends. It is true that a 
person can be truthful, put duty before self, 
and achieve excellent results—all for the sake 
of aggression, genocide, or some other im-
moral purpose. Criminals, including war 
criminals, may observe an "honor among

thieves" with standards of honest reporting, 
putting the organization ahead of self, and 
achieving results. No one, however, can 
pervert the standards of integrity, service, and 
excellence toward an evil end when these 
standards are linked to their corresponding 
moral ideals. Integrity understood as the good 
character of the whole person is entirely ir-
reconcilable with honest reporting in support 
of an evil goal. Service understood as respect 
for the dignity of all persons in and out of 
the Air Force is completely inconsistent with 
wrongfully harming the innocent. Excellent 
but evil results are not possible when excel-
lence is understood as constant improvement 
of the air and space force needed to defend 
the nation morally and lawfully in pursuit of 
moral and lawful interests. A person of good 
character acting out of respect for human 
dignity to achieve the greatest benefits for 
the greatest number simply cannot serve an 
evil end. Understood as standards solidly 
linked to ideals, the core values do not limit 
the airman's ethical horizon to truthful re-
porting, working selflessly, and obtaining ex-
cellent results. On the contrary, they expand 
the ethical horizon to encompass inspiring 
and demanding ideals that ennoble airmen.

Conclusion
The Air Force core values are wonderfully 

simple and forceful. Their significance is 
self-evident. Still, in order to prevent misun-
derstanding and misuse of the core values, it 
is important to explain the tremendous po-
tential they hold for the Air Force. I have at-
tempted to do that in terms of the structure 
and purpose of morality. By no means is this 
the only way to account for the core values. 
There are other philosophical accounts of the 
core values, and it would be instructive also 
to examine the core values from perspectives 
offered by law, history, behavioral sciences, 
management theory, political science, religion, 
and so on. In addition, showing one role for 
the core values in framing and resolving
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ethical issues is, of course, only a first step 
toward actually framing and resolving those 
issues. Nevertheless, an analysis driven by the 
structure and the purpose of morality does 
turn out, I think, to be particularly useful 
for explaining the power of the core values.

Understood in terms of morality's struc-
ture and purpose, the core values are a com -
prehensive plan for framing ethical issues and 
also a coherent source of standards and ideals 
for resolving them. The core values encom-
pass each dimension of morality's structure- 
agent, act, and outcome—and so map out the 
entire domain of moral reasoning. In this 
way, they represent core elements for framing 
ethical issues. Airmen frame ethical issues 
by asking how a person of integrity puts ser-
vice before self to achieve excellent results in 
the Air Force. The core values also encompass 
both dim ensions of m orality's purpose—

Notes

1. Two notes on terminology: (a) Although in some con-
texts it is useful to distinguish "ethics" and "morality" (and 
“ethical" and "moral"), 1 make no such distinction here, (b) The 
term airmen means everyone in the Air Force—officer, enlisted, 
and civilian at all levels. The roles of these three groups differ, 
as do the rules governing them; and so the detailed application 
of the core values to them may also differ But generally, there is 
no need to distinguish among them in explaining the core values.

2. One has only to search for "core values" on the Internet 
to raise the question of whether there is an organization that 
hasn't identified its core values.

3. "All good ideas eventually get oversold. The importance 
of a corporate vision and values is no exception. . . . The idea 
was—and is—right. . . . But we must acknowledge how quickly 
values can age, becoming hopelessly narrow, ludicrously rami- 
fied-and at odds with a shifting marketplace. Ironically, the 
more virtuous the value (service, people), the greater the chance 
of long-term perversion. Why? Because the ‘better’ the value, 
the more 'the establishment tries to make sure that you adhere 
to it exactly (emphasis added)." Tom Peters, Liberation Manage-
ment: Necessary Disorganization for the Nanosecond Nineties (New 
York; Knopf, 1992), 616 .

4. For the Navy and the Marine Corps, the core values are 
honor, courage, and commitment. Until recently, the Army de-
scribed its "ethos" as based on the values of duty, integrity, and 
selfless service; these values were in turn supported by the "pro-
fessional qualities" of commitment, competence, candor, com-
passion, and courage. But in 19%, the Army identified seven 
core values: duty, integrity, loyalty, selfless service, honor, courage, 
and respect.

5. DOD Directive 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics Regulation, August 
1993, paragraph 1-100.

obligation and aspiration—and so stand for 
standards and ideals. They stand for integrity 
as both  forthright honesty  and the good 
person, for service as both obedience to duty 
and respect for human dignity, and for excel-
lence as both mission accomplishment and 
constant innovation. In this way, they repre-
sent values for resolving ethical issues. Air-
men resolve ethical issues by adhering to the 
high standards for which they hold each 
other accountable in order to carry out the 
military role and also by striving for the de-
manding ideals that propel them to build the 
most respected air and space force. It must 
seem fantastic to claim that the Air Force core 
values can somehow contain all dimensions 
of morality. But the three phrases the Air 
Force uses to name its core values are mean-
ingful enough for airmen to understand 
them just that way. □

6. DOD's 10 "primary ethical values" are: honesty, integrity, 
loyalty, accountability, fairness, caring, respect, promise keeping, 
responsible citizenship, and pursuit of excellence. DODD S500.7-R, 
August 1993, paragraph 12-501. The Joint Ethics Regulation de-
fines these values in terms of public service with no reference to 
war fighting. The Joint Ethics Regulation also provides a 10-step 
"ethical decision-making plan" (par. 12-601).

7. Himmler identified four "virtues of the SS-man”; he called 
them "the basis of this organization" and said they were o f "de-
cisive significance and importance." The four virtues were loy-
alty, obedience, bravery, and truthfulness. "Speech of the 
Reichsfuehrer—SS at the meeting of SS Major-Generals at Posen, 
October 4th, 1943," Document 1919-PS, Nazi Conspiracy and Ag-
gression, vol. 4 (Washington, D.C.: Office of United States Chief 
of Counsel for Prosecution of Axis Criminality, 1946), 558-72.

8. "None of this should surprise us. After all, most mass
killing has been in the service of rigid virtuous values___ " Peters,
616.

9. Numerous works in applied ethics put strategies of moral 
reasoning in three groups that approximate the three dimen-
sions I identify here. For example, Abraham Edel, Elizabeth 
Flower, and Finbarr W. O'Connor describe three "families of 
concepts" we use to formulate ethical issues. They are "virtues and 
vices and the moral atmosphere," the "moral law: the straight 
and narrow path," and "the good: ends and means." Critique o f  
Applied Ethics: Reflections and  Recom m endations (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1994),136-68. Rushworth M. Kidder de-
scribes "three principles for resolving" ethical dilemmas. They 
are: care-based thinking, rule-based thinking, and ends-based 
thinking. How Good People Make Tough Choices (New York: Mor-
row, 1995), 151-76. Christopher D. Stone finds in "the logics of 
moral discourse" a distinction between "moral grading" and 
"moral prescription." Grading concerns the evaluation of agents
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(persons and institutions) while prescription concerns their con-
duct. Within the logic of prescription, he finds a further dis-
tinction between systems that prescribe a single "maximand" 
(e.g., classic utilitarianism) and other systems (e.g., Kantianism). 
Earth arul Other Ethics: The Case for Moral Pluralism (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1987), 153-99.

10. "It is impossible to conceive anything at all in the world, 
or even out of it, which can be taken as good without qualifica-
tion, except a good will. . . .  A good will is not good because of 
what it effects or accomplishes-because of its fitness for attain-
ing some proposed end: it is good through its willing alone, that 
is, good in itself" (emphasis added). Immanuel Kant, Ground-
work o f  the Metaphysic o f  Morals, trans. H. J. Paton (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1964), 61-62.

11. In the Apology, Plato has Socrates explain why the unex-
amined life is not worthy of a human. The Laches is about cour-
age, and the Republic is about justice in the individual and the 
state. A. E. Taylor, Plato: The Man and His Work (New York: The 
Humanities Press, 1937), passim.

12. Nichomachean Ethics, trans. Martin Ostwald (Indianapo-
lis: Bobbs-Merrill Publishing, 1962), 11.2 and 6.

13. William J. Bennett, ed., The Book o f  Virtues: A Treasury 
o f Great Moral Stories (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993).

14. "A categorical imperative would be one which repre-
sented an action as objectively necessary in itself apart from its 
relation to a further end. . . . There is therefore only a single 
categorical imperative and it is this: 'Act only on that maxim 
through which you can at the same time will that it should be-
come a universal law’." Kant, 82, 88.

15. It is one of the more interesting tasks of moral philosophy 
to say which persons are morally relevant in assessing the out-
come of an act. Do the "persons" we must take into account in-
clude future generations? Past generations? God? Nonhuman 
living things? The environment?

16. "The creed which accepts as the foundation of morals 
'utility' or the 'greatest happiness principle' holds that actions 
are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness; 
wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness." John 
Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Company, 
Inc., 1957), 10.

17. It is when this happens that "the structures known as 
ethical theories are more threats to moral sanity and balance 
than instruments for their attainment. They have these malign 
characteristics principally because they are, by nature, reductive. 
They restrict and warp moral reflection by their insistence that 
moral considerations are related in some hierarchical order." Ed-
mund L. Pincoffs, Quandaries and Virtues: Against Reductivism in 
Ethics (Lawrence, Kans.: University Press of Kansas, 1986), 2.

18. Some other well-known triads of values also come close 
to the same thing. For example, it does not seem too much of a 
stretch to suggest that "faith" describes the kind of person the 
moral agent should be, “charity" describes what the moral 
agent should do, and "hope" refers to the outcomes the moral 
agent strives to achieve.

19. "When good people encounter tough choices, it is rarely 
because they're facing a moral temptation. . .  . The really tough 
choices . . . don’t center upon right versus wrong. They involve 
right versus right. They are genuine dilemmas precisely because 
each side is firmly rooted in one of our basic, core values." Kid-
der, 17-18. This is the theme too of W. D. Ross’s theory "that 
there are these various and often conflicting types of prima fa-
cie duty." The Right and the Good (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1930), 16-47.

20. Most moral theories rely to some degree on a distinc-
tion approximating the one drawn here between standards and 
ideals. Kant's distinction between "perfect" and "imperfect" duties 
is one example. Kant, 89-91. Other examples include Lon Fuller, 
who distinguishes "the morality of duty" and "the morality of 
aspiration." The Morality o f  Law, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale Uni-
versity Press, 1969), 5-32. Bernard Gert points out: "Although 
the moral rules are the most important part of morality, they are 
not all of it. Morality consists not only of rules, but also of ideals." 
Morality: A New lustification o f  the Moral Rules (New York: Ox-
ford University Press, 1989), 160.

21. "Every art or applied science and every systematic in-
vestigation, and similarly every action and choice, seem to aim 
at some good.” Nichomachean Ethics, 3,1.1, 1094a.

22. “And justice was in truth, it appears, something like 
this. It does not lie in a man's external actions, but in the way 
he acts within himself, really concerned with himself and his inner 
parts. He does not allow each part of himself to perform the 
work of another, or the sections of his soul to meddle with one 
another. He orders what are in the true sense of the word his 
own affairs well: he is master of himself, puts things in order, is 
his own friend, harmonizes the three parts . . . .  He binds them 
all together, and himself from a plurality becomes a unity." 
Plato's Republic, trans. G. M. A. Grube (Indianapolis: Hackett 
Publishing Co., 1974), 107 (443d-e).

23. That is what Kant showed in formulating the categorical 
imperative first in terms of "universal law" and then in terms of 
the "end in itself." The second formulation of the categorical 
imperative is: "Act in such a way that you always treat humanity, 
whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never 
simply as a means, but always at the same time as an end." Kant, 96.

Official manuals, by the nature o f  their compilation, are 
merely registers o f  prevailing practice, not the log-books o f  
a scientific study o f  war.

-B . H. Liddell Hart, 1944
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PSYCHOSTIMULANTS, particularly am-
p h e ta m in e , b ecam e av ailab le  in 
America for clinical use in 1937, and 
since then have been widely pre-

scribed. More recently, their beneficial effects 
have been overshadowed by the recognition

of a significant abuse potential. Nevertheless, 
the military services, particularly the Air Force, 
have recognized the value of psychostimulants 
under certain conditions. Use of ampheta-
mine, at the direction of the unit commander 
and under the supervision of the flight sur-
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geon, has been sanctioned by some compo-
nents of the Air Force since 1960 and by the 
tactical air forces until 1991. In March 1991, 
following successful completion of Operation 
Desert Storm, the chief of staff of the Air 
Force sent a message terminating the policy 
of allowing in-flight medications, including 
amphetamines, by Air Force personnel.

This article briefly outlines the historical 
development, mechanism of action, and ef-
fects of amphetamine on normal personnel. 
It then discusses the value of these agents in 
military operations, the safety record, and 
the concerns that may have been the impe-
tus for banning their use. Finally, it con-
cludes that, in light of their value to mission 
accomplishment—especially in the absence 
of demonstrable negative effects—the ban on 
amphetamines should be rescinded.

In light o f their value to mission 
accomplishment—especially in 

the absence o f demonstrable 
negative effects—the ban on 
ampethetamines should be

rescinded.

Amphetamine is one member of a family 
of synthetic drugs, similar in chemical struc-
ture to the neurotransmitters adrenalin and 
noradrenalin. Amphetamine is known to 
enhance the release of naturally occurring 
neurotransmitters that affect central nervous 
system neurons (i.e., the brain) and that are 
involved with peripheral neurotransmission 
(such as nervous control of muscular con-
tractions). Amphetamine in particular was 
noted for its striking "central effect"—that of 
enhanced alertness, with relatively minor 
physiological effects on blood pressure, 
heart rate, or gastric motility.1

Amphetamine became commercially avail-
able for prescription in 1937. Able to decrease 
appetite markedly in almost all species, it 
rapidly found favor as a treatment for a

number of conditions, including obesity and 
narcolepsy.2 Other conditions that occasion-
ally improve with amphetamine usage in-
clude hyperactivity in children, depression, 
and some types of parkinsonism.3 By 1938, 
amphetamine was a very commonly pre-
scribed medication.4 It was considered very 
safe and was widely used for a variety of 
physical and mental disorders. However, 
within a short time, physicians determined 
that amphetamine's ability to suppress appe-
tite decreases markedly with continued us-
age, requiring higher and higher doses to 
maintain the same effect on food intake. 
Overdose (usually greater than one hundred 
milligrams) can cause mood changes.5 They 
also noted other undesirable side effects that 
occur with chronic, increasing use, including 
insomnia, psychosis, euphoria, and paranoia. 
Additionally, when high doses of ampheta-
mine are ingested, inhaled, or injected, sig-
nificant mood-altering effects occur, which 
explains why amphetamine became a drug 
of choice to abuse in the 1960s and 1970s.6 
These undesirable traits led to the strict control 
of amphetamine drugs, as is the case today.

Some military services recognized the po-
tential of psychostimulants to combat fatigue 
and boredom. The greatest use of the drug 
reportedly occurred during World War II by 
German, Japanese, and English troops.7 Al-
though American troops reportedly did not 
have access to the drugs, studies were initi-
ated in the late 1940s and 1950s to determine 
the military significance. The results among 
healthy subjects were remarkably consistent: 
in numerous studies using normal, nonfa- 
tigued human volunteers—including some 
military personnel—amphetamine improved 
performance by about 5 percent on most men-
tal tasks. Reaction time and hand-eye coor-
dination were most significantly improved. 
Similarly, amphetamine administration re-
stored mental performance of sleep-deprived 
subjects to nondeprived levels.8 Addition-
ally, almost all studies found improvement 
in physical strength and endurance.9 In con-
junction with other drugs, amphetamine 
proved very effective for treating motion and
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space sickness, allowing missions to continue 
that would otherwise have been terminated.10 
None of the experiments showed a decrease 
in mental or physical performance of normal 
subjects taking amphetamine.

Although amphetamine possibly was avail-
able during the Korean conflict, the Air Force 
did not sanction its use until 1960. At that 
time, Strategic Air Command (SAC) approved 
limited use of amphetamine, and Tactical Air 
Command (TAC) followed in 1962. The first 
widespread use by US military aircrews prob-
ably took place during the Vietnam War. Al-
though written documentation is almost 
entirely absent, interviews with Air Force and 
Army pilots who used amphetamine during 
this time give us a picture o f a drug that per-
mitted an extended duty day as well as in-
creased vigilance during flight operations.

Side effects described by these pilots include 
feelings of nervousness, loss of appetite, and 
inability to sleep. Master Warrant O fficer 
Lance McElhiney, a 20-year-old Cobra gun- 
ship pilot in Vietnam, states that some kind 
of "upper" was available like candy; he re-
ports essentially no control over the dose or 
frequency of use.11 Col Paco Geisler, USAF, 
Retired, used amphetamine as an F-4 pilot 
during the Vietnam War and later as an F-15 
squadron commander during Operation Just 
Cause. He notes that "the difference in the 
two situations was amazing. I don't know if 
the difference is dose or drug formulation or 
what. But there were no noticeable side ef-
fects during Just Cause; we just felt wide 
awake. But there was none of the nervous-
ness—no feeling 'wired' like I remember in 
Vietnam."12 Medically controlled use of pre-
scription-quality, small doses almost assuredly 
accounts for the difference that Colonel Geisler 
reports.

The policies concerning stimulants ulti-
mately evolved into Air Force Regulation 
(AFR) 161-33/TAC Supplement 1. TAC sanc-
tioned the use o f am phetam ine because 
single-seat pilots are particularly susceptible 
to the effects of boredom and fatigue during 
deployments overseas and during extended 
combat air patrols. Maj David Caskey, an Air

Force F-15 pilot, reported using "go" pills 
routinely when flying from the United 
States to Germany, Japan, or Thailand. He 
recounted that some pilots refused to take 
them, saying they didn't need them; how-
ever, he pointed out that one time, an entire 
flight diverted to a base in England because 
some pilots simply couldn't stay awake en 
route to their destination in Germany.13

There is no evidence that aviators 
attempt to abuse amphetamine i f  
the medication is occasionally 
made available.

There is no evidence that aviators attempt 
to abuse amphetamine if the medication is 
occasionally made available. And there is 
virtually no similarity between the effects of 
high dosages or chronic amphetamine abuse 
among addicts and occasional, low-dose ad-
ministration of the same drug to military pi-
lots involved in extended operations.14 First, 
m ilitary aircrews are a well-screened, intelli-
gent, motivated, and mentally healthy popu-
lation. A remarkably low incidence of any 
sort o f addictive behavior or other mental 
pathology occurs in this population. Second, 
the medication is administered on a case-by-
case basis by a flight surgeon working closely 
with the pilots and under the direction of 
the squadron commander. The commander 
or flight surgeon would likely note unusual 
personality traits, increased drug-seeking be-
havior, weight loss, or any other indication 
o f maladaptation on the part of the pilots. 
Third, because the source o f the medication 
is a physician and military pharmacy, the pi-
lot is not exposed to the drug counterculture 
that he or she would encounter by obtaining 
the drugs illegally. Thus, there is no in-
creased availability of amphetamine (or any 
other drug) for excess or recreational use.

Determining the effect of amphetamine 
use on safety is not possible because of a
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lack of applicable reports. Aeromedical after- 
action reports of Operations Desert Shield/ 
Desert Storm, however, attempted to quantify 
amphetamine use.15 Data from anonymous 
questionnaires found that, of the pilots who 
responded, 65 percent of them used am-
phetamine during the deployment to theater, 
and 57 percent used it at least once during 
the air war. No one reported adverse side ef-
fects, and over 60 percent of the pilots who 
used the drug said it was "essential" to mis-
sion accomplishment.

Of the Class A mishaps occurring during 
Desert Shield/Desert Storm, several were par-
tially attributed to pilot fatigue, and no pilots 
were using amphetamine at the time of any 
mishap. Additionally, there have been no 
accidents, during training or actual deploy-
ment to a theater, in which amphetamine use 
by the aircrew was either reported or found 
to be a factor during the accident investiga-
tion. Last, there have to date been no 
medical disqualifications for drug use among 
aircrews who had previously received am-
phetamine operationally. Thus, although one 
cannot prove an improvement in safety, one 
can say with some degree of certainty that 
there has been no negative effect.

Using drugs to enhance 
performance in sports may be 

"immoral," but war is not a 
sporting event.

Recent laboratory studies comparing dex-
troamphetamine with placebos in terms of 
their effect on maintaining performance and 
alertness in fatigued military pilots have 
demonstrated clear benefits, confirming earlier 
results in nonpilot volunteers.16 Helicopter 
pilots who received placebos and then flew a 
simulator from 0100 to 1700 hours after a 
single night of sleep deprivation displayed 
significant, progressive deterioration of flight- 
control skills that would have threatened

both safety and mission accomplishment. 
The problems encountered were especially 
severe in the morning hours (0300-1000). 
Even after a slight improvement in the after-
noon (due to circadian rhythm), control ac-
curacy did not recover to normal prefatigue 
levels. When these pilots received ampheta-
mine on a different sleep-deprived night, 
decrements in performance did not occur. 
In fact, low-dose amphetamine eliminated the 
early morning deteriorations in flight skills 
and maintained performance at prefatigue 
level for the remainder of the day.

If psychostimulants improve performance 
effectively and safely, why is there still resis-
tance to their use—and why did the policy 
change in 1991? The answer seems to be in-
formational, emotional, and political. Most 
policy makers are ignorant of the facts con-
cerning the effects of limited, low-dose ad-
ministration of amphetamine on normal 
personnel. Some people are concerned that 
crew members might abuse the drug and 
thus become psychologically or physically 
addicted or tolerant. Others are concerned 
about commander abuse—that instead of al-
lowing reasonable crew rest and endurance 
policies, commanders might rely on stimu-
lants to get superhuman effort out of their 
subordinates.

These concerns, though deserving of 
thought, go against the preponderance of 
evidence collected to date. As noted above, 
we have not been able to identify a single 
disqualification for amphetamine use by Air 
Force aircrews. Although "command abuse" 
evidently was a problem in World War II and 
possibly Vietnam, we believe that strict regu-
lations and vastly improved training of our 
commanders will continue to prevent abuse- 
just as we have faith that other problems 
from the Vietnam era will not recur. There 
is no evidence of command abuse during re-
cent deployments or during operations in 
Libya, Grenada, Panama, or the Persian Gulf.

The two other potential concerns are less 
logical but probably more compelling. First, 
some people harbor an ill-defined feeling 
that performance enhancement by chemical
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means is “immoral," a sentiment evident in 
myriad regulations prohibiting drug use by 
athletes, although such use would indeed en-
hance performance. The second reason is 
clearly political: military leaders are under-
standably concerned about misinformation 
that could be engendered by press accounts 
of pilot use of amphetamines. In light of the 
current efforts in drug control, some parties 
might accuse the Air Force of imposing a 
double standard.

These are realistic concerns, but they do 
not justify prohibiting the use of centrally 
acting stimulants in the military. Using drugs 
to enhance performance in sports may be 
"im m oral," but war is not a sporting event. 
Success in combat is not a question of fair-
ness but of power; our weapons and training 
are designed to maximize combat power. 
We do not seek to equalize each side's chance 
of success prior to initiating contact (as we 
do in sports), but we do  seek to obtain every 
advantage for our forces. However, this does 
not mean that we should rely upon am -
phetam ine indiscrim inately to create a per-
form ance edge on every day o f com bat 
operations. As with most things in life, we 
should consider costs and benefits prior to 
taking specific actions in various situations.

Although properly administered doses of 
amphetamine can alleviate significant prob-
lems in very demanding circumstances (e.g., 
they can sustain the performance of heavily 
fatigued, sleep-deprived personnel in com -
bat), an indiscriminate, daily reliance on am-
phetamine may quickly create more negative 
than positive effects. Routine administra-
tion of stimulants under "norm al" circum-
stances may create problems of drug 
tolerance, addiction, and various forms of 
abuse—not to mention physiological changes 
(in terms o f sleep disruption and other side 
effects) that would ultimately render person-
nel less effective. However, if amphetamine 
administration is well controlled and restricted 
to those short- to moderate-term circumstances 
requiring severely fatigued personnel to per-
form continuously, the medication may 
make the difference between a mission com -

pleted safely and effectively, and one that 
ends in disaster.

In combat, pilots unquestionably are re-
sponsible for accomplishing the mission. The 
issue in this case becomes whether they fall 
asleep at the controls or whether they avoid 
disaster by using a drug that enables them to 
stay awake, maintain vigilance, and safely 
complete the mission.

Unfortunately, the elimination o f  
amphetamine use has put aircrews 
at increased actual risk for the sake 
o f eliminating theoretical risk.

Military leaders are justified in their con-
cern about public reaction to disclosure of 
the military's use of performance-enhancing 
drugs. The answer may lie in classifying our 
involvement to avoid media exploitation, 
educating our leaders and public concerning 
the unique military value of these medica-
tions, or em ploying som e com bination  of 
these or other approaches. Unfortunately, 
the elim ination of amphetamine use has put 
aircrews at increased actu al risk for the sake 
o f elim inating theoretical r isk -a  decision 
that does not pass the test o f com m on sense 
and therefore should be changed.
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Learning is by no means something we are supposed to do 
only from the ages o f  5 to 21, in buildings called schools, 
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survival o f  individuals but for the survival o f entire species.

—Steve Allen
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W E STAND TODAY at the tra il-  
head that leads to the twenty- 
first century. The world ahead 
appears to be full of promise and 

opportunity—and it is. The United States is 
engaged around the world with market eco n o -
mies that are open, growing, and flourish-
ing. An exponential growth in technology is 
enhancing our lives and enabling us to master 
the art of international engagement. Things 
have never looked better. Or have they?

At the close of World War II, we were the 
lone superpower in the world. We possessed an 
edge in technology that made us militarily with-
out peer The power in the world, both military 
and economic, had been recently and greatly 
redistributed—the equation overwhelmingly 
shifted in our favor. Gone were the colonial 
empires and the hegemons that briefly suc-
ceeded them. We were the only nation capable 
of winning a war anywhere on the planet.

But we also saw the revival of old struggles, 
as embedded hatreds and inherited com peti-
tions, once muzzled but now released, re-
newed their course of violence and instability. 
Power vacuums were filled by expansionist 
states. With the export of communism, much of 
the developing world fell into revolution. 
In many cases, oppression was overthrown, only 
to be replaced by new forms of oppression.

For a time, however, America was free to 
challenge or ignore these circumstances as it 
chose. Without a clear and im m inent threat,

we felt safe in concentrating on dom estic is-
sues. We felt safe in lessening our financial 
com m itm ent to defense. The world was our 
oyster, and our focus was on consumption.

In many ways, our situation today mirrors 
the one in which we found ourselves after 
World War II. As we were then, we are now— 
the sole superpower, dom inant in the world 
marketplace, militarily without peer—the only 
nation capable of winning a war anywhere 
on the planet. Just as we did then, we now 
face important decisions concerning the de-
fense structure with which we will maintain 
our place in the world and ensure our con-
tin u ed  secu rity . In 1945, w ith  no clear 
threat, we felt safe in setting aside a signifi-
cant amount of our m ilitary capability in or-
der to use the money elsewhere. Today, we 
again have difficulty discerning our threats 
and once again ponder the nation 's needs 
with respect to military forces.

But in the decade after World War II, we 
came to learn that much in the world re-
quired our use o f force. We learned it the 
hard way. W hen we com m itted a hollow 
force to the Korean peninsula, not only did 
we pay an inordinately high price in blood 
but also we almost lost before we could get 
started. We learned then, as perhaps we are 
learning now, that one clear victory-4n war or 
in cold war—cannot protect our worldwide 
interests or relieve us of our responsibility of 
vigilance against the dark forces of this world.
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This comparative analysis necessarily leads 
us to the question of our day: how should 
we build and maintain our national security 
posture for the twenty-first century? The an-
swer lies in the expectations we have of our 
forces and of the use of those forces. To de-
fine these expectations, we must answer 
three questions: Why will we fight? Where 
will we fight? Whom will we fight?

Why Will We Fight?
Our national security strategy spells out 

the answer to the first question for us. Gen-
erally, American military forces will "support 
U.S. diplomacy in responding to key dangers— 
those posed by weapons of mass destruction, 
regional aggression and threats to the stability 
of states." More specifically, "there are three 
basic categories of national interests which 
can merit the use of our armed forces. The 
first involves America's vital interests . . . 
[those of] overriding importance to the sur-
vival, security and vitality of our national 
entity—the defense of U.S. territory, citizens, 
allies and our economic well-being. . . . The 
second category includes cases in which 
important, but not vital, U.S. interests are 
threatened. That is, the interests at stake do 
not affect our national survival, but they do 
affect importantly our national well-being 
and the character of the world in which we 
live." Finally, "the third category involves 
primarily humanitarian interests. Here, our 
decisions focus on the resources we can 
bring to bear by using unique capabilities of 
our military rather than on the combat 
power of military force."1

Where Will We Fight?
Where we will fight, of course, is not 

spelled out for us. For obvious reasons, no 
one can predict where America's interests will 
be threatened. Through careful analysis, 
however, we can attempt to anticipate the cir-
cumstances most likely to require our use of

force—or forces. In our efforts to be prepared, 
we can increase our understanding of what the 
world will be like in the approaching century so 
that we can build a force to deal with the dan-
gers of that world. Certain dynamics taking 
place today are restructuring the world. Such 
changes are largely economic and demographic 
in nature. Together, these two factors are alter-
ing the geopolitical landscape of the world to 
which we have committed ourselves through 
our strategy of "engagement and enlarge-
ment." We must take note of this restruc-
turing if we are to be prepared for our role 
in the world that will result. We must ad-
just the way we look at the globe.

During the course of our history as a na-
tion, we have tended to have a very Euro-
centric view. Our principal markets have been 
in Europe, and our vital interests included 
ensuring that western Europe remained free 
and engaged with us in the global market-
place. Although that remains true today, other 
vital interests are growing in proportion. 
The peoples and markets of the Asia-Pacific/ 
Indian Ocean littorals are rapidly becoming 
the economic determinants of the world's 
future. China and India are emerging as 
powers with wealth that will change the face 
of the global economy. Both have burgeoning 
high-technology industries and a seemingly 
limitless pool of inexpensive labor. A number 
of countries on the Pacific Rim—China, the 
Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, 
and Singapore—all have projected economic 
growth rates far in excess of the European 
industrialized nations we traditionally have 
associated with global economic strength. 
The World Bank forecasts that by the year 
2020, 80 percent of the world's leading 
economies are expected to be in the Asia-Pacific 
region. From America's perspective, the focus 
of the world economy is shifting from the 
community of nations across the Atlantic to 
the community of nations bordering the Pa-
cific and Indian Oceans.

Demographics is the other great factor in 
determining the nature of the twenty-first- 
century geopolitical landscape. By the year 
2010, 58 percent of the world's population
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will hail from the Asia-Pacific/Indian Ocean 
region. Not even the widespread starvation 
and poverty experienced prior to the "green 
revolution" or the great Chinese fam ine of 
the 1960s could stop what has becom e an 
exponential population explosion throughout 
the region. Perhaps more alarming than the 
numbers, however, is the composition. Over 
71 percent of this population in the 2010 time 
frame will be between the ages o f 15 and 64. 
This age group contains the traditional war 
fighters—the war starters.

As if intense concentration of people of 
military age did not present enough challenges 
(or opportunities, depending on one's per-
spective) for the governments of the region, 
a quickening trend toward urbanization is 
under way. By 2010 over 40  cities in this re-
gion will have populations in excess of seven 
million people. Many of these cities, despite 
a growing per-capita income, are not keeping 
up with infrastructure development. Water, 
power, sanitation, medical services, road grids, 
and transportation systems are all becoming 
overburdened—all this at the same time that 
communications, particularly international 
television, are becoming almost universally 
available to all. People living in urban squalor 
can clearly see the greener grass. This is not a 
recipe for contentment.

If the regional players (state actors and 
nonstate actors alike) become embroiled in 
crises, we will likely find urbanized terrain 
our future battlescape. As future antagonists 
increasingly im bed themselves in cities, we 
will need forces with capabilities com m en-
surate to the tasks of urban warfare.

So how does this examination of the eco-
nomic and demographic trends of the region 
apply to the potential use of US forces? The 
answer lies in the actions o f the regional 
players and in an examination of the impact 
of those actions on the interests of the United 
States of America.

Given their newfound wealth, the need to 
secure their access to resources, and fears 
based on numerous regional and ethnic ha-
treds and mistrusts, many of these nations 
are increasingly opting for escalating invest-

ments in military power. And weaponry is 
readily available. High-technology weaponry 
and the very latest in sophisticated hard-
w are-even weapons of mass destruction-are 
all available to countries who desire them. We 
face the p oten tial for a possibly explosive 
regional arms race. Many of the actions of 
the regional players are based on a common 
denom inator—a com petition for scarce re-
sources. No example is more telling than 
the regional dependence on Southwest Asian 
oil, the vital enabler that fuels and sustains 
continued growth.

Our own national interests may very well 
be attached to those of the resource-dependent 
Asia-Pacific markets that fuel our own econ-
omy. Ensuring the free and equitable flow 
of those resources is arguably already in our 
interest; most assuredly, the importance of 
this issue will only increase with time.

The "w here" we m ost likely will have to 
fight (or commit our forces) tomorrow is being 
determined today by the economic and demo-
graphic forces o f the world—particularly by 
those in the Asia-Pacific/Indian Ocean region.

Whom Will We Fight?
Clearly, the traditional major regional con-

tingencies we face today have the potential 
o f lingering for a while. Over time, others 
may replace them. Increasingly, however, we 
see the threats to our interests springing not 
from direct challenges from another nation-
state but from a disintegration of traditional 
state actors or from challenges to those actors 
by nonstate actors. Since the breakup of the 
bipolar world, we have been reminded over 
and over again that the earth is literally seeth-
ing with ethnic, religious, and tribal hatreds 
and suspicions. The growing Asia-Pacific/ 
Indian O cean m arketplace is no exception. 
We can anticipate that crises will occur. We 
can anticipate that we will have interests af-
fected by these crises.

But threats to our interests are developing 
a new dimension. Whereas crises generally
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develop between easily recognizable and struc-
tured power bases such as state actors, we are 
beginning to see the development of chaos 
throughout the world. There is a distinction 
between crisis and chaos. Chaos, a by-product 
of uncertainty, involves unstructured power 
and ultimately casts aside the traditional 
ways in which antagonists deal with each 
other and deal with the population at large. 
Somalia and Rwanda, as well as the disinte-
gration of the former Yugoslavia and the geno-
cide of Kampuchea, all provide examples of 
chaotic scenarios. In these chaotic scenarios, 
we must be prepared to counter an enemy 
who is unlikely to take on our strengths but 
who would seize upon the opportunity to at-
tack us asymmetrically. We must expect that 
many of our potential enemies were paying 
attention during the Gulf War and have 
learned appropriate lessons. These adversar-
ies, so enlightened, are unlikely to take us 
on—toe-to-toe and strength-to-strength. Our 
dependence on ports and airfields, our de-
pendence on information systems, and our 
doctrine of massed forces and massed logis-
tics all present targets of opportunity to 
the asymmetrically thinking opponent, 
armed with even a limited supply of techno-
logically sophisticated weaponry.

What Will We Need?
The answers to the three questions of 

why, where, and whom we will fight brings 
us to a fourth question: what do we really 
need in order to be prepared? The answer 
lies in a force of capabilities appropriate to 
the anticipated threat. We need to procure, 
structure, and train a force of utility—not only 
against armor formations and other forms of 
conventional military power but also against 
the fomenters of crisis and chaos. We will 
always have a need for precision strike. We 
will always need a heavy land army to be the 
mailed fist of American will. As a maritime 
nation, dependent on the seas for commerce 
and to serve as the interconnecting highways 
for our engagement, we certainly will need a

robust sea-control force as well. Although 
the need for all these capabilities will remain 
as we progress into the next century, there is 
an escalating need for a greater ratio of 
forces that can engage with the ill-defined 
and asymmetric threats of tomorrow's crises 
and chaos. Smart munitions have limited 
utility, and information dominance becomes 
an unrealistic expectation in situations of 
urbanized littoral chaos.

Our challenge lies in ensuring that the 
military we build is capable of providing op-
tions. We must be able to project a credible 
forward presence—one that is able to increase 
or decrease visibility as required. We will 
need a force that can deploy to a region 
without reliance on extensive, land-based in-
frastructure. Our capabilities must include 
the ability to operate in the cities of tomorrow 
and deal with several missions from opposite 
ends of the spectrum simultaneously in the 
same operation-and they must provide op-
tions other than just overwhelming or preci-
sion firepower. The force we build must 
operate in environments where the dangers 
from asymmetric threat are high. Ulti-
mately, the force that yields the most utility 
is one that provides an adjustable rheostat of 
capabilities to the National Command Authori-
ties—one that can shift from forward presence 
to humanitarian assistance, noncombatant 
evacuation operations, peacekeeping, forcible 
entry, and sustained combat operations.

The world is changing. So too are the 
threats that bode for possible US commitment 
of forces. The truth is, business as usual may 
not provide the capabilities we need to deal 
with the realities of the coming world. If we 
are to provide for the defense needs of this 
nation in the twenty-first century, we must 
be honest about what we see ahead. Having 
looked ahead, we must step off on the trail 
that truly leads to a prosperous and secure 
future for our great nation. □

Note
1. William J. Clinton, A National Security Strategy o f  Engage-

ment and Enlargement (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing 
Office, February 19%), 18.



CSAF
Professional

Reading
Program

G en  R o n a l d  R . Fo g l e m a n  

C h ie f  o f  S t a f f , USAF

LAST SUMMER at my request, the Air 
Force History Support Office (AFHSO) 
began developing a professional read-
ing program for Air Force officers, 

enlisted members, and civilians. The objective 
was to broaden understanding of air and 
space power and to examine how they should 
be employed in independent, joint, and coa-
lition operations. Why? Because it's vitally 
im portant that our people understand the 
totality of what we are about as the nation's 
full-service air and space force, if we are to 
provide the capabilities America will require to 
meet the security challenges o f the twenty- 
first century.

In the post-cold-war era of fast-rising re-
gional crises that demand a prompt and ex-
acting response, the unique characteristics of 
air and space power-speed, range, flexibility, 
precision, and global perspective—provide our
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air and space forces unparalleled access to 
100 percent of the earth's population, every 
center of government, and any trouble spot 
on the face of the earth. Our demonstrated 
ability to capitalize on this "global engage-
ment" capability to achieve US objectives 
has resulted in national leaders and theater 
commanders turning to the Air Force as the 
first weapon of choice when a crisis or con-
tingency unfolds.

The CSAF Professional Reading Program 
complements initiatives that came out of our 
long-range planning effort to foster the 
growth of a unifying air and space culture 
throughout our service. Together, they will 
help produce knowledgeable service mem-
bers who more effectively can employ air 
and space forces in independent, joint, or 
coalition operations. When these Air Force 
operators serve in joint billets, they will be 
able to advise their superiors on the Joint 
Staff, in unified command headquarters, in 
the Department of Defense, and in other 
agencies on how best to employ air and 
space power to achieve US security objectives. 
Ultimately, our initiatives will help prepare 
current and future Air Force leaders to deal 
effectively with the challenges they surely will 
face in a post-cold-war world of austere de-
fense budgets, diverse regional threats, and 
continued high-operations tempo for our 
units.

With all this in mind, I asked AFHSO to 
help me develop an appropriate professional 
reading program for our people. We decided 
to break the program into three portions— 
officer, enlisted, and civilian—to make it more 
manageable. And we agreed to focus initially 
on the officer portion since it would likely 
be the most difficult to bring on-line.

After several months of preparation and 
staff work, we have implemented the officer 
portion of the professional reading program. 
AFHSO is currently working with the chief 
master sergeant of the Air Force to develop a 
comparable program for the enlisted force. 
Once the enlisted portion is under way, we 
will work the civilian piece.

The officer portion of the CSAF Profes-
sional Reading Program is founded on a wide- 
ranging professional reading list based on 
inputs from Air University, the Air Force Acad-
emy, AFHSO, individual historians, and other 
interested agencies. The list includes works 
on the history of strategy and warfare, air 
and space doctrine, air operations, and per-
sonal experiences of early aviation leaders. 
In the end, this is my personal list.

1 have asked that it be broken into three 
levels that correlate to the progressive stages 
of an officer's professional development. 
Thus, it includes a basic list for captains, an 
intermediate list for majors and lieutenant 
colonels, and an advanced list for colonels 
and general officers. Each list also includes 
Airpower Journal as the Air Force's premier 
professional publication.

Combined, these sublists constitute a core 
list that all Air Force officers should read as 
part of an ongoing personal-development 
program. The books were chosen to be in-
teresting, informative, and thought provoking. 
However, selection of individual books does 
not reflect the Air Force's endorsement of any 
particular authors, their views, or their ac-
tions. In fact, some of the selections may 
provide the basis for case studies designed to 
teach the challenges of command and the 
different ways that people perform.

Many other good books are out there— 
some still being written—on subject areas 
covered by the officer reading list: leader-
ship, the history of air and space power, mili-
tary strategy, Air Force doctrine, joint and 
coalition operations, and combat in the 
twentieth century. So, from time to time, 
we will issue supplemental reading lists on 
specific topics to assist people who want to 
read further in a particular area of interest.

A unique aspect of the CSAF Professional 
Reading Program for officers is that the Air 
Force is procuring all the books on the basic 
list for new captains. This initiative provides 
institutional recognition of the importance 
of officers being selected for promotion to 
captain. As of 1 March, newly promoted 
captains are receiving all the books on the
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basic list, free of charge, in a mailing that in-
cludes letters from the chief of staff and the 
Air University (AU) commander. These letters 
em phasize the personal and professional 
benefits o f pursuing the professional reading 
program. The AU com m ander's letter also 
encourages our new captains to read selections 
from  the list to help them prepare for 
Squadron Officer School (SOS). Then, while 
attending SOS, they will have the opportu-
nity to discuss and report on selections from 
the list.

This aspect of the CSAF Professional Read-
ing Program supports the current career-de-
velopment pattern that encourages our young 
officers to focus on their functional specialties 
during their first years of active duty. Once 
they make captain, though, they should begin 
to broaden their understanding of their pro-
fession. We will encourage our young officers 
to begin a career-long reading program by 
providing them the basic list of books that 
not only will help educate them, but also 
will capture their imagination and interest 
them in professional readings. On the other 
hand, we anticipate that field grade and senior 
officers will purchase their respective reading 
lists as part of an ongoing personal profes-
sional reading program.

All of the books on the professional read-
ing list for officers are in print and are being 
made available this spring for purchase at 
AAFES facilities  and for ch eckou t at base 
libraries. These outlets also will help pro-
mote the CSAF Professional Reading Pro-
gram on our installations. An intensive and 
recurring prom otional effort will highlight 
the reading program to our officers through 
Air Force News Service releases; articles in 
Air Force Times, Airman  magazine, and Air 
Force M agazine; and reports on Air Force TV 
News. Also Airpower Journal will publish bibli-
ographical essays on the basic, intermediate, 
and advanced lists in future issues.

In order to ensure that we reap the full 
benefits of this professional reading program,

I've asked all commanders and supervisors 
to make the officer reading list an integral 
part of their mentoring and professional de-
velopment programs. This will help drive 
home the importance of professional read-
ing, get our people into the books, and pro-
vide useful material for group discussions as 
well as encourage individual preparation for 
in-residence professional military education.

Commanders and supervisors have the in-
herent responsibility o f prom oting the pro-
fessional development of subordinates. I am 
convinced that the CSAF Professional Read-
ing Program will serve as a useful instru-
ment in carrying out this vitally important 
responsibility. In the end, it is crucial to the 
future of the Air Force that we prepare our 
officers to be members of the profession of 
arms, with particular expertise as advocates 
and leaders of air and space power. By doing 
so, we will help ensure that our service re-
mains the world's most respected air and 
space force in the twenty-first century—a 
period that will surely go down in history as 
the age of air and space power. □



Whither Aviation 
Foreign Internal 
Defense?
Lt  C o l  W r a y R. J o h n s o n , USAF

IN 1994 AIR FORCE Special Operations 
Command stood up the 6th Special Op-
erations Squadron (6 SOS), the first-ever 
USAF squadron dedicated to the foreign 

internal defense (FID) mission area. With 
roots in special air warfare dating back to the 
Vietnam War and even as far back as the Sec-
ond World War, the 6 SOS was created to ad-
vise, train, and assist foreign aviation forces 
in the application of airpower in internal de-
fense and development. Since that time the 
squadron has expanded its mission to in-
clude coalition support roles and combat ad-
visory operations in keeping with the 
emerging missions that comprise operations

other than war (OOTW). Nevertheless, the 
core mission has remained intact: inculcat-
ing in foreign air forces the idea of the util-
ity of airpower across the conflict spectrum.

Since its inception, however, the 6 SOS 
has been plagued by a host of difficulties in 
fulfilling the vision of its creators, the most 
salient of which stem from the question of 
whether the squadron should have aircraft 
appropriate to its third world mission. Air-
craft remain critical to the original vision of 
what has become the 6 SOS, but as of this 
writing, only two aged UH-1N helicopters— 
originally en route to the boneyard—have 
been assigned to the squadron. This is re-
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grettable since aviation-centered FID rests on 
the fundamental premise that airpower plays 
a crucial role in meeting the threat of for-
eign internal conflict. And airpower means 
airplanes. Thus the fundamental question: 
If aviation FID is predicated on the employ-
ment of airplanes and the 6 SOS is not prop-
erly equipped in that regard, whither 
aviation FID?

Framing the Discussion
By the end of the 1970s, US special opera-

tions forces (SOF) were caput m ortuum .1 
Army special forces had been gutted, Navy 
special warfare had fared little better, and Air 
Force special operations forces (AFSOF) had 
barely survived a concerted attempt to rele-
gate them completely to the Reserves.2

RH-53s on board the USS Nimitz. The tragedy of Desert 
special operations forces had atrophied since the Vietnam I

The Desert One debacle in April 1980-the 
disastrous Iranian hostage rescue m ission- 
simply underscored the extent to which SOF 
had atrophied since the Vietnam War. In the 
aftermath of that effort, the Defense Depart-
ment "halfheartedly" moved to invigorate 
SOF—to include the creation of a Joint Spe-
cial Operations Agency in 1984. The services 
were reluctant to relinquish control over 
SOF, however; they regarded this advisory 
body merely as an irritant and largely re-
sisted its recommendations. Consequently, 
frustrated by Defense Department foot-drag-
ging, and intent upon putting purpose and 
power behind SOF revitalization, Congress 
passed the Cohen-Nunn Amendment to the 
National Defense Authorization Act o f 1986. 
The unquestionable design of this amend-
ment was to force "revitalization" of "SOF 
and SOF resources."3

ne in April 1980 simply underscored the extent to which
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Among the findings of Section 1453 of the 
Defense Authorization Act of 1986 was the 
conclusion that SOF "are the military main-
stay of the United States for the purposes of 
nation-building and training friendly foreign 
forces." The straightforward stated purpose 
of SOF involvement was to preclude "deploy-
ment or combat involving the conventional 
or strategic forces of the United States."4 
Such foreign advisory and training assistance 
ultimately fell within the purview of foreign 
internal defense, which was subsequently de-
lineated as one of the five principal missions 
of American special operations forces.s

Responding to the legislation, the Reagan 
administration promulgated National Secu-
rity Decision Directive (NSDD) 277, which 
outlined US strategy for low intensity con-
flict (LIC). The subsequent 1988 report, enti-
tled National Security Strategy o f  the United 
States, included an unclassified distillation of 
NSDD 277. Among several salient features, it 
declared that LIC strategy would seek to 
"strengthen friendly nations facing internal 
or external threats to their independence."6

Defense reform was the anodyne of 1986, 
and the Goldwater-Nichols Act was a sweep-
ing piece of legislation mandating specific 
actions. For example, Section 211 broadened 
and strengthened the authority of combat-
ant commands. But more importantly for 
SOF, Section 212 directed the "creation of a 
unified combatant command for special op-
erations."7 As a result, the National Defense 
Authorization Act of 1987, signed by Presi-
dent Reagan in October 1986, created United 
States Special Operations Command (USSO- 
COM) under US public law.8 Shortly after-
ward, the services created their own special 
operations commands as components of US- 
SOCOM. The initial Air Force component 
was a numbered air force (Twenty-Third Air 
Force) rather than a major command, but Air 
Force reticence was ultimately overcome 
with the stand-up of Air Force Special Opera-
tions Command (AFSOC) in May 1990.

Albeit foreign internal defense was one of 
the five principal missions of SOF, criticism 
emerged as early as 1990 that USSOCOM was

more concerned with "raids, rescue, and 
Rambo."9 In January 1991 Armed Forces Jour-
nal International scolded the new command 
for "highlighting the Rambo or direct action 
side of special operations" while at the same 
time it praised the Marine Corps for "a bet-
ter understanding" of LIC.10 Indeed, the only 
SOF component placing any emphasis on 
FID was Army special forces, although Navy 
special warfare units were perceived to have 
an inherent FID capability. The missing 
piece of the pie was aviation.

Thus, in March 1990, Gen James Lindsay, 
then commander in chief of USSOCOM 
(CINCSOC), validated the AFSOC-proposed 
concept of an aviation-centered FID capabil-
ity. Although acknowledging that FID is 
"larger than just SOF," General Lindsay went 
on to state that "the focal point for organiza-
tion, doctrine development, training, and 
operational proponency . . . should be or-
ganizations for which FID is a principal mis- 
sion-USSOCOM and AFSOC."11 Armed 
with the CINC's go-ahead, AFSOC proceeded 
to build a dedicated aviation-FID capability 
from the ground up, and in May 1993 USSO-
COM Directive 10-1 designated AFSOC as 
the "proponent" for aviation FID.12 The fol-
lowing year, in October 1994, the 6th Special 
Operations Squadron became the first Air 
Force SOF organization dedicated to the FID 
mission area.

Digressions: Special Air 
Warfare and Aviation FID

John Keegan writes that "continuities, 
particularly hidden continuities, form the 
principal subject of historical enquiry." It is 
the "identification of links" between the 
past and present which enables us to com-
prehend our actions in context.13 In that 
light, the concept of aviation-centered FID is 
not original: it is a response to the void cre-
ated in SOF FID capabilities following the 
Vietnam War. Consequently, it is entirely 
appropriate to reflect briefly upon the his-
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When the 4400th CCTS was activated in April 1961, its table of organization included eight A-26 strike aircraft.

tory of "special air warfare" as it contributes 
to the current concept of aviation FID.

Special air warfare traces its roots to 
World War II, when the US Army Air Force 
supported the Office of Strategic Services in 
Europe and created the 1st Air Commando 
Group in Southeast Asia to support Gen 
Orde C. Wingate's Chindit forces in Burma. 
During the Korean War, aerial resupply and 
communications wings conducted "long-range 
infiltration/exfiltration missions, supply and 
resupply missions, (and) psychological op-
erations (PSYOP) m issions."14 However, it 
was the Vietnam War which witnessed the 
emergence of special air warfare as it is un-
derstood today.15

For decades the United States had been 
engaged in low-level or "sm all" wars, from 
the Philippines at the turn of the century to

Nicaragua in the 1930s, but the end of the 
Second World War ushered in what has since 
becom e known as the "counterinsurgency 
era." Its genesis was the Truman Doctrine of 
containm ent in 1947, upon which policy 
makers and military planners constructed ru-
dimentary counterinsurgency (COIN) doctrine 
for com bating the com m unist guerrillas in 
Greece. But COIN as a theory, a strategy, and 
a doctrine came into its own in the early 1960s 
in response to expressed Soviet intentions to 
attack the United States "indirectly" through 
insurgency and subversion—that is, "wars of 
national liberation" or so-called proxy wars. 
Recognizing the significance of this threat, 
President John F. Kennedy promulgated nu-
merous policies and outlined an over-
arching strategy for countering insurgency.16
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Early in his administration, President Ken-
nedy directed Secretary of Defense Robert S. 
McNamara to examine ways to place greater 
emphasis on counterinsurgency within the 
military departments, "to include an ade-
quate capability in all types of units re-
quired in counterguerrilla operations or in 
rendering training assistance to other coun-
tries."17 Although they resisted at first, the 
services ultimately responded with revised or 
new doctrine as well as force structure 
changes intended to meet the president's 
mandate. Arguably, the most significant 
force structure change for the Army was the 
reorientation of US Army special forces from 
guerrilla operations behind enemy lines to 
that of counterguerrilla operations.18

Although the Air Force nominally 
continued to perform the FID 

mission after Vietnam, it was as 
an adjunct to its conventional 

mission and was accomplished on an
ad hoc basis.

For the Air Force, the three wings acti-
vated in the Korean War for unconventional 
warfare (UW) operations were reduced to 
two squadrons by 1956 and deactivated alto-
gether in 1957, so that by 1961, there were 
no specialized units devoted to COIN.19 
However, motivated by continued pressure 
from the president to develop a specialized 
capability for COIN, Headquarters Air Force 
directed Tactical Air Command (TAC) in 
April 1961 to "organize and equip a unit to 
(1) train USAF personnel in World War II- 
type aircraft and equipment; (2) ready a lim-
ited number of aircraft for transfer, as 
required, to friendly governments; (3) pro-
vide advanced training of friendly foreign air 
force personnel on the operation and main-
tenance of World War II—type aircraft; and 
(4) develop or improve conventional weap-
ons, tactics, and techniques of employment

suitable to the environment of such areas as 
defined by [the Joint Chiefs of Staff]." The 
creation of such an organization was made a 
priority, to be completed by September 1961.20 
Moving very quickly, TAC activated the 4400th 
Combat Crew Training Squadron (CCTS) at 
Hurlburt Field, Florida, on 14 April 1961.

The squadron's table of organization in-
cluded 16 SC-47s, eight A-26s, and eight 
T-28Bs. By July 1961 the unit was fully 
manned with 125 officers and 235 airmen. 
The 4400 CCTS had three specific flying roles: 
airlift, reconnaissance, and air strike. How-
ever, owing to the national strategy of advis-
ing and training foreign military forces to 
carry the burden of counterinsurgency, the 
principal mission of the 4400 CCTS was to 
train foreign air force personnel in the appli-
cation of airpower in COIN. The unclassified 
nickname for the project was "Jungle Jim ."21

Communist success in Vietnam during the 
summer of 1961 compelled the services to 
accelerate their respective COIN developmen-
tal efforts. On 5 September 1961 McNamara 
announced his intention to establish an ex-
perimental command in South Vietnam un-
der the military assistance advisory group 
"as a laboratory for the development of im-
proved organizational and operational pro-
cedures for conducting sublimited war."22 
Secretary of the Air Force Eugene Zuckert 
gave his hearty endorsement and called 
McNamara's attention to the 4400 CCTS. On 
12 October 1961 the joint chiefs agreed to 
commit an element of the 4400 CCTS to 
South Vietnam. The detachment—code- 
named Farm Gate—deployed in November 
1961 and was placed under the command of 
the 2d Air Division, a subordinate command 
of Pacific Air Forces.23 By December 1961, 
Farm Gate aircraft were authorized to engage 
the Vietcong provided at least one South Vi-
etnamese Air Force (VNAF) crew member 
was aboard each aircraft.

But interservice rivalry raised its all-too- 
predictable head. According to Air Force rec-
ords, the Army's response to presidential 
insistence on elevating counterinsurgency to 
a level equal to conventional warfare was an
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In the spring of 1962 the 4400th CCTS expanded and became the 1st Air Commando Group and, as the war in Viet-
nam unfolded, replaced its aging A-26s and T-28s with A-1Es, like the one shown here.

attempt to take full responsibility for COIN. 
In January 1962 the Army forwarded a plan 
to McNamara in which primary responsibility 
for COIN in the host country was outlined 
as an Army role—ergo, the primary responsi-
bility in the United States should similarly 
be vested with the Army. Air Force Chief of 
Staff Gen Curtis LeMay objected to this uni-
lateral assessment and insisted that airpower 
was a vital component of COIN.24 However, 
concerned that the Army would provide its 
own air support if the Air Force failed to do so, 
Air Force planners concluded that its "e x -
tremely limited" COIN capability would 
necessarily have to be expanded.

In the spring of 1962 the Air Force ex-
panded its forces, and the 4400  CCTS at-
tained group status on 20 March as the 1st 
Air Commando Group—which was autho-

rized 792 personnel and 64 aircraft. In April 
the Special Air Warfare Center (SAWC) was 
created at Hurlburt Field, and the 1st Air 
Commando Group was subordinated to the 
SAWC. In October 1962 the Air Force submit-
ted a program change proposal (PCP) to 
McNamara calling for "a six-squadron force 
of 184 aircraft and 2,167 primary element 
personnel for fiscal year 1964. W ith this end- 
strength, the Air Force could provide one 
combat applications wing, one air com -
mando wing, and one com posite squadron." 
The air commando wing would comprise 
three T-28 squadrons with 75 aircraft, an RB- 
26 squadron with 25 aircraft, and a "com bat 
cargo squadron" equipped with 12 C-46, 12 
C-47, and 14 U-10B aircraft, all o f which 
would reside in the United States and rotate 
to detachments overseas. The composite
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squadron, with eight T-28s, eight A-26s, 12 
C-46s, 12 C-47s, and six U-lODs, would be 
permanently deployed to Panama. On 24 
November 1962 McNamara approved the 
PCP for fiscal year 1964.25

At the heart o f the [aviation-FID] 
concept was the stated intent to 

develop an organization of 
foreign-language-trained, area 

oriented, and culturally and 
politically astute aviation experts 

to provide advisory and training 
support to foreign aviation forces.

As the war unfolded, aging T-28s and A- 
26s were soon replaced by A-lEs, and in late 
1964 a second squadron of A-lEs—the 602d 
Air Commando Squadron (Fighter)—de-
ployed to South Vietnam. By 1967 the 14th 
Air Commando Wing had been formed in 
South Vietnam, including five combat 
squadrons: two strike squadrons, two PSYOP 
squadrons, and a helicopter squadron.26 In 
retrospect, the original mission of the 4400 
CCTS had consisted "primarily of preparing 
small cadres for conducting-at the scene of 
insurgency activity—the training of friendly 
foreign air forces in counterinsurgency op-
erations" with the objective of developing a 
"self-sufficient VNAF that would allow the 
withdrawal .of US units."27 But by 1965 the 
nature of the war had changed dramatically, 
and the special air warfare effort largely shifted 
its focus to support of US conventional 
ground operations.28

The rivalry between the Army and the Air 
Force was a constant source of conflict, with 
the Army maintaining that its organic avia-
tion was better suited for COIN. To buttress 
its argument, the Army (not unlike the Ma-
rine Corps) argued that aviators should iden-
tify with ground combat personnel and that 
this identity was best achieved by being a

part of the same unit. The Air Force, not 
surprisingly, maintained its doctrinal posi-
tion that aircraft should be centrally managed 
under the operational control of a qualified 
air officer. Centralized control with decen-
tralized execution remained a hallmark of 
Air Force doctrine, but it was agreed that spe-
cial operations, including special air warfare, 
should be a joint undertaking. The basic 
principles were ultimately set forth in Uni-
fied Action Armed Forces and in the Joint 
Counterinsurgency Concept and Doctrinal 
Guidance QCS Memo 1289-62). Appropriate 
annexes to the Joint Strategic Capabilities 
Plan and the Joint Strategic Objectives Plan, 
as well as various statements by senior mili-
tary officers, served to institutionalize the 
central theme of joint special operations 29 

After 1965 special air warfare became an 
adjunct to the conventional ground war in 
Vietnam, but elsewhere in the world—espe-
cially in Latin America before 1965—special 
air warfare units remained largely dedicated 
to foreign advisory/training assistance. 
"Early in its special air warfare planning, the 
Air Force had recognized that prevention or 
defeat of subversion and insurgency called 
for more than military operations but rather 
included civic actions as well." General Le- 
May himself had concluded that doing civic 
actions would improve "our prospects . . . 
for preventing or relieving the conditions of 
unrest which could be exploited by insur-
gent elements in conducting guerrilla opera-
tions."30 To that end, special air warfare 
forces conducted combined operations to in-
culcate in Latin American air forces the 
value of airpower in terms of transportation, 
communications, preventive medicine, 
weather operations, agricultural support, in-
sect and rodent control, and other economic, 
political, and social services. As envisioned, 
these functions would "reduce the demand 
for expensive (and prestige) weapon systems, 
promote internal security . . . and identify 
military forces with, not against, the needs 
and aspirations of the people."31 By mid- 
1963, the Air Force had sent briefing, survey,
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or mobile training teams to a dozen Latin 
American countries.32

But as pointed out earlier, at the conclu-
sion of the war in Vietnam the Defense De-
partment, stung by defeat, largely purged 
itself of what had been laboriously created 
for COIN in the 1960s.33 The subject was vir-
tually eliminated from junior officer and 
noncommissioned officer curricula by 1976, 
and by 1981 the topic had all but disap-
peared from professional military education. 
But among the lessons learned as a result of 
the American experience in Vietnam, one 
with which military officers, politicians, and 
the general public alike agreed to, was "no 
more Vietnams."34 Thus, following the war, 
COIN disappeared as a descriptive label, to 
be replaced by "internal defense and devel-
opment" (IDAD) as a general term for the 
whole range of activities related to assisting 
less-developed countries; "stability operations" 
became the appellation ascribed to specific 
operational activities.35

In the end, the Vietnam War had instilled 
in the American public an almost visceral re-
sistance to protracted US military interven-
tion in foreign affairs—the much discussed 
"Vietnam syndrome." Nevertheless, a small 
cadre of academics and military thinkers 
persisted in addressing the threat of third 
world conflict. With the inauguration of 
Ronald Reagan as president and the advent 
of revolutionary insurgencies in Central 
America, these people found purchase for 
their doctrinal proposals as the national se-
curity bureaucracy began to pay attention to 
what was increasingly referred to as "low in-
tensity conflict."

In a seminal report prepared for the 
Army's Training and Doctrine Command 
(TRADOC), Robert H. Kupperman declared 
that "the conflict least likely to o ccu r-ex- 
tended conventional superpower hostilities 
in Europe—nevertheless dominates (Depart-
ment of Defense] thinking, training, and re-
source allocation." Kupperman insisted that 
the US military establishment was therefore 
least prepared for the most likely th rea t- 
"those small but critical low-intensity con-

flicts proliferating at the periphery of the 
great powers." Consequently, to meet this 
more appropriate threat, the Defense Depart-
ment would "require new doctrine, organi-
zation, tactics, and equipm ent."36

The contention that the United States 
lacked the appropriate strategic policy, doc-
trine, and forces to conduct operations in 
the third world became a prevailing theme 
in professional literature throughout the late 
1980s and early 1990s, leading even the ca-
sual observer to draw obvious parallels to 
the outlook of the Kennedy administration 
regarding the threat o f revolutionary guer-
rilla warfare. The difference, however, was 
the unitary treatment o f COIN, pro-insur-
gency, combating terrorism, peacekeeping, 
counternarcotics operations, contingency 
operations, and the like as subsets of low in-
tensity conflict. COIN had de facto, if not 
de jure, become subsumed to another con-
struct. Thus, in the "LIC era," COIN found 
expression as FID and IDAD. Foreign inter-
nal defense encompassed US efforts to assist 
a friend or ally facing an internal threat; in-
ternal defense and development included the 
array of activities pursued by the host gov-
ernment to ameliorate if not elim inate the 
conditions which fostered discontent and 
precipitated the internal challenge to the 
government.

The problem o f  aircraft proved 
most vexing.

The threat posed by LIC, com bined with 
the Desert One disaster, ultimately led to the 
creation of USSOCOM, with foreign internal 
defense as one of its five principal missions. 
By 1991 the Joint Staff had begun work on 
Joint Publication 3-07.1, Joint Tactics, Tech-
niques and Procedures QTTP] for Foreign Inter-
nal Defense, and in 1992 the Air Force 
produced its first-ever official FID doctrine 
in Air Force Manual 2-11, Air Force Opera-
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tional Doctrine: Foreign Internal Defense Op-
erations.37 For USSOCOM and AFSOC then, 
the challenge was to avoid simply making 
appropriate genuflections to salient features 
of successful FID concepts and uttering the 
appropriate buzzwords while failing to step 
forward with dollars and resources.38

Back to the Future
Although the Air Force nominally contin-

ued to perform the FID mission after Viet-
nam, it was as an adjunct to its conventional 
mission and was accomplished on an ad hoc 
basis. In other words, extant resources were 
tapped to perform FID activities. However, 
several studies had conclusively documented 
that "the lack of a sustained, coordinated ef-
fort by individuals dedicated to the FID mis-
sion is the principal reason we have failed to 
achieve the long-term changes in the way de-
veloping countries support, sustain, and em-
ploy airpower."39 Recognizing this fact, the first 
theater analysis performed by the Joint Mis-
sion Analysis (JMA) organization of USSO-
COM identified an aviation-FID requirement 
in US Southern Command (USSOITTHCOM) 
for uniquely skilled personnel and for short 
takeoff and landing capable aircraft (Findings 
025 and 026).40 The underlying logic cor-
roborated the contention that a dedicated 
unit was better suited to facilitating long-term 
solutions to seemingly intractable airpower 
employment and sustainment problems in 
the third world. As a result, per CINCSOC 
instruction, AFSOC forwarded a statement of 
need (SON) to USSOCOM for a dedicated 
aviation-FID organization.

Sensing the potentially greatest obstacle 
to be US Army aviation objections, repre-
sentatives from AFSOC and USSOCOM met 
with representatives of the US Army Aviation 
Center (USAAVNC) regarding the aviation- 
FID initiative. The meeting concluded with 
mixed results; USAAVNC and TRADOC sup-
ported the fixed-wing portion of the concept 
but expressed reservations about any AFSOC 
rotary-wing FID efforts-especially given the

perceived prospects of overlap between 
USAAVNC and AFSOC missions.

Much of the reluctance had its roots in 
Army and Air Force squabbles regarding heli-
copters in general. In May 1984 the chiefs of 
staff of the Army and Air Force announced 
an agreement designed to improve coopera-
tion between the services. Within the agree-
ment were 31 initiatives designed to reduce 
waste and facilitate improved joint opera-
tions. Initiative 17 addressed the decision to 
transfer sole responsibility for rotary-wing 
support of SOF to the Army. The Air Force 
decision, however, had been made without 
AFSOF input. In 1986, after two years of 
heated debate, the House Appropriations 
Committee decided the expense of transfer 
outweighed any advantages and directed that 
Initiative 17 not be implemented. With the 
stand-up of USSOCOM in 1987, all SOF avia-
tion assets fell within its purview and for all 
intents and purposes under a single "joint 
commander." Consequently, in 1991 the 
CINCSOC Joint Special Operations Aviation 
Board Report averred that "Initiative 17 is no 
longer an issue."41 Nevertheless, the residue of 
the Initiative 17 battle could be detected at 
the meeting between AFSOC and USAAVNC 
and would continue to color the debate for 
months to come.42

In March 1991 the JMA quantified FID 
fixed-wing aircraft requirements, alluding to 
a "FID wing," and AFSOC submitted an up-
dated mission need statement (MNS, the suc-
cessor to SON) for a "family of Air Force, 
FID-specific, aircraft." Subsequently, in July 
1991, HQ AFSOC published a concept study 
which became the keystone for future devel-
opment of aviation FID. At the heart of the 
concept was the stated intent to develop an 
organization of foreign-language-trained, 
area-oriented, and culturally and politically 
astute aviation experts to provide advisory 
and training support to foreign aviation 
forces supporting the host government's 
IDAD strategy. In November 1991 AFSOC 
and USSOCOM planners met to align priori-
ties in the near, medium, and long term. 
The JMA study notwithstanding, the USSO-
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COM/SO J-5 (Plans) instructed AFSOC not to 
submit a program objective memorandum 
(POM) for aircraft.43

In the near term (fiscal years [FY] 1991- 
1994), AFSOC would continue development 
of the concept and would submit a POM re-
quest for a small "people only" organization. 
In the medium term (FY 94-% ), AFSOC 
would stand up a dedicated organization, in-
dependent of the planning cell in the head-
quarters but reporting directly to the 
commanding general. Finally, in the long 
term (FY % -98), the dedicated organization 
would grow to include more personnel and 
FID-specific aircraft.

Intrusions
From the beginning, two issues dogged 

the initiative to establish an aviation- 
equipped organization dedicated to foreign 
internal defense: the extent to which the
unit would be "joint" and whether "owned 
and operated" aircraft would be part of the 
equation. By this time, General Lindsay had 
been replaced by Gen Carl Stiner as CINC- 
SOC. In 1991 General Stiner had directed 
that the evolving aviation-FID unit be "joint," 
meaning that Army SOF personnel and as-
sets would be assigned in addition to AFSOC 
resources. Soon afterward, US Army Special 
Operations Command (USASOC) raised sev-
eral pointed misgivings about dedicating 
scarce resources to aviation FID, and a host 
of questions (e.g., whether to include special 
forces or limit support to Army SOF aviation 
assets only) bedeviled deliberations regard-
ing the initiative for months.

The problem of aircraft proved most vex-
ing. The decision with respect to ownership 
of FID-specific aircraft would impact the 
scope of the initiative in terms of capability, 
manning, basing, acquisition, funding, and 
so forth. The impact was detailed in a white 
paper produced by HQ AFSOC/XPF-the lo-
cus of aviation-FID concept development—in 
which several options were outlined, rang-
ing from no aircraft to a full-fledged flying

squadron. The least-preferred option was no 
aircraft, considered a "workaround option," 
in which the unit would rely on "creative 
ventures" to accomplish its mission. Citing 
demand for aviation-FID capability from the 
various theater commands, the white paper 
implied that anything less than a full- 
fledged capability would effectively negate 
its usefulness.44 In short, aviation FID in-
volves the application of airpower; without 
aircraft, the unit would be very limited in 
expertise outside of certain nonrated special-
ties (e.g., maintenance). A unit with some 
aircraft (owned or leased) would possess 
greater aviator expertise but would still fall 
far short of its full potential. Thus, the posi-
tion of the FID planners was clear: for a SOF 
aviation organization with a FID mission, 
aircraft were appropriate and necessary.45 
The original study had concluded that a 
"fam ily of aircraft," representative of those 
found in the developing world, would pro-
vide the means to develop FID-specific tac-
tics, techniques, and procedures as well as 
provide for qualification, currency, and pro-
ficiency of aviation-FID aircrews. Moreover, 
assigned maintenance personnel—FID train-
ers in their own right—would maintain the 
aircraft as part of their own mission.

In December 1991 AFSOC prepared to 
submit POM inputs to USSOCOM without 
aircraft, per the earlier direction of the 
CINC's J-5. However, during a HQ AFSOC 
program evaluation group meeting, the US-
SOCOM representative instructed AFSOC to 
reinstate aircraft in the POM submission. 
Ironically, during subsequent POM delibera-
tions at USSOCOM, the entire aviation-FID 
initiative fell below the funding line. Gen-
eral Stiner is alleged to have instructed his 
staff to fund the initiative, but under Gen-
eral Lindsay it remained below the funding 
line, and in the end AFSOC "bought back" 
the initiative.46

In March 1992 the USSOCOM staff re-
viewed the MNS for FID aircraft. Not sur-
prisingly, there was a mixed reaction. 
W ithin the J-3  (O perations), supporters 
claimed the "capability would significantly
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enhance FID operations in all theaters." 
USASOC nonconcurred, claiming that the 
MNS was inappropriate because "it appears 
to describe a combat organization in support 
of a US FID mission that would deploy these 
assets and perform the HN [host-nation] mis-
sion." Perhaps more to the point, USASOC 
maintained that "USSOCOM affordability 
for another major mobility program is 
doubtful." Moreover, the concept might 
prove "to be a very expensive program 
which will compete with other unfinanced 
mobility programs in USSOCOM." In short, 
aviation FID would compete with USASOC 
programs such as the MH-47 helicopter.47

Since 1991 aviation-FID personnel 
have deployed more than 75 times, 
mostly to Latin America but more 

recently to North Africa and the
Middle East.

Responding to the USSOCOM review, AF- 
SOC revised the mission need statement and 
appended a six-page letter responding to 
each and every criticism. Most importantly, 
the letter spelled out the underlying doc-
trinal validity of the initiative:

The objective of our aviation-FID organization 
is to advise friendly governments on how best 
to employ and sustain their own air assets in 
support of their respective internal defense 
and development (IDAD) strategies—not to 
conduct operations for them. Nonetheless, 
appropriate aircraft are needed for our 
aviation-FID trainers to develop and perfect 
the flying skills, tactics, and techniques 
required in third world environments. Finally, 
in some limited instances, it may be 
advantageous to actually deploy AFSOC FID 
aircraft to demonstrate the utility of airpower, 
for example, in support of ground operations. 
The family of aircraft we envision is certainly 
capable of demonstrating this capability, and 
ideally a deployment of this nature would be 
joint, with Army special forces or Navy SEALs,

etc., participating. As our ground counterparts 
impart the skills needed for ground operations, 
our aviation-FID advisors would be working 
with the host air force, focussing on aviation 
employment and support. An adjunct goal, 
then, would be to assist the host in developing 
a joint air-ground capability. As the host 
forces hone their own skills, we could 
withdraw our hardware and assist them to 
obtain their own assets through available 
security assistance programs. Regardless, the 
ultimate objective is to assist in developing 
the appropriate aviation capability within the 
existing resources of the host government.48

Nevertheless, the Requirements Review 
Board at USSOCOM did not approve the new 
mission need statement when it was briefed 
on 4 February 1993. The aircraft acquisition 
line was therefore dropped out of the POM, 
but monies were moved to the operations 
and maintenance (O&M) line to facilitate a 
"non-material alternative"such as leasing.49

A New SOF Aviation Unit 
(Sans Aircraft)

The debate regarding aircraft would con-
tinue to rage, however. In late August 1992 
General Stiner was sufficiently convinced of 
the potential for aviation FID that he sent a 
letter to the JCS chairman stating that the 
USSOCOM FY 94-99 POM funded the initial 
cadre (the "people only" unit) with a small 
O&M budget: "This grows to nearly 100
personnel by the end of the FYDP [Five-Year 
Defense Plan]. Unfortunately, the current 
schedule does not permit creation of an 
aviation-FID unit soon enough to meet 
emerging theater CINC requirements." Gen-
eral Stiner went on to point out that a joint 
and combined "proof of concept" deploy-
ment had been conducted earlier in the year 
in Ecuador which he characterized as a "re-
sounding success." Finally, General Stiner 
requested "help to obtain the required funds 
and manpower billets needed to form the 
initial cadre and stand up the complete avia-
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tion-FID organization sooner than currently 
resourced in the USSOCOM POM ."50

General Stiner's letter was a watershed in 
the evolution of the initiative. The Joint 
Staff subsequently determined that the "in i-
tiative meets a valid theater requirement in 
USSOUTHCOM and is within the USSOCOM 
charter." Moreover, the Air Force considered 
the aviation-FID organization "to be comple-
mentary to its own programs, and supports 
the initiative." However, the Army "ex-
pressed concern that the rotary wing portion 
of the organization may duplicate its own ro-
tary wing" mission. Not surprisingly, the 
initial resistance of the USAAVNC remained 
intact.

The most important aspect of the Joint 
Staff review—one which would profoundly 
affect the character of the aviation-FID or-
ganization-addressed the operational con-
cept. In an August 1992 letter, the Joint Staff 
reviewers declared that

the mission of the aviation FID organization in 
USCINCSOC's first paragraph is too restrictive. 
If the organization's primary mission is to 
upgrade the capabilities of foreign air forces, 
then it can operate only under the security 
assistance umbrella. If its primary mission is 
special air operations in support of other US 
SOF, then it can also perform its FID mission 
using MFP-11 [Major Force Program] funds by 
conducting joint/combined training with other 
US SOF and foreign air and ground forces 
during major exercises and unit deployments 
for training.

Shortly after pointing out this patently obvi-
ous but previously overlooked fact, the Joint 
Staff requested a briefing to flesh out these 
and other issues.

USSOCOM briefers provided additional 
details on 12 January 1993 to the vice direc-
tor of the Joint Staff (VDJS). Also in atten-
dance was the former commander of 
USAAVNC, who had sternly resisted the ini-
tiative in 1991. His opposition set the pace 
for the conduct of the briefing which, in the 
end, was not a spectacular success. The VDJS, 
a Navy vice admiral, opined that by defini-
tion all special operations forces perform the

FID mission; therefore a dedicated unit was 
unnecessary. The briefers bravely attempted 
to describe the de facto compartmentaliza- 
tion of SOF units by mission (i.e., some are 
devoted almost exclusively to direct action, 
others to counterterrorism, and so forth). In 
describing this aspect of SOF, the briefers as-
serted that direct action units could only 
perform FID in the discredited ad hoc fash-
ion of the past, and in performing the FID 
mission, direct action units would degrade 
their core mission. The VDJS was not per-
suaded, and in closing he directed that the 
USSOCOM briefing be revised and provided 
to the service deputy operations deputies 
(DepOpsDeps), to TRADOC, and to the 
USAAVNC.51

An amended briefing was prepared and 
presented to the DepOpsDeps in March 
1993. The key concept o f the revised brief-
ing-provided by AFSOC planners in re-
sponse to the initial Joint Staff musings 
regarding a special air operations unit with a 
core FID mission—was the notional structur-
ing of the proposed unit along the lines of 
Army special forces. Although this meeting 
was also chaired by the VDJS, the feedback 
was more promising. Contributing to this 
more positive response was the fact that 
TRADOC interposed no objections and the 
current commander of the USAAVNC consid-
ered FID to be additive to his basic skills 
training mission for foreign aviators. Fi-
nally, the VDJS noted the popularity o f the 
concept among the theater CINCs and the 
fact that the initiative was in line with de-
fense planning guidance regarding the 
emerging post-cold-war security environ-
ment.52

The SOF Exception
The idea of Air Force FID operators being 

akin to special forces transformed the entire 
concept. The impetus for this sea change in 
outlook—from nom inally a security assis-
tance organization to special air operations 
focusing on FID—had its roots in what is
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known today as the "SOF exception." In 
1984 the Government Accounting Office 
(GAO) audited military activities in Hondu-
ras during Operation Ahuas Tara II. The 
comptroller general issued a formal opinion 
to the effect that the Defense Department 
had violated fiscal law by using O&M mo-
nies (Title 10) to conduct security assistance 
(Title 22) activities. Army special forces were 
the principal perpetrators, and 1st SOCOM 
(the predecessor to USASOC) defended the 
activities as "own-force FID and UW mis-
sion-essential tasks training" comprising the 
mission-essential task list (METL). The logic 
advanced was that it was proper to use Title 
10 funds for unit training overseas in order 
to maintain special forces core skills related 
to its wartime UW mission. In 1986 a second 
comptroller general opinion recognized a 
"special forces exception," acknowledging 
that the training of foreign forces was "m i-
nor and incidental" but nonetheless critical 
to special forces wartime skills.

The 6 SOS "is a combat advisory 
unit activated for the purpose o f 

advising and training foreign 
aviation units to employ and 

sustain their own assets . . . into 
joint, multi-national operations."

Later in 1986 the exception was extended 
to US Navy special warfare, AFSOF, and other 
US Army SOF (i.e., PSYOP and civil affairs). 
The exception, ultimately codified in Title 
10, noted that SOF may "train and train 
with" foreign forces using O&M funds. The 
legislation also permitted "reasonable incre-
mental expenses" to facilitate host country 
forces' participation. In 1991 CINCSOC of-
fered an amendment which further clarified 
the SOF exception. The amendment deleted 
the "minor and incidental" restriction, and 
allowed combatant commanders to pay for 
rations, ammunition, transportation, and

fuel costs incurred by foreign forces as a direct 
result of training with US special operations 
forces. The House and Senate conference 
committee accepted the amendment and di-
rected the secretary of defense (SECDEF) to 
submit an annual report on the use of O&M 
monies by SOF to train the forces of friendly 
foreign countries.

Recognizing the SOF exception as the key 
to aviation FID, AFSOC planners turned to 
the best possible model available—Army spe-
cial forces. For example, the mission state-
ment for the 3d Battalion, 7th Special Forces 
Group (3/7 SFG) states that the battalion 
"will plan, prepare for, and when directed, 
conduct special operations, primarily foreign 
internal defense (FID), in support of US ob-
jectives in the SOUTHCOM theater of opera-
tions."53 In simple terms, 3/7 SFG is a SOF 
unit, capable of conducting all SOF missions 
but with a core mission of FID. The aviation- 
FID mission statement therefore became an 
unapologetic plagiarism of the 3/7 SFG mis-
sion statement: The aviation-FID unit would 
"plan, prepare for, and when directed, con-
duct special air operations, primarily foreign 
internal defense, in support of US and thea-
ter CINC objectives [and develop] and imple-
ment programs to advise, train, and assist 
foreign governments and combatant com-
manders in the planning, employment, and 
support of air operations supporting [host 
country] internal defense and develop-
ment."54

Special Forces with Wings
Based upon the Joint Staff review and the 

issues raised at the initial VDJS briefing, AF-
SOC FID planners modeled aviation FID on 
special forces, creating a combat advisory 
unit activated for the purpose of serving the 
theater CINCs' training and advisory require-
ments in crisis, contingency, and war. Conse-
quently, within the parameters of the SOF 
exception, the unit would train in peacetime 
as it expected to operate in war. That is, the 
unit would advise, train, and assist foreign
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air forces in the employment and sustain-
ment of air operations. To accomplish this 
goal, the unit would apply a "total package 
approach," combining security assistance 
programs with unilateral, joint, and com -
bined deployments for training. Moreover, 
the unit would provide "adaptive training" 
in-country, meaning training beyond the ba-
sic instruction received by host-country 
forces at US institutions such as USAF under-
graduate pilot training or at the Inter-Ameri-
can Air Forces Academy and the US Army 
School of the Americas.

In that the mission of the unit would be 
similar to special forces, its organization 
largely came to mirror its mentor. The key 
became the operational aviation detachment 
(OAD), modeled on special forces operational 
detachments (OD). OAD-A teams would, in 
many respects, mimic OD-A teams; however, 
OADs would be task organized. Whereas 
OD-A's comprise specific military specialties 
common to all teams, OADs would be 
formed from "flights" and tailored to the re-
quirement. A notional OAD might include 
pilots, other aircrew, maintenance, special 
tactics (combat control and pararescue), lo-
gistics, intelligence, and other specialists. But 
if the requirement were maintenance specific, 
the OAD might contain only maintenance 
personnel. Nevertheless, the OAD would 
provide an integrated, self-contained, "total 
package" approach to advising and training 
foreign air forces. And when three or more 
OAD-A teams deployed, an OAD-B team would 
deploy as a C3I headquarters. Finally, an 
OAD-C team would remain at home station 
to provide connectivity. Tying all of this to-
gether, the OADs would train to their mis-
sion-essential task lists.55

Since the mission was to assist foreign air 
forces with respect to the totality of air- 
power, the unit would comprise a diverse 
mix of specialties, including fighter, airlift, 
and helicopter pilots; other aircrew person-
nel (aerial gunners, flight engineers, etc.); 
maintenance personnel; logistics and intelli-
gence specialists; special tactics people; and 
so forth. The unit would be organized in

flights with each oriented to specific thea- 
ters-m uch like special forces groups-from 
which the OADs would be organized, trained, 
and equipped.56

Education and training became a key 
component of the concept. Aviation FID per-
sonnel would receive academic instruction 
and specialized training in a phased ap-
proach, concurrent with their duties. The 
basic phase would impart a fundamental 
theoretical understanding of FID, including 
instruction in revolutionary warfare, inter- 
cultural communications, PSYOP, and related 
areas. All personnel would be qualified in a 
foreign language appropriate to the regional 
focus o f their flight. Training would cover 
weapons, antiterrorism, combat survival, and 
high risk o f capture, as well as technical 
training relevant to the respective special-
ties. In the advanced phase, FID personnel 
would attend courses on joint SOF planning, 
air-ground operations, and the like. Finally, 
in the professional development phase, se-
lect personnel would attend programs de-
signed to broaden the theory learned in the 
basic phase in order to make them politico- 
military professionals—regardless of Air 
Force specialty—enabling these individuals 
to advise foreign air forces in the application 
of "airpower." The net result would be a 
SOF unit comprised of culturally and politi-
cally astute aviation experts-what General 
Stiner referred to as "special forces with 
wings."57

The 6th Special 
Operations Squadron

In the spring of 1991, following General 
Lindsay's validation of the concept, a two- 
man cell was created in HQ AFSOC, Plans 
and Programs (XP). In October 1991 a polit-
ico-military officer was assigned and an of-
fice created (HQ AFSOC/XPF). Following the 
"buy-back" of the initiative in the winter of 
1992, HQ AFSOC/XPF expanded to eight per-
sonnel "out-of-hide"—that is, the XP moved
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authorizations from other divisions to XPF. 
In buying back the initiative, AFSOC funded 
expansion of the core cadre to 20 personnel. 
Following a briefing to CINCSOC in July 
1993, USSOCOM approved growth to squad-
ron strength—approximately 112 personnel— 
and funded the squadron in the USSOCOM 
POM. Subsequently, in August 1993, HQ AF- 
SOC/XPF "broke out" of the headquarters 
and became an operational unit: Detach-
ment 7, Special Operations Combat Opera-
tions Staff (Det 7, SOCOS), reporting to the 
AFSOC director of operations (DO). Inter-
estingly, this transitional unit retained head-
quarters management functions concerning 
continued development of the aviation-FID 
initiative; therefore, the METLs were a 
unique hybrid of operational tasks and head-
quarters management tasks (e.g., doctrine 
development). In April 1994, owing to Head-
quarters USAF realignment directives, Det 7, 
SOCOS was redesignated the 6th Special Op-
erations Flight (6 SOF) and realigned under 
the 16th Special Operations Wing (SOW). At 
the same time, to provide continuity and 
"top cover," a FID office was retained in HQ 
AFSOC within the DO.

It would be unthinkable to deny 
Army special forces or Navy SEALs 

the tools required to accomplish 
their mission, or to deny AFSOF 

direct-action crews the platforms 
they need, or to prohibit training 

on these systems; yet this is the 
very position taken by many in the 

SOF community with respect to 
aviation FID and the 6 SOS.

In June 1994 the aviation-FID concept was 
briefed to the secretary of defense, and fol-
lowing a meeting between the AFSOC com-
mander, CINCSOC, and the SECDEF, the 
AFSOC commander decided to accelerate

growth of 6 SOF to full-fledged squadron 
status. Beyond the original core cadre of 20 
people, two flights would be added per year 
beginning in FY 95 until seven flights were 
fielded. In light of this programmed growth, 
HQ AFSOC requested approval to stand up 6 
SOF as a squadron, which was granted by 
HQ USAF. In October 1994 the flight was re-
designated the 6th Special Operations 
Squadron (6 SOS) and became the first Air 
Force unit with FID as a core mission.

Since 1991 aviation-FID personnel have 
deployed more than 75 times, mostly to 
Latin America but more recently to North 
Africa and the Middle East.58 These deploy-
ments have ranged from two-man OADs to 
complex joint and combined SOF operations. 
The initial focus was in Latin America, owing 
to SOUTHCOM's expressed requirements. 
In fact, Ecuador was viewed as an early 
"laboratory" for aviation FID. Over a three- 
year relationship, AFSOC FID personnel worked 
painstakingly to encourage the Ecuadoran 
air force (Fuerza Aerea Ecuatoriana, or FAE) 
to commit to internal development as well 
as internal defense. Aviation-FID advisors 
therefore "brokered"—and accompanied as 
advisors—engineering and medical deploy-
ments which built schools, hospitals, and 
water treatment facilities and also provided 
medical, dental, and veterinary services to 
remote populations. In each instance, the 
FAE was placed in the forefront, projecting a 
positive government image to villagers in ar-
eas threatened by narcotraffickers and guer-
rillas. Beyond "civic actions," aviation-FID 
advisors worked with the FAE to improve 
their tactical skills, particularly in air-to- 
ground operations.

The proof, as it is often remarked, is in 
the pudding. In the earlier "proof of con-
cept" deployment to Ecuador, it was learned 
that—owing to cultural factors as much as 
anything else—Ecuadoran army personnel 
had never communicated by radio with FAE 
pilots in the air. The predictable conse-
quence was disaster. In a counterdrug opera-
tion in an area on the Colombian border 
known as the "iron triangle," Ecuadoran
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army riverine forces encountered Colombian 
guerrillas. The Ecuadorans suffered signifi-
cant casualties. Ironically, FAE helicopter 
gunships were only minutes away, but the 
troopers on the ground did not know how to 
call for support or how to direct incoming 
aircraft even if they had been dispatched.

Over a two-year period, AFSOC aviation- 
FID personnel worked with FAE rotary-wing 
and fixed-wing units in air-to-ground opera-
tions in conjunction with 3/7 SFG OD-A's 
working with Ecuadoran infantry units. In 
March 1994 a major exercise was conducted 
in Ecuador, including three 6 SOF OADs, 3/7 
SFG OD-A's, C-130s from the 133d Airlift 
Wing (Air National Guard), and an AC-130 
gunship from the 919th Special Operations 
Wing (Air Force Reserve). FAE participants 
included fighters, helicopters, airlifters of 
different sorts, counterterrorism soldiers, air 
base security forces, and others. The 
Ecuadoran army provided elements from a 
regular infantry brigade and a jungle bri-
gade. In addition to operational activities, 
FID trainers assisted FAE maintenance per-
sonnel in servicing their aircraft. The net re-
sult was a generation rate of over 80 sorties 
in two weeks, a number the FAE normally 
would produce over a 12-month period.

The joint and combined exercise was an 
unqualified success and was briefed to CINC- 
SOC in April 1994. Shortly afterward, the 
Ecuadorans conducted another counterdrug 
operation in the same area as before, and 
again encountered Colombian narcoguerril-
las. But on this occasion, employing air and 
ground assets in a sophisticated joint opera-
tion, the Ecuadoran military forces routed 
the guerrillas and suffered no casualties. 
The US military group commander in Quito 
later characterized the success of the opera-
tion as an outgrowth of the long-term train-
ing and advisory assistance provided by 
AFSOC FID deployments as well as of the ex-
ercise conducted the previous March.

The Ecuadoran deployment-and similar 
deployments to El Salvador, Venezuela, and 
Tunisia—confirmed the early studies, which 
maintained that "long-term benefits and

continued joint/combined integration lare] 
wholly dependent upon [a] sustained and 
long-term relationship with host-country 
forces."s9 More importantly, the deploy-
ments proved that aircraft are a critical com -
ponent. Inasmuch as the 6 SOS did not 
own its own aircraft, it became necessary to 
broker the participation of other units, 
mostly from the Guard and Reserve. The 
amount and quality o f the training provided 
to the FAE and other air forces was directly 
tied to having deployed US aircraft to dem-
onstrate tactics, techniques, and procedures. 
For example, the FAE had never tactically 
employed their C-130s, so it became neces-
sary to use the Air Guard C-130s to demon-
strate tactical airlift concepts before turning 
loose the FAE pilots in their own aircraft. As 
had been maintained from  the beginning, 
the bottom  line was fairly straightforward: 
"A dedicated organization of technically pro-
ficient aviation experts—with their own air-
craft—who are properly prepared . . .  to 
operate in a FID role, are (sic) imminently 
better able to perform the FID mission than 
the ad hoc practices of the past."60

On 1 August 1995 the 6 SOS published a 
strategic statement of the future entitled 6th 
Special Operations Squadron: Concepts and
Capabilities. The document reflects that 
aviation FID continues to evolve to meet the 
new challenge of multilateral operations. 
The mission statement, revised and updated, 
asserts that the 6 SOS "is a combat advisory 
unit activated for the purpose of advising 
and training foreign aviation units to em -
ploy and sustain their own assets in both 
peace and war and, when necessary, to inte-
grate those assets into joint, multi-national 
operations." The document asserts that the 
"squadron's wartime advisory mission sup-
ports theater combatant commanders in 
three interrelated areas: foreign internal de-
fense (FID), unconventional warfare (UW), 
and coalition support . . . through advisory 
assistance delivered to foreign friends and al-
lies for both internal conflicts and regional 
crisis or war."61
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Therefore the 6 SOS has in form and con-
cept moved away from an exclusively FID 
focus to one encompassing an array of ac-
tivities subsumed within the construct of 
"coalition support." Among several actions 
cited, this support includes facilitating air-
space deconfliction, integration of host avia-
tion efforts into multinational air campaign 
operations, improving the tactical perfor-
mance of host aviation forces, and maintain-
ing vital links between host aviation units 
and the joint force air component com-
mander. This latter capability was proved in 
the deployment of a 6 SOS OAD to Jordan 
during a major exercise in 1995. OAD advi-
sors colocated with elements of the 5th Spe-
cial Forces Group (5 SFG) and the Jordanian 
Air Force. Forging links between the host 
Jordanian army and air force, and then with 
5 SFG, the OAD advisors were able to orches-
trate unprecedented Jordanian air support to 
the combined ground forces. The deployed 
5 SFG battalion commander extolled the value 
of the contribution of the 6 SOS advisors to 
the extent that he requested 6 SOS advisors 
accompany all of his future deployments.62

The Future of Aviation FID 
and the 6 SOS

The 6th Special Operations Squadron is 
the realization of a vision articulated by a 
handful of people at AFSOC and USSOCOM. 
Several have retired from active duty, and 
only a tiny few remain who have been with 
the initiative from its genesis. Nevertheless, 
6 SOS is a concrete response to the chal-
lenges posed by the post-cold-war era. Na-
tional military strategy is moving away from 
the cold war imperative of containment to a 
regional security orientation and to military 
operations other than war. Military doctrine 
and war-fighting doctrine are evolving to ad-
dress regional threats worldwide, with an 
emphasis on assistance to friends and allies 
to prevent conflict, maintain internal stabil-
ity, and pursue US security interests. US

support to the action programs taken by an-
other government to provide for internal de-
fense and development is what we mean by 
FID. Given the evolution of the security en-
vironment to one of operations other than war; 
it was a natural step for the 6 SOS to evolve 
to a role in coalition support. Nevertheless, 
FID arguably remains the core mission.

Policy guidance on foreign internal de-
fense is clear. Moreover, Congress has an-
swered the question of proponency by 
assigning FID to USSOCOM as one of its five 
SOF missions. And it is important to note 
that during his introductory remarks at a US-
SOCOM counterdrug conference, Gen 
Wayne Downing, then CINCSOC, asserted 
that "SOCOM doesn't need more comman-
dos. We have enough commandos. What 
we need are guys who can do FID."63

Denouements
To their credit, successive AFSOC com-

manders have supported the FID initiative as 
well as the contention that aircraft are a nec-
essary component. But the command has 
run up against institutional, political, bu-
reaucratic, and even parochial obstacles that 
have diluted, if not doomed, an otherwise 
admirable effort to conduct aviation-cen-
tered foreign advisory operations as a com-
plement to the ground-based FID mission 
performed by elements of Army special 
forces.

The issue of aircraft remains problematic. 
At this writing, AFSOC FID planners have 
submitted a new mission need statement for 
aircraft representative of those found in the 
developing world.64 Although funding for 
leasing was provided in the POM, legal and 
bureaucratic obstacles tripped up the effort. 
But in truth, short-term leasing will serve 
only as a Band-Aid and thus delay to future 
AFSOC leaders the hard decision regarding 
owned and operated aircraft. It would be 
unthinkable to deny Army special forces or 
Navy SEALs the tools required to accomplish 
their mission, or to deny AFSOF direct-ac-
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tion crews the platforms they need, or to 
prohibit training on these systems; yet this is 
the very position taken by many in the SOF 
community with respect to aviation FID and 
the 6 SOS. This is remarkable given the fact 
that a succession of CINCs and AFSOC com -
manders have validated the concept as ar-
ticulated. Therefore, as one Air University 
research report contended:

The time has passed for debating organization 
and development of a FID capability. We must 
get to the business of creating forces that can 
conduct these missions within the third world 
setting—where they must be sustained. There 
is only one way to introduce mission 
capability and training credibility into 
AFSOC's evolving FID program such that the 
recipients will value our advice and assistance. 
USSOCOM must aggressively fund the purchase . 
. .  of a family of aircraft. . .  for the FID setting. 
. . . (Emphasis added) Until USSOCOM acts, 
AFSOC lacks the means to maintain 
proficiency and credibility in aircraft 
representative of those found in developing 
nations. AFSOC awaits the aircraft that are 
ultimately necessary to fulfill its FID mission 
responsibilities.65
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A Joint Idea
An Antisubmarine 
Warfare Approach 
to  Theater Missile 
Defense
Ja m e s  j. W ir t z

Th i s  ARTICLE BRIEFLY describes 
how the philosophy that guides the 
US Navy's antisubmarine warfare 
(ASW) operations can be used to 

organize a theater missile defense cam -
paign (TMD). It treats TMD as a fundamen-
tally joint operation and describes how 
this ASW philosophy can integrate service 
capabilities into an extremely effective de-
fense against the ballistic missile threat. To 
support this argument, the article briefly
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sketches the fundamentals of ASW opera-
tions and applies them to the problem of lo-
cating and destroying mobile missiles before 
they can be launched. It then explains why 
each of the services should play a role in a 
TMD strategy inspired by ASW. It also sug-
gests which commander in chief (C1NC) 
should take at least peacetime responsibility 
for promoting the TMD effort. The article 
concludes with some observations about the 
role of ideas in joint warfare.

During the Gulf War, it became increas-
ingly apparent that US forces had failed to 
destroy Iraqi Scuds on the ground before 
they could be launched against targets in Israel 
and Saudi Arabia. Despite the large number 
of air sorties devoted to eliminating the Scud 
threat, the "flam ing datum" used to target 
mobile missile launchers proved ineffective. 
Even though aircraft arrived in the general 
vicinity of a missile site only a few minutes 
after a missile launch, Scud crews had plenty 
of time to "scoot" to predetermined hiding 
areas before US warplanes arrived overhead.

Since the Gulf conflict, improving the abil-
ity of American units to defend themselves 
against ballistic missiles has remained a pri-
ority. The Clinton administration's counter-
proliferation policy emphasizes theater missile 
defense, especially defense against missiles 
armed with weapons of mass destruction 
(WMD).1 The administration has concentrated 
on developing active defenses such as up-
grading the Army's Patriot missile system and 
improving command, control, com m unica-
tions, and intelligence (C3I) to counter the 
regional missile threat.2 Still, improved active 
defenses and C3I are only two facets o f ef-
fective TMD. To succeed, TMD requires both 
passive defenses and a counterforce capabil-
ity.3 Somehow, the services must improve 
the performance turned in against Iraqi Scuds 
during the Gulf War by integrating the four 
major elements of TMD—C3I, active defenses, 
passive defense, and counterforce—into an 
overall campaign strategy.

Many political issues complicate counter- 
proliferation and TMD.4 Devising a joint ap-
proach to C3I and multiservice air, ground,

and naval operations, however, poses its own 
unique set o f military problems. In terms of 
organization and doctrine, TMD is difficult 
because it is "inherently a jo int m ission." 
As the authors of JP3-01.5, Doctrine for Joint 
Theater Missile Defense, note, "Joint force 
components supporting CINCs and m ultina-
tional force TMD capabilities must be inte-
grated toward the com m on objective of 
neutralizing or destroying the enemy's theater 
missile capability."5 Accomplishing this in-
tegration, however, is no small task. New 
hardware, software, or a single new weapon 
will not miraculously solve the TMD problem. 
What is needed is a "better idea" for organ-
izing multiservice C3I, active defenses, passive 
defense, and counterforce into an effective 
TMD strategy.

A tried and true method o f  
destroying targets that rely on 
mobility and stealth to improve 
their survivability already exists: 
antisubmarine warfare.

If one is willing to look for this organiz-
ing principle in unexpected places, then a 
tried and true method o f destroying targets 
that rely on m obility and stealth to improve 
their survivability already exists: antisubma-
rine warfare. As strange as it may sound, a 
TMD architecture based on an ASW philoso-
phy offers a way to integrate the services' 
various capabilities into a coherent plan to 
stop an opponent's ballistic missiles from 
reaching their targets. Applying ASW princi-
ples to TMD also represents a novel develop-
ment in joint warfare. Joint strategy can be 
achieved by using one service's approach to 
solving a specific problem as an integrating 
principle in a multiservice operation. In this 
case, an ASW approach allows each of the 
services to integrate what they do best into 
an overall joint campaign.
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As the service operating the only demonstrated active defense—the Patriot missile system—against ballistic missiles, the 
Army has an obvious role to play in TMD.
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To support this argument, this article 
briefly sketches the fundamentals o f ASW 
operations and applies them to the problem 
of locating and destroying mobile missiles 
before they can be launched. It then explains 
why each of the services should play a role 
in a TMD strategy inspired by ASW. It also 
suggests which CINC should take at least 
peacetime responsibility for promoting the 
TMD effort. The article concludes with 
some observations about the role of ideas in 
joint warfare.

Antisubmarine Warfare
At first glance, it would seem easier to 

find a needle in a haystack than to locate a 
submarine in the ocean's vast expanse. But 
the US Navy can detect, track, target, and de-
stroy submarines as they operate in the open 
ocean. In theory, the same ASW philosophy 
used to organize and p rosecu te attacks 
against submarines should prove to be effec-
tive against missile launchers that also rely 
on mobility and stealth to improve their pre-
launch and postlaunch survivability.

ASW procedures are often divided into 
five categories: (1) continuous collection  
and analysis of intelligence; (2) continuous 
m onitoring of probable launch areas; (3) 
generation of cueing (warning) when spe-
cific platforms move to a launch status; (4) 
the localization of specific systems; and (5) 
attack. Organized sequentially, each of these 
categories represents a stage in the ASW 
search and attack effort. As one moves from 
stage one to stage five, not only does the 
area searched become increasingly restricted, 
but the time available to complete the task at 
hand becom es more lim ited. These five 
stages could form the core elem ents of a 
multiservice, multimission ASW approach to 
counterforce strikes against theater ballistic 
missiles.

Information, critical to the entire counter-
force effort, can be gained through sus-
tained collection and analysis of data about

all known mobile missiles, the first stage of 
the ASW process. In tracking submarines, 
the opponent's inventory is followed by hull 
number. Similar efforts would have to be made 
to track individual missile transporter-e rector- 
launchers (TEL). M issile production, stor-
age, and repair centers would have to be 
monitored to generate this order-of-battle in-
telligence. This fundamental intelligence work 
probably would provide the added benefit of 
uncovering clandestine installations in the 
opponent's fixed-missile infrastructure. This 
should produce information about the overall 
size, day-to-day readiness, and surge (alert- 
generation) capability of the opponent's sys-
tem s. Training cycles, exercises, support 
vehicle activity, base egress and ingress, and 
m ovem ent through "ch ok e p o in ts" (well- 
maintained roads, heavy-duty bridges, rail 
heads) would also be monitored. These ef-
forts should yield a useful estimate o f the 
general location of the opponent's mobile 
missiles, creating a baseline to assess deviation 
in the opponent's standard operating proce-
dures. In effect, stage one creates an indica-
tions and warning baseline.

Because it does not rely on "flaming 
datum"—an actual missile firing— 
to locate an opponent's weapon, an 
ASW-inspired strategy probably is 
the most effective approach to 
counterforce.

Surveillance of all probable launch areas, 
the second step in the ASW process, depends 
upon intelligence gathered about the oppo-
nent's overall missile capability: indications 
of when and where to look for mobile missiles 
are produced in stage one analyses. In stage 
two operations, visual signatures o f areas of 
interest would be compared on a regular basis 
to look for changes (damage to plants, tire 
tracks or the presence o f the weapons sys-
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terns themselves). Similarly, acoustic, seis-
mic, radar, and communication signatures 
could be compared over tim e. Of special 
importance would be "life-support events," 
the logistical tail that could lead directly to a 
TEL in the field. Special attention would be 
paid to likely operating areas and negative 
search information (indications that terrain 
features make certain areas unsuitable for 
Scud operations) would be used to develop 
an operating history of the opponent's TELs. 
This information could allow real-time "tracks" 
of fielded TELs to be monitored as long as 
possible; thus, a working knowledge of the 
location of all TELs in or near launch areas 
could be maintained.

Unlike their Air Force counterparts, 
naval aviators tend not to think in 

terms o f strategic bombardment, 
but in terms o f destroying specif ic

military targets.

Cueing, the third step in the ASW process, 
is characterized by intensive efforts to de-
velop a more accurate and detailed track of a 
specific weapons system. It typically results 
when a TEL is detected in a launch area or 
when changes in activities or activity levels 
indicate that preparations are under way for 
an actual missile launch. This intelligence 
could come from a variety of sources. Stage 
one analyses might yield indications of 
changes in activity or the general location of 
a specific system. Stage two surveillance also 
might detect communication, acoustic, or 
radiation signatures as TELs are made ready to 
fire. Cueing, however, is best viewed as a 
transitional step in counterforce efforts against 
mobile missiles; it is related to a decision by 
either US authorities or the opponent to 
move to a war footing. Cueing is intended 
to establish a detailed track of a potential 
target, information that would allow for the 
quick prosecution of an attack.

The decision to engage in the localization 
(identification of the target's precise loca-
tion) of cued TELs, the fourth stage of the 
counterforce operation, will likely be made 
by the National Command Authorities. Al-
though search activities related to cueing 
might require overflights of an opponent's 
territory, localization will require armed air-
craft or unmanned airborne vehicles to enter 
an opponent's airspace, an act of war. Piloted 
aircraft working to localize an opponent's TELs 
should possess a defense-suppression capa-
bility. Localization begins from a starting point 
identified by intelligence collected and analyzed 
from the preceding three stages of the ASW 
process; because of the short ranges involved, 
a wide variety of sensors can then be used to 
generate timely and detailed tracks of the target 
Coordination of the platforms involved and 
fusion (receiving, analyzing, and displaying) 
of the data produced by a variety of sensors 
play a crucial role in localizing the target.

Over the years, the Navy also has discov-
ered that practice facilitates localization ef-
forts. The Navy was fortunate because the 
Soviets had for years provided opportunities 
to localize real targets on the open ocean. In 
other words, officers and policy makers can-
not expect that the skills, experience, hard-
ware, and com m unication architectures 
(fusion) necessary to localize a target can be 
improvised at a moment's notice.6

The final step in the ASW process is to at-
tack the target. Ideally, the attacking weapons 
system would have its own localization sensor. 
The Navy never carried out this final step 
during the cold war, but exercises revealed 
that coordination and practice increased the 
likelihood of successful attacks. It would also be 
important following an attack to verify that the 
opponent's weapons system had been de-
stroyed. Crippled systems could be repaired 
and subsequently fired. This would be espe-
cially important if the mobile missiles under at-
tack were armed with WMD. Ground forces 
would have to be inserted deep behind enemy 
lines to survey damaged sites or launch vehicles. 
These forces should be instructed to secure 
and remove intact warheads or to assess the
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extent of biological, chemical, or nuclear haz-
ards created by successful counterforce strikes. 
Even though damaged warheads and delivery 
systems are not militarily valuable, the haz-
ardous materials they contain would still be 
valuable to terrorists or to enterprising crimi-
nals interested in making windfall profits on 
the black market. Indeed, given the extreme 
political sensitivity created by the threat of 
WMD attack, American political leaders will 
probably expect total certainty when it 
comes to damage assessments of WMD sites, 
the kind of certainty that has historically re-
quired the presence of ground forces.7

In sum, several aspects of an ASW ap-
proach to counterforce make it attractive as 
a framework for the destruction of TELs be-
fore missile launch. An ASW approach calls 
for continuous monitoring of the status and 
activities of an opponent's military forces. 
This would not only build order-of-battle 
and infrastructure intelligence, but it would 
also provide a basis for indications and warn-
ing estimates. An ASW approach also in-
creases the defensive problem confronted by 
the opponent. Instead of counting on the 
ab ility  to "sh o o t and sco o t," opponents 
would have to assume that their forces are 
being hunted. In a situation when every 
stray electronic, seismic, or acoustic emis-
sion might be used to attack a TEL, missile 
crews might become preoccupied with the 
defensive task of protecting their missiles. 
They might not be able to fire with the 
"hunters" on their trail. Moreover, because 
it does not rely on "flam ing datum "—an ac-
tual missile firing—to locate an opponent's 
weapon, an ASW-inspired strategy probably 
is the most effective approach to counter-
force. It is the only strategy that suggests 
that it is possible to locate and to destroy 
missiles after they have moved to the field 
but before they can be fired.8

TMD as Joint Warfare
It is unlikely that any one service could 

successfully undertake all four elements—

C3I,- active defenses, passive defense, and 
counterforce—em bodied in theater missile 
defense. To succeed, an ASW approach to 
TMD would have to draw on the resources 
available within the entire US defense and 
intelligence community. Indeed, the ASW 
approach to counterforce highlights the fact 
that TMD is primarily an exercise in peace-
time intelligence gathering and analysis. Ex-
isting joint doctrine also acknowledges the 
important role played by national assets used 
by US Space Command (USSPACECOM), for 
example, in a joint TMD campaign.9 An 
ASW approach, however, could help guide 
this peacetime collection and analysis by de-
veloping a highly specific set of intelligence 
requirements. New sensors also could be de-
veloped to facilitate day-to-day monitoring 
of potential opponents' mobile missile op-
erations. Most importantly, work could begin 
to improve C3I between national intelligence 
resources and the service com ponents that 
will need real-time intelligence to engage in 
the hunt for mobile missiles.

US Strategic Command would be a 
good choice to head a TMD 
campaign. . . . In its former 
incarnation as the Strategic Air 
Command, STRATCOM also has 
much experience in planning 
massive multiservice air campaigns.

Each of the services also has a special role 
to play in an ASW approach to TMD. Air 
Force officers, given their expertise in the 
conduct of strategic bombardment, should 
be given responsibility for identifying and 
targeting the infrastructure that supports an 
opponent's mobile missile operations. To 
eliminate the possibility o f sustained opera-
tions, the Air Force should work to destroy 
the logistical and industrial tail that supports 
an opponent's deployed missile force. Air
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Force experience in managing an overall air 
campaign also would suggest that it is the 
service of choice to tackle the C3I and re-
source allocation problems inherent in a 
massive TMD effort.

Naval officers have more than just expertise 
in ASW operations to contribute to TMD. 
Unlike their Air Force counterparts, naval 
aviators tend not to think in terms of strategic 
bombardment, but in terms of destroying 
specific military targets. The Navy should 
be given the mission of destroying missiles 
that have already been deployed. Because 
the Navy's Aegis system will soon possess 
limited capabilities against ballistic missiles, 
a Navy carrier battle group also might serve 
as a sort of "emergency" TMD force. Naval 
aviation could conduct counterforce strikes 
against a few particularly threatening offen-
sive systems while Aegis-equipped ships pro-
tect high-value coastal targets.

Occasionally, [during the cold war] 
a service endorsed an idea 

advanced by another to capitalize 
on political interest in a war-

winning strategy or capability, but 
this tactic often backfired. The 

Navy's grudging recognition o f the 
importance o f strategic bombard-

ment during the B-36 debate. . .  
did not save its supercarrier.

As the service operating the only demon-
strated active defense—the Patriot missile sys-
tem—against ballistic missiles, the Army has an 
obvious role to play in TMD. Others have 
been quick to identify the Army's Tactical 
Missile system, with a 40-kilometer range and 
antipersonnel/antimaterial submunitions, and 
the Apache attack helicopter, with a range in 
excess of 200 kilometers, as ideal counterforce 
weapons.10 Less obvious, however, is the im-

portant role that ground forces play in an 
ASW approach to TMD. Ground forces, es-
pecially special forces, would prefer to exer-
cise their ability to target and destroy 
installations and weapons deep behind en-
emy lines. But their greatest contribution to 
the TMD effort probably will take the less 
glamorous form of "policing the battlefield." 
In other words, ground forces will probably 
be required to conduct a whole host of op-
erations after suspected missile sites have been 
subjected to attack. Small teams could guar-
antee that launchers and missiles damaged 
by air strikes were not just rendered tempo-
rarily inoperable by air attacks but were in 
fact destroyed. Primitive storage bunkers, 
difficult to identify from the air, might also 
be located by ground forces that quickly sur-
vey a damaged missile site. Most important, 
WMD warheads, already married to missiles 
or forward deployed near missile sites, will 
have to be secured. Even if launchers or 
missiles have been destroyed by air attack, 
operable warheads might still be used by an 
opponent or find their way onto the black 
market. US forces would also benefit from a 
quick assessment of the chemical or radioac-
tive hazard created by damaged warheads fol-
lowing a successful counterforce attack.

Who should be in charge of a TMD cam-
paign influenced by an ASW philosophy? 
Several considerations shape the answer to this 
question. First, TMD is largely a peacetime 
intelligence activity. Second, TMD requires 
continuous coordination of offensive and 
defensive capabilities possessed by all the 
services. Third, the demand for TMD is not 
confined to a particular part of the globe. 
Regional CINCs must plan for TMD, but it 
might be more efficient if a separate com-
mand prepares TMD packages of multiservice 
C3I, active defense, passive defense, and 
counterforce capabilities for insertion into a 
region.

Given these considerations, US Strategic 
Command (STRATCOM) would be a good 
choice to head a TMD campaign. STRATCOM's 
Project Silverbook, a peacetime effort to 
compile a TMD counterforce target list, could
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serve as an initial step in an ASW-inspired 
TMD strategy.11 In its former incarnation as 
the Strategic Air Command, STRATCOM also 
has much experience in planning massive 
multiservice air campaigns which relied in 
part on real-time and national-level intelli-
gence collection and analysis.12 Alternately 
headed by Air Force and Naval officers, 
STRATCOM also brings together a unique 
combination of talents needed to make a 
TMD strategy based on ASW principles a real-
ity: a history of planning joint counterforce 
attacks; an emphasis on large air operations; 
great familiarity with ASW; sustained intelli-
gence gathering and real-tim e intelligence 
collection and assessment; a familiarity with 
special forces operations against WMD tar-
gets; and a tradition as the primary com -
mand for US nuclear operations.

Ideas and Joint Warfare

When applied to the problem of theater 
missile defense, an ASW philosophy provides 
a unifying idea that identifies goals and 
specifies tasks. It also supplies all concerned 
with an image of an entire process, based on 
extensive Navy experience, that can be used 
to evaluate how specific single-service initia-
tives might contribute to an overall TMD 
campaign. For those interested in fulfilling 
the scores of interrelated tasks identified in 
Doctrine for Joint Theater Missile Defense, the 
idea of ASW might supply a "point o f depar-
ture": it specifies how one could begin to 
organize effective multiservice TMD with 
existing capabilities. In a sense, an ASW 
philosophy, borrowing a term from the phi-
losophy of science, could serve as a paradigm  
for TMD: it identifies key problems that are 
in need of a solution, it specifies how one 
should proceed to overcome these key stum-
bling blocks, it allocates responsibility for 
solving specific parts of the problem, and it 
explains how the achievement of specific

small tasks can produce a synergy that over-
comes an extraordinarily complex problem.13

As a paradigm for TMD, however, antisub-
marine warfare does suffer from a serious 
drawback: the term is forever linked to the 
Navy as one of its traditional, and quite im-
portant, mission areas. During the cold war, 
a suggestion that one service possessed the 
key to American security was likely to pro-
voke an outburst of interservice rivalry. Oc-
ca s io n a lly , a se rv ice  en d o rsed  an idea 
advanced by another to capitalize on politi-
cal interest in a war-winning strategy or ca-
pability, but this tactic often backfired. The 
Navy's grudging recognition of the impor-
tance of strategic bombardment during the 
B-36 debate, for example, did not save its su-
percarrier.14 Thus, an ASW approach to 
TMD might be misconstrued as an effort to 
develop a single-service strategy, a strategy 
that purportedly allows one service to single- 
handedly win the next war.15

It would be a mistake to under-
estimate the impact o f  
interservice and intraservice 
rivalry■ despite renewed 
congressional emphasis on fostering 
joint responses to security threats.

Unlike single-service doctrines, however, an 
ASW philosophy is not an exclusionary para-
digm. Much like the way the old maritime 
strategy organized all o f the forces available 
to the Navy into a coherent campaign in 
the event o f war along the Central Front, an 
ASW philosophy also allows each of the 
services to contribute what they do best to 
solving the problem of theater missile de-
fen se .16 At its core, an ASW approach to 
TMD is a joint strategy: its central tenet is 
that only by working together can the ser-
vices defend US allies or US forces stationed 
overseas from the mobile missile threat.
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Still, it would be a mistake to underestimate 
the impact of interservice and intraservice 
rivalry, despite renewed congressional em-
phasis on fostering joint responses to security

The fact that an idea originates in 
one service does not mean that it 
forever must be banished from the 
effort to foster joint strategy.

threats. STRATCOM's Project Silverbook, for 
instance, has been superseded by a new ini-
tiative, the Theater Planning Support Docu-
ment. Project Silverbook was abandoned 
apparently after other CINCs objected to 
what they perceived as STRATCOM's effort to 
monopolize planning for counterforce strikes 
in support of TMD. At a time of shrinking 
or stable budgets, any effort to prompt a 
joint and, in this case, a potentially consoli-
dated effort, is likely to meet with great re-
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A COMMENTARY
D r . Ro n a l d  J. K ur t h

JAMES J. W IRTZ'S article  "A Jo in t Idea: 
An Antisubmarine Warfare Approach to 
Theater Missile Defense" offers a concept 
for organizing the solution to a growing 

problem in military operations: defense against 
theater missiles. That concept is Navy doc-
trine for antisubmarine warfare (ASW). The 
basic problem for the Navy in ASW involves 
the reduction of a suspected target location 
in a vast ocean area to a localized datum 
with sufficient criteria to warrant an attack. 
An ASW unit seldom sees the submarine it 
attacks. Most often, sound—through active 
or passive means—is electronically converted 
to a fix on the target, offering a com bination 
of bearing and distance. Augmenting infor-
mation may be present—magnetic anomaly 
detection, for example. In his article, Wirtz 
assumes that defense against theater missiles 
is similar to defense against submarines.

The difference in the "battlefield" envi-
ronment of a submarine and a transporter- 
erector-launcher (TEL) is immense. ASW 
surveillance and prosecution operations in 
peacetime have the important advantage of 
the principle in international law of freedom 
of the seas. Furthermore, submarine operations

are naval operations of a special kind: they 
are always secretive and never admitted, and are 
not responsive to schemes for a control regime 
that has been basically impossible. Conse-
quently, US naval forces could practice local-
ization  proced ures in p e a ce tim e—against 
Russian submarines, for example-and not hear 
much about it. ("Incidents at sea" experience 
is relevant here.) No such freedom exists for 
gaining similar experience in theater missile 
defense (TMD).

Do I sense in Wirtz's article 
another example o f  the 
Gulf War syndrome?

The contrast in wartime for airborne op-
erations in ASW and TMD is even more 
stark. An ASW aircraft flies over open-ocean 
areas during submarine search operations 
with little fear that a lurking submarine can 
threaten it. Nor does the aircraft normally 
violate any sovereign territory during its 
search. The com petition  betw een hunter
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and hunted normally occurs in and over the 
vast but open and accessible ocean areas. 
Searching over defended land areas for TELs 
is a more difficult endeavor.

A locatable object must exhibit charac-
teristics that allow the seeker to differentiate 
it from its surroundings. The submarine is 
foreign to its operational environment. As a 
result, acoustic ASW has many characteristics 
to exploit-so many that the submarine can 
be detected when ambient noise exceeds the 
submarine-generated sounds by orders of 
magnitude. The cycle leading to this result 
is straightforward. After scientists identified 
sound as a potentially exploitable charac-
teristic, they designed equipment to en-
hance the desired differentiation. At sea, 
testing established the optimal use of the 
equipment. Lessons learned at sea became 
the genesis of a better definition of the ex-
ploitable and/or the building of improved 
equipment, allowing the cycle to perpetuate.

Could we search for TELs in any 
way comparable to open-ocean 

ASW operations?. . .  I don't know.

One should consider other major differences. 
Technology advanced to make submarines less 
discoverable, but the march of technology in 
ASW tended to match progress in submarine 
development. I do not see developments in 
TMD comparable to the developments in 
theater missiles. It did  take years to cope 
with the advances in propulsion and secre-
tiveness offered by nuclear power, but ASW 
advances occurred. They did so principally 
because submarines in an open-search envi-
ronment retain characteristics that make them 
discoverable: they make noise, their screws 
cavitate, and their machinery has identifiable 
frequency characteristics. They generate heat, 
ocean disturbances, and magnetic anomalies.

What are comparable characteristics of 
TELs? Except when firing, they are quiet.

Furthermore, they are mobile and easily hid-
den from air and satellite search. Could we 
search for TELs in any way comparable to 
open-ocean ASW operations? Can space- 
based platforms do it? I don't know. As I 
mentioned earlier, submarines at sea do not 
fight airborne ASW units, although they may 
fight surface and submarine ASW units. But 
ASW operations can be integrated in all 
three regimes. TMD is still in its infancy in 
terms of multiregime attack.

The natural state of all objects (man-made 
or natural) on land is to be at rest on the 
ground. Many objects share characteristics with 
TELs, including weight, size, shape, compo-
sition, color, density, temperature, and so 
forth. Differentiation (presumably at some 
distance) is problematic because the hidden 
TEL shares the same natural states as its sur-
roundings. When in motion, the TEL is easier 
to locate because it is in an unnatural state. 
After launch, a missile is foreign to its envi-
ronment and easily detected. A missile in 
flight currently may be the most—possibly the 
only—exploitable characteristic leading to a high 
probability of locating a hidden TEL. The 
several implications are obvious.

Do I sense in Wirtz's article another ex-
ample of the Gulf War syndrome: open areas, 
desert, air superiority easily established, small 
area, the opponent's relatively backward tech-
nology? What if we were looking for TELs 
in China (vast), Japan (advanced), Vietnam 
(jungle), Yugoslavia (rugged and covered), 
and Russia (vast, maybe advanced, and mas-
ters of cover)? How would we exercise to 
assure ourselves of capability? And when 
would we begin overflight, which could be 
an act of war? Further, the concepts of special 
operations presented by Wirtz, I think, are 
naive. How many times could we put teams 
into remote, hostile territory for the same 
mission? I'd go on the first but not the 10th. 
Decoys and maskirovka would be rather easy.

The discussion of exploiting characteristics 
of submarines or other things requires con-
sideration of the nature of each characteristic. 
Some are continuous; some are persistent. 
All have ranges at which detection becomes
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difficult. One ideal for ASW is a continuous, 
nonpersistent (i.e., it doesn't remain after the 
submarine has passed—unlike a tire track in 
the mud after a land vehicle has passed) 
noise source of constant frequency. Exploiting 
this type of sound required the development 
o f specialized equipment and techniques. 
Prosecuting other types o f energy (acoustic 
and other) released into the water by a sub-
marine necessitated different equipment and 
tactics. The nature of the telltale charac-
teristic is critical to the development of the

A COMMENTARY
C a pt  G e o r g e  C o n n e r , USNR, R e t ir e d

A S RONALD KURTH correctly notes in 
his response to James Wirtz's article 
"A Joint Idea: An Antisubmarine War-
fare Approach to Theater Missile 

Defense," many tactical, strategic, and politi-
cal differences exist between antisubmarine 
warfare (ASW) and locating and destroying 
deployed mobile transporter-erector-launch-
ers (TEL). Wirtz's proposal does not reflect 
some fundamental failure to understand that 
undersea warfare is different than destroying 
TELs. Wirtz acknowledges that significant 
differences exist in applying an ASW ap-
proach to both kinds of operations. But 
Wirtz's point is that an ASW philosophy-a 
systematic process of analysis and organiza-
tion of effort—can solve more problems than 
just finding submarines at sea.

Kurth acknowledges that an ASW approach 
to the Scud hunt might work, but he sug-
gests that the differences in the two forms of 
warfare are too great to be bridged. Kurth's 
reservations center on four issues: (1) state 
sovereignty limits the possibility of conducting 
ASW-like operations over land in peacetime; 
(2) submarines do not shoot back at pursu-

technology to locate a submarine (or a TEL). 
If the nature of the telltale characteristic for 
locating a TEL is similar to the nature of one 
or more acoustic characteristics of a subma-
rine, the developm ent o f anti-TEL tactics 
may be analogous to the developm ent of 
ASW. The bottom  line is that this ASW con-
cept may be worth pursuing for its value in 
integrating an all-source and all-defense con-
cept. But if it becom es technologically fea-
sible, destroying an incoming missile appears 
to be a much simpler concept. □

ing aircraft; (3) unlike TELs, submarines 
have many signatures that can be tracked; 
and (4) strategists should think of something 
other than repeating victory in the desert 
(i.e., the Gulf War syndrome). If these issues 
are resolved, however, Kurth apparently 
would be willing to endorse an ASW concept 
to guide development o f an integrated, all- 
source theater missile defense architecture.

Kurth's first reservation is important: we 
cannot use overt surveillance involving pene-
tration of a potential opponent's airspace 
to track TELs on a day-to-day basis. But con-
ducting these kinds o f intrusive operations 
is not necessary during peacetime. Instead, 
intelligence analysts can m onitor launcher 
storage areas to estimate the opponent's order 
of battle and mobilization procedures. Clan-
destine, autonomous unmanned air or land 
vehicles or space-based assets might also watch 
choke points (e.g., highways or bridges). We 
might also use existing or specially devel-
oped space-based area search sensors to 
conduct continuous monitoring to detect po-
tential targets. These systems may only be 
queuing platforms, or they may be capable
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of providing a near-real-time datum to a 
platform  capable o f target localization, 
classification, and destruction. The Na-
tional Command Authorities can make the 
decision to shift to more aggressive opera-
tions, perhaps accompanied by appropriate 
measures against aircraft defenses, either dur-
ing war or as hostilities appear imminent.

One might be tempted to respond to 
Kurth's second reservation—that submarines 
do not fire back at tracking aircraft—with the 
simple observation that TELs do not fire at 
attacking aircraft either. It is not clear that 
opponents will want to advertise the posi-
tion of their TELs by placing them in easily 
identified, fortified areas. Opponents might 
adopt a "bastion" approach to protecting 
their TELs, much in the same way that the 
Soviets attempted to protect their fleet ballistic 
missile submarines during the cold war. But 
bastions did not stop American ASW efforts; 
air defenses might only complicate, but not 
limit, an ASW approach to hunting TELs. 
Creating heavily defended areas might even 
ease the more difficult task of determining 
the general location of missile launchers.

Wirtz's proposal does not reflect 
some fundamental failure to 

understand that undersea warfare 
is different than destroying TELs.

Kurth's third reservation that submarines are 
inherently more observable underwater than 
TELs are on solid ground fails to acknowledge 
the variety of potential signatures generated 
by mobile missile launchers. (Kurth points 
out that the submarine is foreign to its envi-
ronment—Admiral Rickover must be rolling 
over in his grave.) We should exploit all 
kinds of possible signatures, ranging from the 
obvious (infrared, electromagnetic, and acous-
tic) to the not so obvious (seismic, aural, and 
tire tracks), to hunt for TELs. As Kurth 
notes, TELs are different from nuclear sub-

marines in that a nuclear-powered submarine 
does have a continuous, detectable signal 
source. A TEL's signal is analogous to that 
of a diesel submarine, which is available only 
when it is snorkeling and for only very short 
periods of time. But the TEL, like the diesel 
submarine, cannot run far from a datum.

Finally, is all of this just a reflection of the 
Gulf War syndrome? Apparently, Kurth fails 
to realize that the Scud hunt during Opera-
tion Desert Storm was unsuccessful. "Open 
areas, desert, air superiority . . . small area, 
the opponent's relatively backward technol-
ogy" presented the American military with a 
problem that remains unresolved. Maybe 
TELs can be better hidden in the jungles of 
Vietnam or the hillsides of Yugoslavia; maybe 
rugged terrain and triple-level jungle canopy 
will hinder the positioning and movement 
of TELs. But the fact remains that Iraq dem-
onstrated to a global audience that the 
United States is ill prepared to deal with the 
mobile-missile threat. An effective response 
to the deployment of TELs in desert sur-
roundings is as good a place as any to begin 
to solve the Scud problem.

During World War II, a group of scien-
tists, mathematicians, and engineers defined 
methods and systematic processes of analysis 
that would lead to doctrines which would 
have widespread application, not only to ASW 
but also to many other military and civilian 
problems. To quote from that group of World 
War II analysts, "It is increasingly evident 
that no branch of the Service can afford any-
thing less than maximum efficiency in the 
use of the men and materiel available to it. 
The realization of this ideal demands that 
the most advanced scientific knowledge 
available in the country be focused upon 
such matters not only in times of war, but es-
pecially in times of peace."1 We have meth-
ods and systematic processes of analysis that 
work; let's adapt them and get on with the 
show. □

Note
1. Philip M. Morse, "Foreword,’’ in Operations Evaluation 

Group, Report no. 56, ’’Search and Screening," 1946.



Compatible wit 
Nonproliferation?
Rethinking the Defense 
Counterproliferation Initiative
Lt C o m d r  A n g u s  M c C o l l , USN

THE GULF WAR of 1991 might 
have had a much different out-
come had Saddam Hussein pos-
sessed a small nuclear arsenal 
or if he had decided to use his 
chemical weapons. The Bottom- 

Up Review conducted by the Department of 
Defense (DOD) in 1993 identified the threat 
of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) in the

hands of a small num ber o f antagonistic re-
gional adversaries such as Iraq as the number 
one security threat to the United States. 
President Clinton has addressed this theme in 
public speeches, and in his address to the 
United Nations (UN) General Assembly in 
September 1993, he vowed to give WMD 
proliferation a higher profile. Consequently, 
his subordinates are developing a two-pronged—
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some people allege two-faced—approach to 
controlling this problem.

On the one side, the Clinton administration 
vigorously advocates traditional nonprolif-
eration measures. US leadership was in-
strumental in securing the unconditional 
and indefinite extension of the Nuclear 
Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) in May 
1995. The United States is moving forward 
with negotiations for the Comprehensive Test 
Ban Treaty and the Fissile Material Cutoff. 
The administration also promotes the 
Chemical Weapons Convention and Biological 
Weapons Convention despite the resurgent 
opposition of congressional conservatives. 
Under US leadership, classical diplomatic ap-
proaches to WMD nonproliferation are en-
joying broader international support than 
ever before.

Japan and South Korea . . .  while 
greatly concerned over the 

North Korean nuclear weapons 
program, appear to have neither 

welcomed nor condemned 
counterproliferation.

On the other side, DOD launched its de-
fense Counterproliferation Initiative (CPI) in 
December 1993 under the sponsorship of the 
late secretary of defense Les Aspin. Counter-
proliferation provides military options to 
counter the acquisition and use of WMD by 
regional adversaries. Its supporters claim that 
these new military options will strengthen 
and enhance the traditional nonproliferation 
options. Key DOD officials have been careful 
to stress that counterproliferation will in no 
way replace nonproliferation, but that its 
purpose is to provide usable options when

nonproliferation fails. The CPI has five com-
ponents for development:

• formally creating the new mission,
• acquiring hardware suitable to the 

threat,
• developing new war-fighting doctrine,
• improving intelligence capabilities, and
• building consensus with allies.

It remains to be seen whether these compo-
nents will be effective and whether they will 
provide a long-range tool compatible with the 
various nonproliferation treaties and agree-
ments.

To some analysts, pursuit of both paths 
appears to pose a conflict of interest. Many 
proponents of traditional diplomatic non-
proliferation efforts fear that the coercive 
element of counterproliferation, especially the 
threat to use military force, will undermine 
the international cooperation and consensus 
upon which nonproliferation depends for its 
success. They also criticize counterprolif-
eration as a short-term solution to the WMD 
proliferation problem because it does not di-
rectly confront the long-term security con-
cerns that motivate regional adversaries to 
acquire WMD in the first place. Others 
point out that some people view counterpro-
liferation as a panacea, whereas, at best, it is 
probably only a stopgap measure that could 
be stillborn if required technologies cannot be 
developed. They know that military opera-
tions are not without risk, pointing to past in-
telligence and operational failures. Finally, 
some people fear that counterproliferation 
will undermine the traditional US leadership 
that has been so vital to negotiating, imple-
menting, and improving various nonprolif-
eration treaties and agreements.

Can we develop counterproliferation so that 
it lives up to its proponents' expectations to 
enhance traditional nonproliferation without 
undermining what diplomacy has already ac-
complished? To answer this question, we must 
check for any hard evidence that counterpro-
liferation erodes confidence in the treaties and 
agreements that make up the nuclear non-
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proliferation regime and in other WMD non-
proliferation initiatives. Thankfully, little ex-
ists. We then look below the surface to 
examine various tensions that counterprolifera-
tion has created for the United States and 
decide if these can be managed and minimized 
from the perspective of national policy.

Tensions Caused by 
Counterproliferation

After the CPI was announced, three types of 
tensions affecting the formation of a national 
counterproliferation policy became apparent: 
(1) tension between the United States, its key 
allies, and other partners; (2) tensions between 
agencies and departments of the US govern-
ment; and (3) tensions between the govern-
ment and its society. Models of state decision 
making found in Graham Allison's classic 
work Essence o f  Decision, a critical analysis of 
US and Soviet decision-making processes during 
the 13 days of the Cuban missile crisis, help us 
understand these tensions. Allison uses three 
models to explain how each side thought 
through and acted out its policy. These models 
have since been adapted to explain a wide 
variety of decision-making and policy-process 
scenarios. Two of the models are readily 
adaptable to explaining the tensions produced 
by counterproliferation. A third model is of 
my own design.

Intergovernmental Tensions

Allison's model one, often called the rational 
actor or "classical" model, addresses inter-
governmental tensions between the United 
States and its key allies and partners, explaining 
state decision making as "the more or less 
purposive acts of unified national govern-
m ents."1 This model focuses on key indi-
viduals acting for the government or on a 
sequence of known or expected logic such as 
cost-benefit analysis. Allison explains the 
model as a chess scenario in which "an indi-

vidual player [moves] the pieces with refer-
ence to plans and tactics toward the goal of 
winning."2 Model one probably provides the 
best way to explain tensions created be-
tween the United States and other govern-
ments, which, although publicly muted by 
diplomacy and secrecy, are nonetheless 
present.

Issues with NATO. Two of our strongest 
allies, the United Kingdom and France, have 
welcomed the initiative with considerable 
enthusiasm. Only six weeks after Aspin's 
announcement of the CPI, the British defense 
minister expressed his approval, saying that 
"the American administration has made coun-
tering proliferation a major policy priority. 
We warmly welcome this, and we are looking 
forward to discussions with our NATO allies 
on this important subject over the com ing 
m onths."3 The French defense white paper, 
"Livre Blanc sur la Defense," issued in March 
1994, devotes six pages to the need to im-
prove deterrence against WMD and calls for a 
new strategy using conventional military ca-
pabilities that emphasize action, prevention, 
and protection of military forces from 
WMD.4 France also showed its enthusiasm 
and staked its claim in counterproliferation 
by insisting that it provide the first Euro-
pean cochairm an of the NATO Defense 
Group on Proliferation (DGP), a subcabinet- 
level working committee that is now studying 
counterproliferation and other WMD issues. 
This move also helped NATO solid ify coun -
terproliferation as a political issue—not just 
a military one.5 British and French interest 
in counterproliferation gives the concept far 
greater legitimacy, not only within NATO but 
also within the broader international forum.6 
Consensus build ing with these and other 
allies helps reduce government-to-govern- 
ment tensions.

Other NATO allies have been more reserved 
and have tried to focus NATO's interest in 
counterproliferation only on the defensive 
and intelligence-collection aspects. In a rare 
public display of potential allied tensions 
over cou nterp roliferation  and nonprolif-
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eration, German foreign minister Klaus 
Kinkel issued his Ten Point Nonproliferation 
Initiative on 15 December 1993, eight days 
after Aspin announced the CPI. Based on 
the timing of the document's release and its 
content, it seems clear that the initiative was 
intended to provide a European counterbal-
ance to the CPI. The final point took a direct 
slap at any US intention to conduct counter- 
proliferation unilaterally, by insisting that 
military enforcement measures—except in the 
case of defense against armed attack—always 
require the approval of the UN Security 
Council.7

Could a future scenario involving 
US resolve to execute counter-

proliferation strategies or tactics 
hinge on the willingness o f a future 

president to make a decision 
without the consent o f key 

allies or without informing the UN
Security Council?

In general, NATO's slow response to the 
CPI is not necessarily a cause for concern 
and is in fact viewed positively by DOD. After 
all, NATO has a history of reluctantly follow-
ing controversial US initiatives. For example, 
NATO took over six years to adopt its own 
doctrine of "flexible response" after President 
Kennedy first proposed it.8 It is helpful here 
to remember that key allies have not always 
viewed proliferation with the same urgency 
as the United States. Disagreements over export 
controls of sensitive technologies are but one 
example. From the perspective of interna-
tional-relations theory, NATO allies have the 
luxury of "free riding" on the US initiative 
while maintaining cautious or ambivalent 
stances in the public forum. Tensions that 
persist appear to be inevitable but are prob-
ably manageable. They are likely to decrease

as counterproliferation policy and military 
capabilities become better defined.

Issues with Other Countries. Non-NATO 
allies greeted the CPI with what appeared 
to be a "wait and see" attitude. Japan and 
South Korea, for example, while greatly con-
cerned over the North Korean nuclear 
weapons program, appear to have neither 
welcomed nor condemned counterprolifera-
tion. Officials or private citizens have had 
little to say publicly, most likely because 
they are understandably unwilling to provoke 
North Korea.9 The stance of the Japanese may 
also be a reflection of their reluctance to be 
mired in controversial, foreign politico- 
military issues while they struggle with their 
government's stability and an economic re-
cession. Australia, another key ally, also has 
been notably quiet, perhaps because it is less 
directly threatened by nuclear weapons and 
is part of the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone. 
The CPI might upstage its own initiatives in 
chemical and biological nonproliferation, so 
it has much to gain by fence-sitting, while 
continuing its own initiatives.

Other foreign governments were remark-
ably reserved in their response to the CPI, a 
reaction not completely unanticipated since 
governments tend to be cautious in their 
handling of controversial foreign-policy issues. 
It is also likely that some government-to- 
govemment contacts on this issue will remain 
closely guarded exchanges between ambassa-
dors and key officials, and are likely never to 
be aired in public. The Russian General 
Staff, for example, received a briefing on the 
CPI from US officials and agreed to future 
meetings, but Russian Federation officials 
have had little to say, except in off-the-record 
settings. Aside from the diplomatic tradition 
of discretion, there are several other possible 
explanations as well.

Many states, particularly developing na-
tions and those belonging to the Nonaligned 
Movement, simply do not have the resources 
to focus on more than one or two WMD 
proliferation issues at a time. Such states 
will work on issues of most immediate concern
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to their national interests. Until recently, 
many dwelled on the NPT extension process, 
concentrating on how best to use their vot-
ing power and how to maximize concessions 
or financial aid in exchange for their votes. 
Others are interested in nuclear-weapons- 
free-zone negotiations, the easing of export 
controls, or the clarification o f dual-use 
technology issues. Few took more than a 
passing notice of an initiative designed to 
target the few states that might break their 
NPT obligations. Although significant lati-
tude existed for developing states to allege 
that the CPI was part o f the discriminatory 
regime of nuclear states over nonnuclear 
states, no one has raised this issue officially. 
Further, it has not inflamed a North-South 
debate, except among a handful o f private 
political analysts.10

Interagency Tensions

Allison's model three, also known as the 
government politics or "bureaucratic" model, 
helps explain the decision-making process 
from an intragovernmental perspective by 
examining "mechanisms from which govern-
mental actions em erge."11 It "focuses on the 
politics of a government" and explains policy 
"not as choices or output, [but] . . .  as a re-
sultant of various bargaining games among 
players in the national government."12 An 
analyst using model three has "explained" 
an event "when he has discovered who did 
what to whom that yielded the action in 
q u estion ."13 He also presented the model- 
three perspective as a chess variant involving 
"a number of players, with distinct objectives 
but shared power over the pieces . . . deter-
mining the moves as the resultant of collegial 
bargaining."14 Tensions that developed be-
tween DOD, the State Department, and the 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
(ACDA) may thus be explained as the out-
ward manifestations of bargains and power 
plays between entrenched bureaucracies and 
political figures vying for power. Many of 
these tensions were resolved when turf and

responsibilities were clarified by Daniel Pone- 
man of the National Security Council (NSC) 
and subsequently by former undersecretary 
of defense John Deutch, but in hindsight the 
tension was probably avoidable.15

The CPI seems to have caught the govern-
ment arms control com m unity by surprise. 
The ensuing confusion over definitions and 
turf gave the appearance that prior dialogue 
with the State Department and ACDA was in-
e ffec tiv e . The new m ilita ry  m ission  ap-
peared to be in direct com p etition  with 
the diplom atic approach and precipitated 
a behind-the-scenes bureaucratic battle over 
its com patibility with existing treaties and 
agreements. Disclaimers that the new mission 
would not replace diplomacy and would not 
lessen nonproliferation efforts were not alto-
gether convincing. They also im plied a 
possible conflict of interest. When a policy 
initiative cuts across cabinet boundaries, as it 
clearly did in this case, the least controversial 
ap p roach  ca lls  for the p resid en t or the 
national security advisor—not a department 
secretary—to announce it. This approach 
would clarify that it is the president's plan, 
not just the plan of one of the com peting 
bureaucracies. The CPI clearly had the labels 
"defense" and "initiative" and was thus des-
tined to create bureaucratic tension. Its critics 
inferred the worst—that DOD m ight start 
advocating the use o f force to replace di-
plomacy.

The lack of presidential and cabinet-level 
involvement in this issue to date is of no little 
consequence. It affects debate both within 
and outside the administration. Neither Presi-
dent Clinton nor Secretary W illiam Perry 
has referred publicly to the CPI or even used 
the term counterproliferation  in a m ajor 
speech. This seems odd when one considers 
that counterproliferation is touted as the na-
tion's leading military response to its num-
ber one military threat. Only Ashton Carter, 
assistant secretary of defense for international 
security policy, and his assistant Mitchell 
Wallerstein mention it in public. It seems as 
though officials above Dr. Carter's level are 
satisfied with the "let's study it" approach
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and are therefore comfortable with remaining 
publicly noncommittal on counterprolifera-
tion for the present.

When Aspin announced the CPI, he said 
that “President Clinton not only recognized 
the danger of the new threat, he gave us this 
new mission to cope with it."16 But the five 
points that Aspin announced, as well as the 
spectrum of new proliferation-response 
options they created, were not clearly under-
stood within the competing agencies—thus 
the need for Daniel Poneman's well-known 
memorandum explaining the difference be-
tween counterproliferation and nonprolifera-
tion. As analyst Joseph Pilat observed, the 
counterproliferation debate became unnec-
essarily "complicated by divergent bureau-
cratic interests and the absence of a widely 
accepted definition of the term."17 Policy 
initiatives should help clarify what an ad-
ministration wants to do—not create addi-
tional confusion within its own ranks. The 
CPI backfired in this regard. The fact that 
one finds little direct evidence of this tension 
in government documents or speeches by 
key officials speaks well of the American sys-
tem of political discourse, the relative effi-
ciency of US government bureaucracy, and 
the discretion of key officials and their staffs. 
But tension was clearly evident among sec-
ondary sources, including working-level of-
ficials and private analysts who regularly 
interact with them.

Aspin's strong unilateral approach created 
new tensions among inherently competitive 
bureaucracies, particularly DOD, State, and 
ACDA. The inability of DOD officials at 
both the senior and working levels to clarify 
their intentions exacerbated the impression 
that DOD was encroaching on diplomatic 
turf.18 Even Carter admitted in his testimony 
to the Senate Armed Services Committee in 
April 1994 that "frankly, I don't think we 
have done a very good job of explaining 
what we mean by counterproliferation."19 
All these bureaucracies have long traditions 
of independence, assertiveness, and rivalry. 
The egos of both senior and working-level 
officials also play a part in any contest be-

tween organizations. One government or 
corporate staff is often contemptuous of a 
rival staff if the latter appears disorganized 
or advances a contrary position.

The NSC hierarchy for managing the full 
spectrum of proliferation responses, as now 
formalized in the Deutch Report, helps re-
duce bureaucratic tensions. Tasking origi-
nates with NSC principals and working-level 
committees and is then disseminated to the 
proper agency for action. This process legiti-
mizes tasking, helps minimize interagency 
bickering, and makes NSC the conduit of the 
president's authority in defining the national 
interest and security policy. Ultimately, NSC 
acts as arbiter of the delicate balance be-
tween nonproliferation and counterprolif-
eration, and as the crucial link from both 
sides of proliferation policy back to the 
president. Clarification of NSC's role as man-
ager of all counterproliferation and nonpro-
liferation issues represents a positive step 
towards defusing interagency tension.

State-Societal Tensions

To explain tensions that counterproliferation 
creates between the US government and soci-
ety—particularly those between government 
and nongovernment organizations (NGO)—I 
propose a third, "state-societal" model. This 
model explains state decision making as one 
result of a state's interaction with its society, 
specifically, the impact of expert and public 
opinion on decision-making processes. Al-
lison did not address this issue, which may 
have been far less relevant in the 1960s and 
early 1970s, when he did his work.

Like the chess players in model three, a 
committee representing US government agen-
cies and the executive branch must achieve 
consensus before moving the pieces. In ad-
dition, however, these players are subjected 
to loud, often conflicting, information from 
a grandstand full of spectators who are obvi-
ously interested in the game but are not re-
sponsible for its outcome (i.e., the plethora of 
opinions tendered by the NGO community).
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Like a rowdy crowd at a sporting event, this 
gallery of proliferation connoisseurs produces 
much noise, with occasionally coherent shouts 
from individuals or a group. These shouts 
may either influence the game or be ignored 
in favor of the existing game plan. Each player 
weighs a suggestion or criticism before acting 
but reserves the right to act independently. 
NGO analysts make important contributions 
to the debate and policy-making forum be-
cause they are free to discuss issues that gov-
ernment officials must consider but are 
sometimes reluctant to acknowledge.

The most constant and vociferous ten-
sions emerge from the NGO com m unity's 
steady stream of criticism, much of which is 
"noise," with few implications for US policy. 
Examples include concerns raised by ana-
lysts—many from developing countries—as 
well as organizations such as Greenpeace In-
ternational. They assert that counterprolif-
eration discrim inates against developing 
countries, and some allege that the initiative 
is a thinly disguised attem pt to retarget US 
nuclear weapons against the third world. 
Others complain that counterproliferation 
violates principles of international law and or-
der and will further undermine the authority 
of the UN. Although these concerns are in-
teresting and have strong moral appeal, 
many of these analysts look at counterprolif-
eration in iso lation  from  the rest o f US 
policy. They infer from  its declaratory 
counterproliferation policy that the United 
States will somehow abandon its long-stand-
ing commitment to reinvigorate the UN, up-
hold the rule o f law, and strengthen 
traditional diplomatic nonproliferation efforts.

One must carefully consider NGO criti-
cisms in the context o f US national interest 
to determine whether any substance exists 
that may ultimately affect security policy. 
Occasionally, NGOs succeed in raising issues 
that the US government is reluctant to ad-
dress, such as the tension created by coun-
terproliferation over the possible use of US 
nuclear weapons. This tension may turn out 
to be a healthy one; indeed, if the govern-
ment deliberately keeps it ambiguous and if the

NGOs keep it in the public light, it may turn 
out to serve both counterproliferation and 
nonproliferation. Such ambiguity may cause 
regional adversaries to reassess the costs and 
risks inherent in seeking to acquire WMD. 
It may also cause states interested in stop-
ping WMD proliferation to work harder for 
consensus, for fear that the United States 
may resort to unilateral military means in 
the absence of progress towards a solution.

One of the reasons the CPI has caused so 
much intellectual tension with the NGO 
com m unity is that it engages two key de-
bates of the post-cold-war era. The first is 
whether or not the United States will use its 
military forces unilaterally in the future or 
only as part of multilateral coalitions, as the 
government currently claims. For example, 
could a future scenario involving US resolve

The possibility that the United 
States might use its nuclear 
weapons against a regional 
adversary armed with WMD 
constitutes a significant reality 
check for that state.

to execute counterproliferation strategies 
or tactics hinge on the w illingness o f a 
future president to make a decision without 
the consent of key allies or without inform -
ing the UN Security Council? It is possible 
to imagine a scenario in which no time ex-
ists for such consultation. The second de-
bate concerns when military force should be 
used and when diplomatic efforts are no 
longer productive. NGO analysts have the 
freedom to make strong moral and em o-
tional appeals across the full spectrum of 
these debates without bearing the responsi-
bility for security or policy ramifications. 
They often operate in the sphere of idealism 
rather than realpolitik. For this reason, 
much of what they say is of relatively little
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use in the formulation of US or NATO de-
fense policy, although it is important to lis-
ten to and filter the issues they raise.

Manageable Tensions Make 
Progress Possible

The five key components of the nuclear 
weapons nonproliferation regime include (1) 
the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, (2) the 
statute of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), (3) the two nuclear-weapons- 
free zones (NWFZ) currently in effect in 
South America and the South Pacific, (4) 
positive and negative security assurances, and 
(5) export controls. These components are 
healthy and enjoying fairly robust interna-
tional support. Although all five have prob-
lems and need strengthening, they are

The "carrot and stick" approach to 
WMD proliferation is appropriate.

Further, we should vigorously 
support and broaden nonprolifera-

tion whenever possible, while 
developing and improving an 
effective counterproliferation 

strategy and the military 
capability to implement it, should 

the need ever arise.

enjoying broader support than ever before, 
owing in large part to the strength of US 
leadership and the repeated (although occa-
sionally inconsistent) willingness of US presi-
dents to engage proliferation issues as an 
ongoing part of foreign relations. The in-
definite and unconditional extension of the 
NPT in May 1995, without so much as a 
mention of counterproliferation over the en-
tire course of the public debate, is ample

evidence that proceeding with counterprolif-
eration will not damage the regime. The 
IAEA enjoys greater support and credibility 
than at any other time in its history and con-
tinues as one of the UN's most effective 
agencies. Progress with the Middle East peace 
process, including latent hope of a Mideast 
NWFZ, continues to move forward under US 
leadership. Although security assurances re-
main static for the present, they are in no 
danger of being abandoned by any of the de-
clared nuclear-weapons powers who have 
underwritten them. Export controls continue 
to be problematic, although the consequences 
of failing to apply them are more clearly un-
derstood in light of the experience with Iraq 
and the desire to inhibit other would-be pro- 
liferators from emulating the Iraqi procure-
ment network.

The United States as Leader

Time and again over the past 50 years, the 
United States has affirmed its leadership in 
slowing and preventing WMD proliferation. 
The NPT extension, while not exclusively a 
US "victory," is nonetheless a mandate for 
continued US leadership in this field. Ex-
perts in international law concede that the 
treaty's weakness lies in the realm of en-
forcement. But counterproliferation may ac-
tually represent a means of enforcing, or at 
least forcefully underwriting, the principles 
and institutions of nonproliferation by pro-
viding a means of countering states that vio-
late their nonproliferation obligations.

The Threat of US or NATO Military Action

The threat of possible US or NATO military 
action against a potential proliferator pro-
vides a healthy tension that may convince a 
nonnuclear state to forgo acquisition of WMD. 
It also may cause a nuclear state to think 
twice before it brandishes or threatens to use 
its WMD. Counterproliferation also provides 
hope that the effects of WMD can be elimi-
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nated or at least countered on future re-
gional battlefields. The possibility that the 
United States might use its nuclear weapons 
against a regional adversary armed with WMD 
constitutes a significant reality check for 
that state.

Counterproliferation Not New

The intellectual history of counterprolifera-
tion antedates the first nuclear weapons. 
Avner Cohen notes that the Manhattan Proj-
ect, in addition to its task of producing nu-
clear weapons, had "the task of monitoring 
and, if possible, denying German nuclear 
weapons activ ities ."20 Maj Gen Leslie 
Groves, Manhattan Project director, coordi-
nated an extensive intelligence-collection 
program under the code word "Alsos," 
which focused on Italian, French, and Ger-
man nuclear research.21 He also ordered 
commando and bombing attacks that de-
stroyed the German heavy-water facility at 
Vemork (Rjukan), Norway.22 Fearing that a 
"German Oak Ridge" was fast developing 
near the towns of Bissengen and Hechingen 
in the Black Forest, he chose not to bomb 
these facilities "since that would only drive 
the project underground and we would run 
the risk of not finding it again in tim e."23

His concerns offer insight into the current 
question about the effectiveness of military 
strikes as a counterproliferation tool. In the 
closing months of the war, Groves ordered 
the bombing of a facility that manufactured 
thorium and uranium components and the 
seizure of a German uranium stockpile to 
prevent them from falling into Soviet hands.24 
In the final days of the war, US forces were di- 

. verted to the Bissengen-Hechingen area—well 
inside the French zone of advance—to quickly 
round up German scientists; seize equip-
ment, uranium, and heavy water; and dis-
mantle German laboratories ahead of the 
advancing French army.25

Renowned British socialist and pacifist 
philosopher Bertrand Russell, upset with the 
brutality of the Soviet occupation of Eastern

Europe and deeply concerned with the pros-
pect of a nuclear arms race, suggested in 
1948 that the United States use its nuclear 
monopoly to threaten war in order to force 
the Soviets to accept nuclear disarmament. 
He justified his position on the basis that 
"some wars, a very few, are justified, even 
necessary. They are usually necessary be-
cause matters have been permitted to drag 
on their obviously evil way till no peaceful 
means can stop them ."26 Many prominent 
American "doves" ultimately agreed with 
Russell. One might apply a similar rationale 
to the use o f force in counterproliferation.

On two occasions, the Soviets considered 
using military force to stop the Chinese nu-
clear weapons program, at one point con-
sulting with the US government about the 
possibility of joint action to destroy China's 
gaseous diffusion plant.27 During the Cuban 
missile crisis, President Kennedy's NSC ex-
ecutive com m ittee considered conventional 
air strikes against Soviet medium- and inter-
mediate-range ballistic missile sites before fi-
nally deciding to impose a naval quarantine. 
The quarantine option is also an example of 
counterproliferation, even though it targeted 
a state that already had nuclear weapons rather 
than rolled back a nascent nuclear weapons 
state. More recently, coalition forces bombed 
various Iraqi WMD facilities in the Gulf War 
of 1991, although in hindsight, these strikes 
also revealed the limitations of coalition in-
telligence, targeting, and strike capabilities.28 
From the outset, the war itself took on a pre-
ventive coloration, much in the spirit of 
counterproliferation.

Clearly, counterproliferation is not a new 
concept.29 The United States has a long his-
tory of cou n terp ro liferatio n -lik e  activ ity , 
including intelligence co llection , analysis, 
planning, and even using military force to 
protect against WMD proliferation. Using 
Russell's logic, one can justify counterprolif-
eration  on m oral grounds—an argum ent 
consistent with the American tradition of 
morality in its foreign affairs, including the 
use of force. In peacetime, it seems prudent 
to develop and engage wholeheartedly in the
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full range of counterproliferation activities 
short of actually using force—and to antici-
pate using force if necessary.

Anticipatory Self-Defense

The liberal but controversial interpretation 
of a country's inherent right of self-defense 
derives from Article 51 of the UN charter. 
Built by case law, it espouses the doctrine of 
anticipatory self-defense. Under this inter-
pretation, a nation need not wait for the first 
blow to fall before it defends itself. This is-
sue has long been a source of international 
debate and is, without doubt, the strongest 
single tension evoked by the CPI. Although 
the Israeli air strike on the Osiraq reactor ar-
guably violated the UN charter by the nar-
row view of self-defense and was almost 
universally condemned at the time, Israel 
justified its actions, based on the broader 
view. The strike and the Begin Doctrine, ar-
ticulated shortly thereafter, were based on 
the notion that in rare circumstances a state 
may justifiably act in anticipation of a threat. 
In the spring of 1992, Secretary of Defense 
Dick Cheney effectively reversed US con-
demnation of the Osiraq air strike by pub-
licly thanking Israel and noting that its action 
had clearly prevented Saddam Hussein from 
possessing nuclear weapons at the time of 
his invasion of Kuwait.30 In hindsight, many 
countries agreed with Cheney.
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logically Arranged, 5th ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1972), 642.

30. Frank J. Gaffney Jr., "An Exchange on Proliferation," 
The National Interest, no. 27 (Spring 1992): 108. See also Cohen, 
101, note 80, which refers to Shlomo Nakdimon's First Strike: 
The Exclusive Story o f  How Israel Foiled Iraq's Attempt to Get the 
Bomb (Hebrew revision) (Tel Aviv: Edanim Publishers, 1993), 
381-82, which reports that Vice President Dan Quayle and Secre-
tary of Defense Cheney both openly acknowledged their grati-
tude to Menachem Begin for his decision to attack Osiraq.
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IRA C. EAKER AWARD WINNER

Jam es S. Corum
for his article

Airpower and Peace Enforcement

Congratulations to Dr. James S. Corum on 
his selection as the Ira C. Eaker Award 
winner for the best eligible article from 
the Winter 1996 issue of the Airpower Jour
nal. Dr Corum receives a $500 cash award 
for his contribution to the Air Force's profes-
sional dialogue. The award honors Gen Ira C. 
Eaker and is made possible through the sup-
port of the Arthur G. B. Metcalf Founda-
tion of Winchester, Massachusetts.

If you would like to compete for the Ira C. 
Eaker Award, submit an article of feature 
length to the Airpower Journal, 401 Chen- 
nault Circle, Maxwell AFB AL 36112-6428. 
The award is for the best eligible article in 
each issue and is open to all US military 
personnel below the rank of colonel or 
equivalent and all US government civilian 
employees below GS-15 or equivalent.



Way Points

It is not best that we should all think alike; it is difference o f opinion 
that makes horse races.

-M ark Twain

RETURN OF THE ANTINUCLEAR 
WARRIORS
Gen e Myer s

EVERY NOW AND THEN in the name of global security and peace of 
mind, a group of mostly well meaning former generals, admirals, 
and politicians announce their support for the fanciful goal of total 
abolition of the world's nuclear arsenals. Some of the more senior 

former military advocates really should know better. I would hope their 
rationale for such statements is a genuine, though in my opinion 
misdirected, concern for national safety rather than a desire for political 
recognition. From their perspective, it might be easy to believe the nation 
would not actually buy into such nonsense and would thus make their 
current pronouncements somewhat harmless. Harmless they are not. 
Repeated often enough by enough “credible" spokespeople, these 
pronouncements may take on the mantle of political gospel. Stranger 
things have happened.

Of course, the first and foremost nuclear stockpile on their (and 
everybody else's) list is that of the United States. W ithout going into 
too much detail, their arguments for complete nuclear disarmament 
generally rely on the follow ing logic.

They contend that the cold war is over and we should take advantage 
of the reduction in tensions to rid humanity of the horrendously destructive 
potential of such weapons before an accident or miscalculation causes 
ummagined death and destruction. Part of this argument centers on the 
post-cold-war revelation that the old Soviet Union was not the precise, 
well-led fighting machine we imagined. Many contend it was all but a 
miracle that somebody within its creaky command structure didn't do 
something stupid or that a real accident did not occur and cause at best a 
few thousand casualties and massive contamination. The potential for 
mayhem within a morose, bankrupt, and desertion-ridden Russian military
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and defense industries is even worse today as nuclear weapon security is 
suspect and incentives for "rogue capitalism" abound.

Proliferation of nuclear weapons, components, and development 
technology and expertise to "rogue" states and terrorist groups is becoming 
more likely, if it has not already occurred. When coupled with the 
economic strain on Russian nuclear scientists and weapons guardians, the 
potential seems real. Advocates of total nuclear disarmament see their 
viewpoint as the only real way to curb the malignant spread. If the 
declared nuclear powers don't have nukes, neither will anyone else, the 
argument goes.

Maintaining the arsenal of many thousands of nuclear land- and 
sea-based ballistic missiles and air-delivered bombs and missiles is hugely 
expensive. In an era of shrinking defense budgets, these advocates say 
that this is something that if eliminated would benefit both the nondefense 
sector and the other segments of the defense establishment as well.

Taken at face value, these arguments make sense. The Russian military 
establishment, and the central government (some argue), are in disarray 
with rumors of nuclear leakage rampant. Numerous and varied ideological 
adversaries still exist and have shown an increasing penchant for violence 
and a nothing-to-lose attitude that threatens both the old Western alliance 
nations as well as the center of the once-powerful Soviet empire. Fear of 
nuclear terrorism is real.

However, the chances of a "nuclear accident" in which weapons are 
mistakenly launched by the former cold war antagonists are probably no 
more today than they have ever been. With the reduction of old cold war 
political and ideological animosity and resulting military tensions, such 
chances could actually be less as fingers on the various nuclear triggers 
are loosened and less likely to twitch with the variations in "managed 
crisis" levels.

And yes, nuclear technology is expensive to develop and maintain. One 
former four-star supporter of nuclear abolition maintains that we spent four 
trillion dollars on 70,000 nuclear weapons during the 40-year standoff. (I'm 
not sure this figure would pass an Internal Revenue Service audit; it's 
substantially inflated.) It is assumed that the USSR and other nations 
spent a substantial amount also. Strangely enough, however, the major 
reason put forth by the Eisenhower administration in the 1950s for such 
heavy reliance on nuclear deterrence was its relative low cost when 
compared to the staggering price tag of attempting to match the Warsaw 
Pact's massive conventional forces.

Be that as it may, the question now is. Was that money well spent?
I count myself among those that, on balance and considering the 
inherent danger we faced for all those years, tend to think it was. 
While acknowledging that actually proving deterrence of the USSR's 
further expansion is somewhat akin to proving the virgin birth, the fact is
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that the titanic clash of two huge armies did not occur. Many think this 
was precisely because of the will of the West to resist Soviet advances 
and the presence of nuclear weapons and their horrible potential to prove 
military solutions futile. Had this conflict occurred, even without the use of 
nuclear weapons, there is no doubt that many thousands, if not millions, 
of lives would have been lost and Europe ruined.

Okay, but does this mean we still need all these things, and aren't we 
missing a momentous opportunity to rid ourselves of them once and for 
all? The historic knee-jerk, and politically irresistible, reaction to such 
arguments is affirmative. Given all the hostile interests that are now in 
pursuit of nuclear weapons to even the international military odds, it would 
seem to the politically correct a reasonable and indeed compelling 
proposition to proceed with abolition treaties now.

I disagree. I believe we can accomplish substantial reductions if they 
are done correctly. However, we cannot and must not seek total 
abolition—at least not for the foreseeable future. As with most questions of 
great import, the answer is a matter of degree, not an absolute. Why?

To use an already overused but nonetheless true analogy, in 1997 the 
genie is truly out of the bottle. We cannot simply wish nuclear weapons 
away. If we had approached nuclear abolition with Soviet leaders 25 years 
ago. ridicule would have come from those same senior officials that now 
support such actions. We were in the m idst of a deadly serious 
ideological confrontation that we saw at the time as much in need of 
excuses for not erupting from cold to white hot. Besides, how could we 
prove that the other side actually did what it said it would do? Despite all 
our marvelous advanced intelligence technology, we still have absolutely no 
means of tracking down a few nuclear warheads. And it must be 
remembered that the political and military value of just a few weapons 
increases dramatically as your opponent draws his down toward zero. With 
the current world far more complex than the old bipolar confrontation and 
with the number of nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) armed or 
would-be armed entities growing at an alarming pace, why would it seem 
more logical to disarm ourselves now? How could we prove that 10 or 20 
states were doing what they signed up to do, especially with the proven 
track records of some of them—Iraq, Iran, and North Korea as well as a few 
dubious "friends"? And what about increasingly powerful nonstate terrorist 
groups?

The United States has already signed up to eliminate its chemical and 
biological arsenals with no real way of proving compliance from other 
nations. Abolition of nuclear devices eliminates these weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD) that draw political and psychological lines in the sand. 
With what do we threaten those that would use any one or all of them in 
the future? And if we must respond to use of one of them, we must 
start and end the escalation ladder w ith a few rungs of conventional
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weaponry—a dilemma not ignored by potential adversaries with little to 
lose. It is widely believed that had it not been for the US nuclear and 
chemical arsenal. Iraq would have used its chemical weapons during the 
1991 Gulf War.

We cannot sign up to total US nuclear disarmament as a way of fixing 
the leaky Russian arsenal. While eliminating one of the main sources of 
weapons components, the unattainable goal of Russian stockpile 
elimination would rid us of neither nuclear weapon development know-how 
nor the urge of others to attain weapons. We must also understand, as 
recent news stories have so disturbingly reminded us, that much of the 
weapons development technology and some components have come from 
sources other than Russia, including West Germany and China as well as a 
couple of greedy US companies. I don't think Russian leaders would agree 
to a total ban anyway; they also face a legion of potentially nuclear armed 
foes (some the same as ours) that they will wish to deter.

In eliminating US and Russian weapons, we actually encourage 
adversaries to get the nuclear “leg up" on us. The potential for nuclear, 
biological, and/or chemical blackmail and even terrorism becomes more 
appealing in light of the West's tendency to actually abide by its NBC 
treaties.

But we can significantly reduce our arsenals if we do it right, and in 
doing so at least reduce the potential for leakage from the old Russian, 
and possibly other, stockpiles. This is not an argument for abolition of 
nuclear weapons. However, in outlining three goals for our arms control 
and arms development programs, this discussion does hopefully point the 
way to substantial reductions—from the forty-five hundred to five 
thousand or so warheads for both sides envisioned under the unratified 
Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (START) II Treaty to perhaps a few hundred 
for each side in the future. These mutually reinforcing goals are as follows:

• Security. This goal requires that remaining weapons be secure from 
direct military or terrorist attack or theft. An enemy that cannot find a 
weapon cannot target it. Rather than making them easy to count and 
thereby target, both sides' arms control programs should foster a regime 
that assures the absolute security of weapons through such enhancements 
as mobility, dispersal, improved hardening, and enhanced physical security. 
With this achieved, the number of remaining weapons can be reduced. 
The main reason both sides deployed the many thousands of weapons 
they did during the cold war was to ensure sufficient survivors of a first 
strike on them to still present a credible retaliatory threat to the first striker.
If they cannot be reliably attacked, there is no practical need for as many, 
especially in the present era of arms reductions.

• Stability. In seeking reductions of weapons for their own sake, our 
arms control program ignores the primary reason to reduce weapons: to 
enhance the stability of the international environment by reducing
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incentives to use those weapons. With improvements in security come 
improvements in stability since there is no incentive to either target the 
other side's vulnerable weapons during a crisis or to launch one's own to 
prevent their loss in a first strike. This admittedly applies primarily to 
confrontations between similarly armed nuclear powers, but that part of the 
equation must also be solved.

• Usability. To provide deterrence, some weapons must appear to an 
opponent as actually usable against centers of power and control. This is 
particularly important in the face of an adversary such as Saddam Hussein, 
who prizes the levers of power and his own skin more than national safety.
In an environment where our weapons are secure and nuclear crisis 
stability among major nuclear powers enhanced, the possession of the 
means of retaliation against rogue states—small and highly accurate 
weapons, with minimal fallout potential—has significant deterrent potential. 
Security and stability actually enhance the perception of usability. At least 
retaliatory options against WMD use are more than a rung or two on the 
conventional ladder.

The abolitionist approach to nuclear arms control ignores the genie-out- 
of-the-bottle problem, and in concentrating on complete elim ination, 
mistakes the need to make the arsenal safer, more stable, and indeed 
much smaller w ith the misguided drive to elim inate proliferation by 
disarming ourselves. Unfortunately, proliferation is inevitable. We can slow 
it. We can reduce the size of its source of supply. We can take political 
and military actions against attempts by dangerous proliferators. And we 
can show the folly of using the weapons a rogue state attains. But we 
will not be able to eliminate the incentive for buying, stealing, or building 
weapons of mass destruction, least of all by making ourselves incapable of 
responding in kind to their use.

Langley AFB. Virginia

True education means mind deployment; not 
merely the gathering and classifying o f  knowl-
edge.

—Napoleon Hill, Law of Success
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Ricochets and Replies
Continued from page 3

convey meanings Clausewitz did not intend 
and to make points not substantiated by 
Clausewitz's actual words as he used and in-
tended them. For example, Col Larry D. New 
claims (in "Clausewitz's Theory: On War and Its 
Application Today," Fall 1996) that Clausewitz 
postulated a "linkage" (a word not used by 
Clausewitz in the translation quoted by New) 
between a military commander's ability to 
communicate and a political leader's ability 
to grasp the purpose, nature, and conduct of 
war (page 78).

In fact, New's interpretation would in 
practice give to military commanders a wedge 
they could use to develop a role in formu-
lating policy—a role to which Clausewitz, I'm 
sure, would vehemently object; a role in-
compatible not only with true Clausewitzian 
thought but also with American traditions of 
civilian supremacy, according to which civil-
ians and m ilitary commanders are not in 
effect partners in policy creation. (I am re-
minded of French premier Georges Cle- 
menceau's assertion that "war is much too 
important to be left to generals.")

Colonel New claims that "Clausewitz called 
this linkage a paradoxical trinity with three 
aspects: the people, the commander and his 
army, and the government." He footnotes the 
source of this quote as page 89 of Michael 
Howard and Peter Paret's translation of On 
War (Princeton University Press, 1989). How-
ever, if vye thoughtfully exam ine what 
Clausewitz actually asserted on that page, we 
find that he said, "As a total phenomenon its 
dominant tendencies always make war a para-
doxical trinity—composed of primordial vio-
lence, hatred and enmity, and its element as 
a subordination of policy." If Clausewitz 
meant that war is a trinity of (1) the people, 
(2) the commander and his army, and (3) the 
government, he would have said so and not 
described war as a trinity of violence, hatred 
and enmity, and policy subordination. Al-
though Clausewitz did go on to state that the

"first aspect mainly concerns the people; 
the second the commander and his army; 
and the third the government," that is not 
synonymous, as New believes, with 
Clausewitz's claiming that war is a trinity of 
the people, the army and its commander, and 
the government. It's just not what Clausewitz 
said and meant. One cannot make up unsub-
stantiated meanings as one goes along.

In that same paragraph on page 89, 
Clausewitz explicitly states, "But the political 
aims are the business of the government 
alone." Let me repeat for emphasis—the busi-
ness o f  the government alone. This statement 
by Clausewitz contradicts New's claims on 
page 78 of his article about the need for a 
strong relationship between senior military 
commanders and the government to achieve 
political objectives based on the commanders' 
ability to effectively communicate the pur-
pose, nature, and conduct of war.

It is true that the footnotes New uses at 
the beginning of his article, taken from page 
608 of On War, seem to suggest that the 
military chief should be a member of the 
cabinet in order to take an active role in policy 
formation and, therefore, that Clausewitz be-
lieved military leaders should participate in 
policy formation. But the footnote at the 
bottom of page 608 explains that thereby 
"Clausewitz emphasizes the cabinet's partici-
pation in military decisions, not the soldiers' 
participation in political decisions." Thus 
it's clear that Clausewitz, fairly interpreted, 
was not advocating a strong policy partner-
ship between military and civilian leaders 
but actually was emphasizing absolute mili-
tary subordination in policy formulation.

Joseph Forbes
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

MELANCHOLY REUNION

Col Charles J. Dunlap's article ("Melancholy 
Reunion: A Report from the Future on the 
Collapse of Civil-Military Relations in the 
United States") in the Winter 1996 issue pro-
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vides the catalyst to continue needed discus-
sions regarding civil-military relations. Cer-
tainly, there is some merit to all of his main 
points. Unfortunately, their impact was di-
luted by carrying some of the ideas to abso-
lutely ridiculous extremes.

One can reasonably see how total quality 
management (TQM) can be perverted to the 
point of having some individuals believe 
that if an Air Force instruction (AFI) doesn't 
make sense, it can be ignored. This is a real 
problem that needs to be discussed in order 
to change that perception. It is the responsi-
bility of leadership at all levels to enforce Air 
Force standards as stated in the APIs. This 
problem, however, is a far cry from the sce-
nario painted in the article. It is simply un-
realistic to think that trying to see the 
business of our profession in terms of prod-
ucts, customers, and suppliers and trying to 
track our efficiency and effectiveness with 
metrics can somehow lead us to see combat 
as too costly, regardless of the political ob-
jectives. Similarly, it is laughable to think 
that spending on unmanned weapon sys-
tems will break the "man-in-the-loop" prem-
ise and result in the disestablishment of the 
Air Force. As with all weapon system acqui-
sitions, it is important for doctrine to clearly 
define roles and missions and to ensure posi-
tive command and control. Concern over 
unchecked spending on technology that has 
not been shown to have doctrinal signifi-
cance is legitimate, but this was taken too 
far. Overclassification, especially in the 
realm of information warfare, is also a sub-
ject that deserves considerable debate. How-
ever, I find it offensive to accuse unnamed 
men and women of honor of protecting 
"rice bowls," and even more offensive to 
characterize nonrated airmen as "lower- 
status" and imply that they would stoop to 
something as ridiculous as restricting infor-
mation in order to make themselves "feel" 
like a warrior. Delusions aside, they are war-
riors by virtue of being uniformed service 
members. Furthermore, information warfare 
is a largely undefined battle space and to

suggest that the "who" and the "what" 
should categorically be made public is naive. 
For example, the "who" and the "what" can 
equate to the target. Targets and targeting 
guidance are always classified, and for good 
reason—operations security. We don't want 
enemies to be forewarned and therefore bet-
ter able to defend a given target. Finally, I 
think the characterization of "Weinberger's 
rules" as mushy standards is unfair. In my 
view, these "rules" were offered by a civilian 
to act as a sanity check for civilian leader-
ship considering the use of military force. If 
these rules are echoed by military leaders, it 
falls into the category of what Colonel Dun-
lap calls apolitical candor. Certainly every 
effort should be made to keep these discus-
sions private between civilian and military 
leadership, but when asked direct questions, 
men and women of integrity are required to 
answer honestly in accordance with their 
deeply held beliefs. There may be times when 
the only appropriate answer is "no com -
m ent." This, again, is a far cry from military 
leaders becom ing political animals who are 
reluctant to risk even m inor casualties.

As I stated at the outset, Colonel Dunlap 
has provided us the catalyst to continue an 
honest dialogue on this im portant topic. I 
applaud his efforts and look forward to read-
ing more on this subject in your publication. 
I just hope that his points were not lost in 
the absurdity of his scenario for 2017.

Capt Stephen A. Smith, USAF
Yakima Training Center, Washington

THE AUTHOR RESPONDS

I'm  extremely pleased that Captain Smith 
found my essay so stim ulating! I must, nev-
ertheless, disagree with some of his asser-
tions. His spirited defense of total quality 
management, for example, underestimates 
the insidious effect o f TQM 's business-styled 
nomenclature on the weltanshauung of 
those in uniform. His view of "our profes-
sion" as a "business" illustrates the kind of
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misguided thinking that results. In truth, the 
altruistic essence of the vocation of military 
service has far fewer synergies with "busi-
ness" activities than the overzealous minor-
ity of TQM proponents suppose. Few 
businesses ask their employees to die for 
them, for example.

Prof. John Keegan, perhaps the greatest 
living military historian, warns that "soldiers 
are not as other men—that is the lesson that I 
have learned from a life cast among warri-
ors. The lesson has taught me to view with 
extreme suspicion all theories and repre-
sentations of war that equate it with any 
other activity in human affairs." Before we 
embrace the next business school fad, we 
ought to consider those words carefully.

Captain Smith also believes it is "ridiculous" 
to think that future unmanned systems could 
ever lead to the disestablishment of the Air 
Force. Could cavalry officers have said much 
the same thing about internal combustion 
engines in the 1930s? With all due respect to 
the thousands of nonrated people perform-
ing magnificently in hundreds of other jobs, 
it is the aviator—the supposedly irreplaceable 
"man-in-the-loop"—who is the raison d§tre 
of a separate air force. But the increasing re-
luctance to place aviators at any risk may 
condemn manned combat aircraft to the 
realm of the politically unusable. Moreover, 
the rapidly growing capabilities of high-tech 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), satellites, 
and cruise missile systems may make it sim-
ply unnecessary to put pilots in harm's way. 
Without manned com bat aircraft, the re-
maining Air Force transportation and space 
responsibilities might justify a joint com-
mand but not a separate service.

My interpretation of the "who" and the 
"what" of information operations is evidently 
broader and more philosophic than Captain 
Smith's understanding. With information 
operations being openly touted as powerful 
tools "to influence the perceptions and deci-

sion making of others," the nation needs a 
comprehensive, informed discussion to de-
velop suitable policy for them.

Is it wise, for example, to allow a self- 
selected group of secretive military officers 
so much power over operations with such a 
profound capability to affect democratic 
government? Furthermore, shouldn't a civil-
ian agency have a controlling role akin to 
that enjoyed by the Department of Energy 
with respect to nuclear weapons? Likewise, if 
information operations have as much poten-
tial as their supporters claim, then perhaps 
deterrence is best served when potential ad-
versaries have a keen understanding of "what" 
they are facing—even if they are deprived of 
the "how" as I recommend. Of course, I too 
am offended by the notion that people over-
classify information activities to preserve 
their "rice bowls," but I am not so naive as 
to assume it would not occur.

Until someone can define for me with 
specificity the meaning of such terms as na-
tional interest, public support, and overwhelming 
force, I'll still insist that intellectual short-
hand like the "Weinberger rules" is "mushy." 
There is certainly nothing wrong with any-
one-m ilitary or civilian—using such "rules" 
as a template for discussion. However, once 
they become viewed as more than a frame-
work, then anyone—including a politicized 
or "TQMized" military officer—can conjure 
up a reason to contend that almost any use 
of force fails to meet one "rule" or another.

Like many readers, I'm delighted that the 
"new" APJ provides a welcome forum for 
this kind of debate. Let's just hope that there 
are more thoughtful thinkers like Captain 
Smith out there. If so, then "Melancholy Re-
union" will remain the allegorical literary 
device that it is.

Col C harlie D unlap
O ffu tt AFB, Nebraska
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REKINDLING THE FLAME
A Call for Papers

Lt  Gen  La w r e n c e  R Fa r r e l l  Jr .

Strategic thought. Out-of-the-box thinking. Phrase it any way you like, but the fact is 
that our Air Force was born of it. We emerged from a period between the world wars 
characterized by both great change and need. The world had changed geopolitically and 
technologically, and a few visionaries sketched out the critical need for the effective use 
of airpower.

Now we need new visionaries. Our Air Force is at another historic point of great 
change and need. We have as many opportunities to use new technologies and con-
cepts as we have national challenges and vulnerabilities before us. The Airpower Jour-
nal has already proved invaluable in its role of providing a forum for such discourse on 
strategies for the application of air and space power. I need you to join that discussion. 
Equally important, you need to join the discussion.

The Air Force’s Strategy and Policy Division (AF/XPXS) officially opened on 15 April. 
This new office intends to stimulate strategic thinking within the Air Force. Thinking stra-
tegically has always challenged militaries. Since the days of antiquity, military leaders 
have been accused of “fighting the last war.” We airmen, in particular, have been known 
more for our love of flying machines than for our strategic thinking. We can change this, 
and we should.

We look forward to facilitating a continuous air and space strategy discussion in such 
a way as to rekindle the flame of strategic thought in the Air Force. It’s important that 
your bold new idea not die in the bureaucracy. I challenge you to think about future 
strategies. There will be new ways to apply air and space power in the twenty-first cen-
tury, and we as an Air Force must explore them. Bring your bold thought forward. We 
need it; our nation needs it.

Through a working relationship between the Strategy and Policy Division and Air- 
power Journal, readers are urged to stir the embers of this flame by submitting articles 
on air and space strategy or by providing feedback on ideas already published. Great 
ideas need an audience, and we’re committed to working with Airpower Journal to bring 
those ideas forward. An editorial board will choose topics, review articles, and focus the 
debate. Send your air and space strategy ideas to

Chief, Air Force Strategy and Policy Division 
AF/XPXS
1070 Air Force Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20330-1070

You can contact AF/XPXS at DSN 227-3717, through E-mail at deremerl@af.pentagon.mil, 
or visit us in the Pentagon in room 4D1083. Or, contact Airpower Journal directly. Unsolic-
ited manuscripts are welcome. Articles that don’t appear in print will still be placed on Air 
Chronicles, the on-line version of Airpower Journal (www.cdsar.af.mil/air-chronicles.html).

Headquarters USAF
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T he one w ho writes gives p r o o f that a t  any  
rate h e  possesses som e knowledge, whereas it is 
qu ite a  possibility th a t the m in d  o f  the in-
articu late on e m ay  be  a  m ilitary vacuum .

—Capt Sir Basil Liddell Hart

Spitfires, Thunderbolts, and Warm Beer: An 
American Fighter Pilot over Europe by Philip 
D. Caine. Brassey's, Inc., 1313 Dolly Madison 
Boulevard, McLean, Virginia 22101, 1995, 248 
pages, $23.95.

Spitfires, Thunderbolts, and Warm Beer is a fas-
cinating account of one of the few Americans 
who flew for both the Royal Air Force (RAF) and 
the Army Air Corps during World War II. The 
author, Brig Gen Philip D. Caine, USAF, Retired, 
uses the letters and diary entries of LeRoy Gover 
from San Carlos, California, to create a well-written 
and enjoyable read that explains an interesting and 
vital piece of military history in human terms.

The book begins with Gover's life as a con-
struction worker and crop duster and progresses 
through RAF flight training and his two and one- 
half years of fighting in Europe. Caine puts his PhD 
in history to good use by placing each episode of 
Gover's journey in historical context. Although 
most of this book consists of segments from the 
diary Gover kept religiously throughout the war 
and from letters he wrote home, General Caine 
skillfully interposes historical background and 
analyses, primarily at the beginning and end of 
each chapter but also as needed elsewhere. Al-
though the reader may find this technique a bit 
awkward initially, one realizes its value as the 
story quickly accelerates in both tension and ex-
citement, especially as Gover fights daily for his 
life over Europe. In fact, as more of Gover’s 
friends and squadron mates are shot down, the 
reader begins to wonder if the diary entries will 
suddenly end.

Gover's odyssey begins when the Clayton 
Knight Committee, an organization formed to re-
cruit American pilots to fly for the RAF, signs 
him up in May 1941. Britain had lost half its

fighter force during the Battle of Britain and badly 
needed experienced pilots. Between April 1940 and 
October 1942, the committee recruited over sixty- 
seven hundred pilots this way. After passing an 
intense RAF refresher program at Bakersfield, 
California, which featured a rigorous ground 
school and flights in the Stearman PT-17 and the 
North American AT-6 Harvard, Gover graduates in 
September, remains as an instructor for the next 
class, and finally sails to Europe in November 
1941. Ironically, his boat arrives near Liverpool 
on 7 December 1941.

The British people welcome Gover with open 
arms, and the locals frequently invite him and his 
fellow Americans to dinner. Throughout the 
book, Gover remarks about the pleasant times he 
has in London, both with his fellow airmen and 
with English ladies. In fact, his diary entries fre-
quently refer to his "R&R"—humorous, entertaining 
vignettes that provide the reader with needed 
breaks from the frequent accountings of combat.

Caine skillfully selects the diary entries and 
thoughtfully fills any gaps concerning Gover's ac-
tivities. One quickly realizes that Gover is a work- 
hard, play-hard type of person-a talented and 
responsible pilot who takes his job very seriously. 
Diary entries range from the heat of combat and 
the drudgery of daily camp life to lively evenings 
at the American Eagle Club, Cracker’s Club, the 
Regent Hotel, and other nightspots that Gover 
and other American pilots frequented in London.

The progression of the diary entries also re-
veals a common theme in war—the initial excite-
ment of serving in uniform giving way to the 
reality of demanding training and finally to the 
harsh experience of combat itself. Only six days 
after flying operational combat missions, Gover is a 
pallbearer for a squadron mate. Death becomes 
commonplace but doesn’t affect him as it does 
others, some of whom are shipped home for 
"nerves." In one battle, Gover describes the ac-
tion at Dieppe, France, an Allied debacle in which 
five thousand Canadian commandos conduct a 
raid to test German defenses. While one thou-
sand Canadians are killed and two thousand are 
taken prisoner, Gover loses his entire squadron; 
his graphic descriptions of fellow pilots being

120
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shot down and of the inability of the airmen to 
help the commandos illustrate the horrendous 
human cost of this war.

Gover spends his time undergoing various alert 
conditions, flying aircraft, performing duties on 
base, and taking time off. Most missions are 
fighter sweeps; fighter escorts, which become 
more common as additional American bombers 
arrive in England; convoy patrol; and occasional 
defense of their air base from attack by Junkers 88s 
or Domiers. He usually fights with locke-Wulf 
190s and Messerschmitt 109s; by the end of his 
combat tour, he is credited with destroying three 
of these aircraft and damaging two.

In August 1942, Gover receives orders to 
American Eagle Squadron 133 at Martlesham 
Heath. The RAF had established three fighter 
squadrons as exclusively American units, and most 
of the Americans flying for the RAF hoped they 
would eventually transfer to these. Life as an 
American Eagle had its advantages, such as higher 
pay, $10,000 in free life insurance, and the privi-
lege of being some of the first Americans to fly 
World War II combat in American units. However, 
life in other ways did not change much. Gover 
flew out of an RAF base in a Spitfire, normally 
served under an RAF officer, and often remained 
under RAF radar control. Americanization of these 
three squadrons progressed slowly. He flew his 
first operations mission as an Eagle on 9 October
1942 during a mission involving five hundred 
fighters escorting 118 B-17s over Lille, France.

Gover continues flying the Spitfire until January
1943 because of the paucity of new P-47 Thunder-
bolts. He makes a quick transition to the P-47, 
flying solo on his first flight, with little ground 
school or other preparation. Gover obviously 
enjoys flying the much larger and more sophisti-
cated Thunderbolt. He finishes his combat flying 
in the P-47 in January 1944, when he returns home 
for a 30-day leave and is reassigned as a flight in-
structor in the United States.

LeRoy Gover earned one Silver Star, three Dis-
tinguished Flying Crosses, and eight Air Medals; 
achieved the rank of major; and earned the respect 
of his fellow airmen, commanders, and subordi-
nates. The modest yet brutally frank accountings 
from his diary and letters home of his forays in 
the cauldron of aerial combat attest to his courage, 
modesty, and leadership, and make for fast-paced 
reading. General Caine masterfully recounts these 
events without maudlin or superficial hype. 
Gover achieved his dream of being a fighter pilot 
while valiantly serving Britain and then his own

country—he even survives it all. Of the 43 pilots 
in his operational training unit (OTU) class, 33 
were killed, and six others were wounded so 
badly that they could no longer fly. By the end of 
this book, one realizes the tremendous sacrifices 
made by the airmen of World War II.

Spitfires, Thunderbolts, and Warm Beer is an ex-
cellent book. As a historical accounting of war 
through the diary entries and letters of a stereo-
typical all-American young man gone off to war, 
the book accomplishes that rarity in modern lit-
erature—the accurate portrayal of an important 
piece of history in human terms without unnec-
essary hype. I highly recommend Spitfires, Thun
derbolts, and Warm Beer but suggest that as 
readers make their way through it, they drink 
their beer cold.

Maj Phil Bossert, USAF
Scott AFB, Illinois

The Outbreak of the First World War: Strategic 
Planning, Crisis Decision Making and Deter-
rence Failure by John H. Maurer. Praeger 
Publishers, 88 Post Road West, Westport, Con-
necticut 06881, 1995 168 pages, $49.95.

Author John H. Maurer does an excellent job of 
examining the circumstances and decisions that 
led to the start of World War I. While there are 
many works that detail these events, few actually 
examine these events with an eye to understanding 
why they occurred. This is where Maurer makes 
his true contribution, for the focus of his book is 
on understanding the reasoning behind the deci-
sions made that led Austria-Hungary and Germany 
to adopt a high-risk offensive strategy. These de-
cisions did not occur in a political vacuum, but 
rather were the results of conscious choices—choices 
directed at achieving specific political ends for each 
nation. It was the political ends sought that made 
war inevitable, not the simple fact that Europe's 
militaries had mobilized.

It is in this light that Maurer examines the events 
and circumstance that led Austria-Hungary and 
Germany to take the course of action they did at 
the beginning of the war. Maurer accomplishes his 
task in three stages. Part one (chapters 1-3) of his 
book examines the strategic planning of the Austro- 
Hungarian and German general staffs prior to 1914. 
The second part (chapters 4-8) examines the July 
Crisis of 1914. While the crisis was precipitated by 
the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand,
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this section carefully examines why the leaders of 
Austria-Hungary and Germany chose a mix of of-
fensive and defensive strategic options. In the 
third and final part of this work (the concluding 
chapter), Maurer finishes his examination of the 
decisions that led Austria-Hungary and Germany 
to war by examining why deterrence failed.

In the years leading up to World War I, Europe's 
leaders had certain perceptions regarding the na-
ture of war, perceptions that would color how they 
decided for or against war. Prevailing politico- 
economic beliefs held that any modem war would 
be of very short duration because of the interde-
pendence of the European great power econo-
mies, the prohibitive cost of modern warfare, the 
supposed imperviousness of a nation's economy 
to government intervention, and a fear of social 
revolution. This combination of factors seemed to 
indicate that future wars would be short. Military 
doctrine of the day also supported the idea of short 
wars and came to place more value on offensive 
rather than defensive operations. Thus, military 
leaders also supported the idea of short, decisive 
wars fought to gain national objectives. This led 
military leaders to concentrate their planning ef-
forts on such a war, largely ignoring defensive op-
erations and long-range plans of employment.

But reality did not match the expectations of 
Europe's leaders. The war that followed lasted four 
years, was highly destructive in terms of property 
and capital, and resulted in the loss of almost an 
entire generation of European men. While military 
deployment plans were very detailed and developed 
for almost every contingency, they could not re-
solve the basic political differences of the parties 
involved. Too, political and military leaders failed 
to recognize, or even consider, the ramifications 
of their actions, actions that were often of a very 
provocative nature. When the opening battles of 
World War. I did not resolve the war quickly, the 
lack of long-range plans helped insure the stalemate 
and attrition warfare that followed. These factors 
resulted in a war that was a far cry from being 
short and decisive in nature.

While at times a bit repetitious, John H. Maurer's 
book is an excellent study about why nations go 
to war. It offers many lessons. To those who believe 
that in the new post-cold-war world old truths are 
no longer seemingly true, it shows the error of 
such thinking. For those enamored with a world 
image of highly interdependent economies and a 
worldwide outpouring of democracy that will 
temper the severity of future conflict, this work 
stands as a warning. For the military professional,

it serves as an admonition to the dangers of failing 
to adapt established doctrines to existing condi-
tions. Finally, this book once again points out the 
importance of understanding how political and 
military matters interrelate at the strategic level.

Maj John E. Brence, USAF 
M axwell AFB, A labam a

Code-Name Downfall: The Secret Plan to Invade
Japan and Why Truman Dropped the Bomb
by Thomas B. Allen and Norman Polmar.
Simon and Schuster, 1230 Avenue of the
Americas, New York 10020, 1995, 351 pages,
$25.00.

Norman Polmar and Thomas Allen present a 
clear repudiation of the idea that the dropping of 
the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki was 
unnecessary. Instead, the United States was plan-
ning a massive invasion of the Japanese home is-
lands, code-named Downfall, in which the 
detonation of the bombs was nothing more than 
the United States trying to do everything in its 
power to end the war as quickly as possible. 
Whether the bombs ended the war or simply 
made the invasion easier was not an issue in de-
ciding whether or not to use the bomb. The fact 
was that the bomb was a weapon in the arsenal.

The authors lead the reader through a concise 
but thorough background of both prewar plans 
involving a war against Japan and through the 
war itself, from the surprise attack at Pearl Harbor 
to the surrender of Japan aboard the USS Missouri. 
The background is excellently laid, and the authors 
do a great job of bringing the war to life. From 
memoirs and interviews the reader gains insights 
into what the commanders on both sides of the 
lines were actually thinking.

Overall, Code-Name Downfall is an excellently 
researched book that proves its thesis well beyond 
a reasonable doubt. Almost all sources used are 
primary sources, including official memorandums 
from national archives; interviews; memoirs; of-
ficial military plans, studies, and communications; 
and, most importantly, recently declassified Magic 
intercepts (of Japanese secret communications) that 
are on repository at the National Security Agency.

Polmar and Allen masterfully prove the thesis 
that the United States was going to invade whether 
or not it used the bomb (unless Japan surren-
dered, of course). As the United States and its Al-
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lies made their way across the Pacific, the authors 
chronicle not only how the battles were fought 
but how the lessons learned would be applied in 
the plan for the final invasion of Japan. As the Allies 
drew nearer to Japan itself, the reader is exposed to 
the vastly intricate deception plans as well as the 
contingency plans for the use of terror weapons 
(chemical and biological). The final invasion plan 
is also intricately laid out, from the arguments 
over when and where to land the invasion force to 
which forces were going to land on which beaches.

The key to the thesis, however, lies with the 
Magic intercepts. These intercepts clearly showed 
that the Japanese were in no way considering sur-
rendering just because their homeland was about to 
be invaded. Rather, that only strengthened their 
will as the military prepared the entire popula-
tion, including women and children, to defend 
the homeland against the Allies. Not only were the 
Japanese not open to negotiations in the least, there 
was no guarantee that the dropping of the two 
atomic bombs would end the war. In fact, Ameri-
can planners were calculating how many more 
bombs would be available for the invasion that 
was scheduled for 1 November 1945.

Thus, the invasion was destined to take place 
unless the atomic bombs ended the war. Code- 
Name Downfall, despite its shortage of detailed 
maps, shows that the atomic bombs were neces-
sary considering the fact that the Japanese showed 
no intention of surrendering without a fight to 
the finish. Only the dropping of the bombs pre-
cluded that end.

Lt Vern Conaway, USAF
Maxwell AFB, Alabama

rhe Divided Skies: Establishing Segregated Flight 
Training at Tuskegee, Alabama, 1934-1942 by 
Robert J. Jakeman. University of Alabama Press, 
315 University Boulevard East, Tuscaloosa, Ala-
bama 35401, 416 pages, 1992, S37.95.

Divided Skies is not just another book in a re-
cent series of publications attempting to chronicle 
the exploits and achievements of the black Army 
Air Corps pilots of the Second World War. Much 
has been written and conveyed about these men 
in books, articles, television documentaries, and a 
recent HBO movie. But until the publication of 
this book, very little has been written to cover 
black aviation from the end of the First World

War up until the beginning of the Second World 
War. In addition to covering the genesis of black 
military aviation training, Divided Skies covers the 
exploits of America's first black pilots, the only 
black combat pilot of World War I, black civil 
aviation between the wars, and the increasing pres-
sure by black Americans to be allowed to enter 
military flying.

The purpose of this book is to show the reader 
the difficulties faced by black Americans in an at-
tempt to earn the right to pilot aircraft for the Army 
Air Corps. The author, who is head of the Public 
Services Division at the Alabama Department of 
Archives and History in Montgomery, has done 
an incredibly detailed job of researching pertinent 
information. This prewar history of the black 
American struggle is replete with both first- and 
secondhand sources, making this book both accu-
rate and interesting. Although the book tends to 
slow down at times, lively and timely anecdotes 
interspersed throughout the book help to bring the 
story to life. They also give the reader a feel for 
what the black leadership in America was prob-
ably going through while trying to get legislation 
passed to correct the blatant discrimination prac-
ticed by the US military establishment.

In dealing with a subject of this nature, the 
author has done well to avoid pointing fingers or 
casting blame on any particular party, regardless 
of how culpable they were for the events that 
took place leading up to the reluctant admittance 
of black pilots into the Army Air Corps. This lends 
quite a bit of credibility to his work and does not 
tend to put the reader on any kind of defensive.

In all, this well-written book is presented in a 
very pleasant and understandable manner. It is a 
great stand-alone reference book on the subject of 
early black aviators and aviation pioneers. Al-
though it does discuss the formation of the black 
combat units of World War II, its real value lies in 
serving as a complementary edition to the other 
volumes that have been written about the Tuskegee 
airmen. People seem to either forget or not know 
the struggles faced by black Americans simply to 
earn the right to fly airplanes in this country. This 
book takes a giant step in that direction and will be 
a valuable tool for any historian interested in this 
area of historical study.

Maj Robert Tate, USAF 
Maxwell AFB, Alabama
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Reflections of a Cold Warrior: From Yalta to
the Bay of Pigs by Richard M. Bissell Jr. with
Jonathan E. Lewis and Frances T. Pudlo. Yale
University Press, P. O. Box 209040, New Haven,
Connecticut 06520-9040, 1996, 296 pages,
$30.00.

Richard M. Bissell’s career at the Central Intel-
ligence Agency (CIA) placed him in the inner circle 
of the most powerful and influential leaders in 
American government during the height of the cold 
war. Indeed, he had access to the most sensitive 
national security intelligence of the day. This book 
provides his insights and observations of many 
key events of this era. The book was written with 
the assistance of Jonathan E. Lewis and Frances T. 
Pudlo. The basis of this memoir is a series of 
one-on-one interviews conducted with Bissell 
between 1991 and 1993. Lewis's research of per-
sonal papers, files, and interviews with colleagues 
provided the framework for these interviews. Ms 
Pudlo, who was Bissell's administrative assistant for 
20 years, served as an editor of the manuscript.

Bissell was born into a wealthy Connecticut 
family and led a rather privileged childhood. He 
attended prep school at Groton and completed his 
undergraduate degree at Yale. After college grad-
uation in 1932, he studied at the London School 
of Economics and eventually returned to Yale to 
earn a PhD in economics. The war years of 1942- 
1945 saw Bissell employed at the War and Ship-
ping Administration, whose primary charter was 
to coordinate sealift of cargo to the theaters of 
operation. In this capacity he attended the Yalta 
Conference of 1945 and was witness to the in-
creasing friction between the US and Soviet 
Union that would eventually develop into the 
cold war. After World War II, Bissell held various 
positions in the Economic Cooperation Adminis-
tration, the- Mutual Security Agency, and the Ford 
Foundation. He played a role in formulating the 
Marshall Plan. In 1954, he joined the CIA ini-
tially as a special assistant to the director and 
later as deputy director of plans from 1959 until 
1962. He was heavily involved in the development 
and employment of the U-2 reconnaissance aircraft. 
He was also instrumental in the development of 
the SR-71 aircraft and the Corona spy satellite. His 
memoirs provide an insight into President Dwight 
Eisenhower's decision-making process for authoriz-
ing overflight of the Soviet Union. Bissell also dis-
cusses the events surrounding the Soviet shootdown 
of Francis Gary Powers's U-2 in 1960.

I believe the highlight of this book is the dis-
cussion of the planning and execution of the Bay 
of Pigs invasion. He explains the origin of the 
plan, the manner in which events changed the 
plan, President John F. Kennedy's involvement; and 
he outlines the reasons for its total failure. For the 
student of military history, this offers a case 
study in the wrong way to plan a military opera-
tion. Through Bissell's recollection and analysis, 
we can understand how we became involved in 
such a precarious operation and perhaps how it 
made sense at the time. After leaving the CIA, 
Bissell held various executive positions in private 
industry and worked as a consultant on numerous 
projects.

Overall, this book contains valuable information 
and offers a unique perspective on a difficult and 
dangerous yet interesting period in American his-
tory. I do have some criticisms of the book. We 
never really get to know Richard Bissell from these 
memoirs. The narrative has a rather cold and de-
tached quality. He rarely provides any insight into 
his personal life. He freely discusses the decisions 
he made and, to his credit, readily accepts respon-
sibility for the failures. As stated in the final chapter, 
Bissell chose to include only events he believed 
would benefit from his personal perspective while 
other topics receive only cursory treatment or are 
not discussed at all. For example, early United 
States involvement in Southeast Asia and several 
other crises of the period are only superficially 
discussed. I believe Bissell was too conservative, 
as he was in a position to make some valuable 
observations on a wider range of events.

I would recommend the reader approach this 
book as a reference work as opposed to a book for 
purely personal enjoyment. By this I mean I fully 
recommend selected sections of the book because 
of the excellent insight they offer. Specifically I 
recommend the chapter on reconnaissance system 
development, Cuba, and the discussion of covert 
operations. I do not, however, recommend the 
book as a whole.

Lt Col Chris Anderson, USAF
M axwell AFB, A labam a

War at Sea: A Naval History of World War II by
Nathan Miller. Charles Scribner's Sons, 866 
Third Avenue, New York 10022, 1995, 592 pages, 
$32.50.

Various 50th-anniversary celebrations of World 
War II have launched dozens of books about the
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war at sea. One of the broadest and most read-
able, Nathan Miller's synthetic volume draws on 
much of the English-language scholarship of re-
cent decades (plus some materials in the Public 
Record Office, invariably referred to as the Public 
Records [sic] office) to assess the leaders and opera-
tions of the German, British, Japanese, Canadian, 
and American navies. Miller, an experienced 
writer on sweeping topics as varied as a history of 
the US Navy and corruption in American politics, 
aimed to produce a history of "World War II at 
>ea that treat[s] the struggle as a conceptual 
whole." He nearly succeeds, but his planned com-
prehensiveness is marred only by virtually ignor- 
ng the Russian navy and dealing with the Italian 
anly as an opponent of Britain's Royal Navy.

Personalities loom large in Miller's narrative; 
le regularly summarizes the main issues debated 
by historians and then cogently states his owrn 
riew. Typical of Miller's assessments is his en-
dorsement of criticism leveled at Vice Adm Frank 
lack Fletcher's "ill-founded decision" (page 268) 
:o withdraw his carriers from the waters off 
3uadalcanal three days after marines went ashore 
n August 1942, followed by a summary of John 
-undstrom's defense of Fletcher in an extended 
ootnote. Most of his judgments are conven- 
rional (e.g., his criticism of Churchill's decision 
o transfer troops from Egypt to Greece in 1941 
ind of Gen Douglas MacArthur's failure to de-
end the Philippines more adequately). Miller 
las kind words for the Canadian navy and for 
Vdm Ernest J. King in the Battle of the Atlantic 
put argues that it was US industrial capacity more 
han anything else that determined the outcome 
>f that long, bitter campaign. Especially good is 
fis lucid treatment of British admiral Andrew B. 
lunningham and the Mediterranean campaign of 
1940 to 1942.

In the Pacific, Miller indirectly exonerates Gen 
/Valter C. Short and Adm Husband Kimmel by 
>lacing primary responsibility for the Pearl Harbor

debacle on officials in Washington. He credits 
the Japanese with forming a brilliant plan and 
executing it flawlessly, though he is highly critical 
of Adm Isoroku Yamamoto's conduct of the Mid-
way campaign six months later, saying his plan 
"smacked more of the war-gaming table than re-
ality" (page 245). He endorses Vice Adm Raymond 
Spruance's decisions not to seek the main Japanese 
fleet at Midway and the Philippine Sea; indeed, he 
describes Spruance as taking "an immense risk" 
(page 252) at Midway when he launched all his 
planes in pursuit of the Japanese while retaining 
none to defend his ships. In a few cases, Miller 
renders no judgment, as in his assessment of Vice 
Adm William Halsey's run north during the Battle 
of Leyte Gulf, though he does imply that Halsey 
committed an error—but one for which Thomas 
Kinkaid must share responsibility because of his 
failure to order air searches north of the battle area.

Although he focuses on major battles, Miller 
does not ignore submarine operations or the role 
of intelligence. His discussion of Allied coopera-
tion is not balanced by a critique of the failure of 
Japan and Germany to coordinate campaigns; nor 
does he assess lost opportunities, such as Japan's 
decision to limit operations in the Indian Ocean 
in 1942.

Individuals new to naval warfare can learn 
much from War at Sea, and specialists will find 
his assessments interesting. Miller's work can be 
profitably supplemented with Walter J. Boyne's 
Clash o f  Titans (1995). Boyne, a retired Air Force 
colonel, provides a valuable perspective by de-
scribing the importance of land-based aircraft to 
both the Americans and the Japanese—especially 
during the Battle of Midway—and to victory in the 
Battle of the Atlantic. Still, War at Sea replaces 
Richard Hough's The Longest Battle (1986) as the 
best single-volume overview of the naval war.

James C. Bradford
Maxwell AFB, Alabama
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by our readers. If you've got something to 
say, send it to us. We'll be happy to consider 
it for publication.

The Journal focuses on the operational 
and strategic levels of war. We are interested 
in articles that will stimulate thought on 
how warfare is conducted. This includes not 
only the actual conduct of war at the opera-
tional and strategic levels, but also the im-
pact of leadership, training, and support 
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The Editor
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